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FOREWORD 

The Guidance System Operations Plan (GSOP) assoicated with Program 

LUMINARY iC comprises the following six sections, which are published as 

separate volumes of Instrumentation Laboratory Report R-567, 

Section Title 
  

Pre- Launch 

Data Links 

Digital Autopilot 

Operational Modes 

Guidance Equations 

Control Data a
m
 

fF 
WwW 

NM 

The present volume (Section 3 of the GSOP) serves as a control document, 

specifying the lunar- module digital autopilot (LM DAP) design that is delivered 

in Program LUMINARY IC (Rev. 130). The autopilot design is unchanged from 

that delivered in Program LUMINARY 1B (Rev. 116). Therefore, as noted on 

the Revision Index Cover Sheet, this revision of Section 3 of the GSOP incorporates 

document-improvement changes only; no NASA/MSC- approved changes are involved. 

Revisions to this document require NASA approval whenever the changes con- 

cerned constitute modifications to the LM DAP design. 

The principal contributors to the various subsections that comprise this 

document are noted at the beginning of each subsection. The autopilot designers 

who contributed to the extensive review of this document that resulted in the 

document-improvement changes incorporated herein are Richard D. Goss, 

J. Edward Jones, George R. Kalan, Donald W. Keene, Robert F. Stengel, and 

Craig C. Work. Assistance in the preparation of this document for publication 

was provided by Gardner W. Pope of the Jackson & Moreland Division of 

United Engineers & Constructors Inc. 
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SUBSECTION 3.1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE DIGITAL AUTOPILOT 

by 

Donald W, Keene and William 8. Widnall 

3.1.1 Control Requirements 

The LM digital autopilot (LM DAP) serves as an integral part of the LM 

primary guidance, navigation, and control system (PGNCS). It provides auto- 

matic and manual attitude and translation control and stabilization of the LM 

spacecraft for both coasting and powered flight. The LM DAP is designed to 

control the three spacecraft configurations — LM descent, LM ascent, and CSM- 

docked — that are depicted in Figs, 3.1-1, 3.1-2, and 3,1-3, respectively. 

Control forces and moments are provided by means of the reaction control 

system (RCS), the descent propulsion system (DPS), and the ascent propulsion 

system (APS). The RCS employs 16 rocket thrusters mounted in clusters of four 

on outriggers equally spaced around the LM ascent stage. The DPS utilizes a 

throttleable, gimbaled engine contained within the vehicle descent stage.. The APS 

utilizes a fixed, constant-thrust engine installed near the centerline of the ascent 

stage. Automatic and manual attitude and translation control of the spacecraft is 

accomplished by ON-OFF command signals supplied to the valves of the RCS 

thrusters, During powered flight, the LM DAP also supplies command signals 

to the pitch and roll trim gimbals of the descent engine, 

To perform its various control tasks, the LM DAP receives and processes 

a variety of external and internal inputs, as illustrated in Fig, 3.1-4, These in- 

puts include the following quantities: 

1. IMU-CDU measurements of the spacecraft attitude, from which the 

LM DAP also infers attitude rates and attitude accelerations. 

2,  Hand-controiler signals for providing both manual rotational control 

and manual translational control, 

3. Mode-switch discretes for selecting the autopilot control modes.
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Fig. 3.1-4. LM DAP associated interfaces. 

     



4, Eight thruster-pair disable-switch discretes for modifying the RCS 

selection logic and optimizing the autopilot performance in the 

presence of failed jets. 

5. Keyboard inputs for specifying autopilot control parameters — such 

as angular deadbands, maneuver rates, hand~-controller functions, 

and spacecraft mass properties. 

6. Internal steering commands for providing automatic attitude control 

in both coasting and powered flight. 

7. An internal discrete for providing automatic ullage prior to main- 

engine ignition, 

8. Internal discretes for switching the autopilot control modes and con- 

figurations, 

Working in conjunction with the PGNCS guidance equations, the LM DAP pro- 

vides an integrated guidance, navigation, and control system to perform the com- 

plex tasks of the lunar landing mission. Propellant economy, minimization of the 

number of RCS jet pulses, and operation in the face of detected and undetected jet 

failures are some of the autopilot design objectives, 

Specifications of the requirements for the LM DAP may be found in the 

following documents: 

1. NASA contract NAS 9-4065 (in particular, the MIT Apollo Statement 

of Work); signed by NASA and MIT. 

2, The Contract Technical Specification, P56000000; signed by NASA 

and MIT. 

3. The Guidance System Operation Plan; written by MIT and approved 

by NASA. 

4. The LM Primary Guidance, Navigation, and Control Subsystem 

Performance and Interface Specification, LSP-370-3; written by 

GAEC and approved by NASA. 

5. The LM Guidance, Navigation, and Control System Master End 

Item Specification, PS6015000. (This document includes the inter- 

face control documents.) The MEI Specification is signed by NASA 

and MIT, but as a general rule, no revisions to the ICD's are made 

without MIT/GAEC joint signatures, 

6. Other documents, such as minutes of NASA/MIT LM Autopilot 

Design Review Meetings.



If there is disagreement between any of these specifications, the conflict is re- 

solved in favor of the higher contractual document (in the order listed above), 

3.1.2 LM Axes and Autopilot Control Channels 

The major control axes of the LM are shown in Fig, 3.1-5,. The descent 

engine may be gimbaled under LGC control about the pitch (Q) axis and the roll 

(R) axis, The descent-engine trim-gimbal control laws have been separated 

into two channels (Q and R). The computation of the proper trim-gimbal drive 

for each channel is based on independent single-plane control laws. 

If the spacecraft center of gravity lies near the geometric center of the 16 

RCS jets, then: 

a) The eight jets that thrust only in the Y or Z directions produce 

torques about the P axis only. (These jets are termed the P jets. ) 

b) Four of the jets that thrust in the +X direction produce torques 

about the U axis only. (These jets are termed the U jets. ) 

c) The other four jets that thrust in the +X direction produce torques 

about the V axis only. (These jets are termed the V jets. ) 

The autopilot design problem associated with the firing of 16 RCS jets is simpli- 

fied by the use of two logically independent RCS control systems: a P-axis sys- 

tem comprised of the eight P jets and a U~ and V-axes system comprised of the 

4 U jets and the 4 V jets. In the first system, +Y and +Z translational commands 

are mixed with P rotational requirements, Inthe second system, +X translation 

commands are mixed with rotational commands requiring U and V jets. In each 

system, rotational requirements are designed to have priority over translation 

commands, For the purpose of computing U or V rotational torques, the U-V sys- 

tem is further divided into two logically separate channels: a 4~jet U channel and a 
4-jet V channel, In the ascent and descent configurations, U-V system control is 

actually maintained about an auxiliary (nonorthogonal) set of axes called U' and V'. 

U!'-axis control is maintained by firing U jets, and V'-axis control is maintained 

by firing V jets. The U'-V' system is defined such that U-jet and V-jet firings do 

not produce coupled accelerations between U' and V' axes. The U' and V' axes are 

symmetrically skewed from the U and V axes and are constrained by the LM DAP 

to lie no more than +15 deg from the U-V system. In the CSM-docked configuration, 

control is maintained about the U and V axes. Some consequences of the simplified 

separated-channel design approach are as follows: 

®@ Rotational requirements in one logical system can not take priority 

over translation commanded in the other system, For example, 

if a +Z translation command causes a pitch torque larger than the 

3.1-6 
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Fig. 3.1-5. The control axes of the LM. 
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available pitch torque from the U and V jets, then the autopilot 

will lose pitch attitude control, This condition could occur with 

the CSM-docked configuration, in which the spacecraft center of 

gravity lies far away from the geometric center of the 16 RCS jets. 

@ Torques are generated in what is not necessarily the most efficient 

manner, For example, in the CSM~-docked configuration, the 

strongest pitch torque can be generated using +Z translation jets 

in the P-axis system, But the simplified control logic will generate 

the required pitch impulse using jets in the U-V system, 

advantages of the simplified design approach are principally: 

@A smaller number of words of fixed memory are required to store 

the autopilot in the LGC. 

@ The execution time required for each pass through the autopilot is 

reduced,



SUBSECTION 3, 2 

AUTOPILOT CONTROL MODES 

by 

Donald W. Keene 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The LM DAP may best be understood by describing its various modes of 

operation, For the purpose of this discussion, the modes can be divided into two 

categories: coasting-flight modes and powered-flight modes, In both cases, the 

LM DAP is capable of performing the following functions: 

1. Attitude hold and stabilization, 

2, Automatic maneuvering, 

3. Manual attitude rate control, 

4. Manual X-axis rotational override, 

5. Rotational minimum impulse control. 

6. Idling. 

Manual-translation and automatic-ullage capabilities are provided whenever 

the LM DAP is not in the idling mode. 

To meet the requirements of the two flight regimes and the various space- 

craft configurations, the LM DAP is altered in accordance with various external 

and internal control signals and discretes that specify the desired control function. 

Subsections 3, 2,2 and 3. 2.3 define the various operating modes of the LM DAP. 

Subsection 3. 2,4 discusses the selection of these modes, 

3.2,2 Coasting-Flight Modes 

3.2.2.1 Attitude-Hold Mode 

In the attitude-hold mode, the LM DAP stabilizes the space-craft attitude 

about a set of reference CDU angles: 99 ai and 8am (the desired outer, inner, 

and middle gimbal angles, respectively). The structure of this mode is shown 

schematically in Fig. 3,2-1. The LM DAP compares the reference angles with 

3.2-1 
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,the CDU angles and computes a set of pilot-axis attitude errors: Qap> Seq? and 

GR: The pilot errors are then resolved into the control axes of the LM DAP as 

ep? feu 
of inputs to the RCS control laws, (The RCS control laws are described in Subsec- 

» and Gaye by a nonorthogonal transformation and used as one of two sets 

tion 3.4). The second set of inputs to the RCS control laws consists of a set of 

estimated spacecraft angular velocities or rates — also resolved into the P, U', and 

V' axes — which are computed by the state-estimator logic (described in Subsection 

3.3). The state-estimator logic infers the spacecraft angular velocities from a 

combination of CDU measurements and estimates of the applied RCS control effect- 

iveness. 

As a function of the attitude errors and attitude-error rates, nonlinear switch- 

ing logic in the RCS control law (TJETLAW) is employed to generate jet on-times 

(TD > (TD yp and (TD, for each axis. Note that the control about each axis is 

treated separately and independently. A jet selection logic then combines these 

rotation commands with the translation commands from the thrust/translation 

controller assembly (TTCA) or the automatic-ullage discrete and selects the indi- 

vidual jets to be fired. The jet selection logic also incorporates the thruster- 

disable information and the astronaut options loaded in routine RO3 in determining 

these commands, Vernier timing of the RCS jets is accomplished with the aid of 

the T6 interrupt structure of the computer. The jet selection logic is described 

in Subsection 3.4.5, 

In the CSM-docked configuration, the LM DAP controls about the orthogonal 

P, U and V axes using a simplified control law, which is described in Subsection 

3.4.3. This law computes on-off rotation commands based upon estimated space - 

craft rates and attitude errors. Although vernier jet timing is not employed, the 

basic structure of the LM DAP remains the same. 

3.2.2.2 Automatic Maneuvers 

Automatic attitude maneuvers are implemented with exactly the same logic 

as that used in attitude hold, except for the additional inputs shown in Fig. 3, 2-2, 

One important difference is that the reference angles, Oy will, in general, be 

functions of time. These angles are generated by the steering programs, such 

as the attitude-maneuver routine shown schematically in Fig. 3,2-2. The steer- 

ing routine also generates the following quantities to provide smooth and efficient 

control: 

1. 46,5 Abai Aba — reference CDU angle increments 

2. — desired spacecraft rates ?ap °age “aR 

3. Bp» Bo» PR — attitude lag angles 
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Since the steering programs generate the desired gimbal angles at an interval 

(AT) that is much greater than the LM DAP sample rate (AT, = 0.1 sec), the 

incremental angles, 46, are provided for smoothing the commands between suc- 

cessive updates, These angles can be computed as 

AT 
= - —*= - AGj(t) = [Ayltag 1) ~ lt) ] BT. (3. 2-1) 

The LM DAP will then perform the following angle additions every 100 millisec: 

(N) = (N-1)+ 46, ,(t,) 
8do %o 

8yi(N) = 8;(N - 1) + 48,:(¢,) (3. 2-2) i 

Gam) - Gam “lt M4 (ty) 

The steering programs also compute a set of command spacecraft rates, Oy that 

are subtracted from the measured body rates by the LM DAP, The result is used 

by the RCS control laws. This procedure allows the LM DAP to maneuver the 

spacecraft smoothly at the required rate, For proper attitude control, the de- 

sired gimbal-angle rates should be consistent with Oy In addition, the steering 

programs will generate a set of lag angles, 8, that are added to the attitude errors 

to prevent overshoot when starting and stopping an automatic maneuver, The 

values of B for each axis are given by 

Ppo eap[-ap|/2ep 

Pa * #aqh aql/#q (3. 2-3) 

Pp = “gr bar|/2eR 

where Ap %, and Gp are the magnitudes of the assumed available two-jet accel- 

erations in each axis as computed in the 1/ACCS routine. If these lag angles were 

not introduced into the attitude command during an automatic maneuver, then the 

autopilot would have to accelerate to a rate in excess of the desired maneuver rate 

to catch up with the attitude command, which instantly started moving at the de- 

sired maneuver rate, This rate overshoot would waste fuel. In addition, at the 

end of the maneuver, without the lag angles, the autopilot would command the 

vehicle to decelerate only when the final attitude was reached; thus, overshooting 

of the desired attitude would occu? and additional fuel expenditure would be re- 

quired to return the vehicle to the desired attitude. 

No limits are imposed on the computed values of these lag angles. Thus, if 

one attempted to perform an automatic maneuver at the highest selectable maneu- 

ver rate of 10 deg/sec with the heaviest CSM-docked configuration (where the two- 

jet acceleration in pitch is of the order of 0.2 deg/sec”), the computed lag angle 
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Bo would be of the order of 250 deg. This would produce unpredictable results; 

therefore, the high rate with the CSM-docked configuration should not be selected. 

(Even with a working autopilot algorithm, this should not be done because of the 

exorbitant RCS fuel consumption. ) 

Note that when steering is completed, ay and 4, as well as 7B, are reset to 

zero and, in effect, the LM DAP reverts to attitude hold about the desired gimbal 

angles. 

In the CSM-docked configuration, the basic structure of the mode remains 

unchanged except for the simplified RCS control logic. 

The coasting-flight attitude maneuver routine is specified in detail in Subsec- 

tion 3.7. 

3.2.2.3 Manual Rate Command Mode 

In the manual rate command mode, the LM DAP interrogates the hand-controller 

counters that interface with the proportional rate command signals supplied by the 

attitude controller assembly (ACA). Based upon the contents of these counters, the 

LM DAP computes the corresponding rate commands in pilot axes wp- HQ? wR) 

The magnitude of each of these commands is a quadratic function of the hand-controller 

deflection. The LM DAP then compares the rate commands with the estimated space- 

craft rates and computes a set of rate errors as shown in Fig. 3.2-3. These errors 

are transformed into the LM DAP control axes and are used as one set of inputs to 

the manual rate control laws. The LM DAP also computes a set of body-axis atti- 

tude errors, 84. by integrating the difference between the command rates and unfil- 

tered measurements of the actual vehicle rates. These rate measurements are 

made by back-differencing the CDU measurements over a control-sample period and 

transforming to pilot axes. The attitude errors are then transformed to control 

axes and used as a second set of inputs to the manual control laws. The manual 

control logic selects one of two control laws, as discussed in Subsection 3.4.4. (The 

direct rate mode, which is entered when the change in commanded rate is large and 

returns control to the pseudo-automatic mode when rate errors have been sufficiently 

reduced or after four seconds of direct rate control, ignores attitude errors. The 

pseudo-automatic mode, which is used when the change is small and the direct rate 

mode is inactive, controls through the LM-alone or CSM-docked phase-plane logic 

and requires both rate and attitude errors.) Control-law selection occurs in the P, 

Q, Raxes. Control is effected inthe P, U', V' axes for the ascent and descent con- 

figurations and in the P, U, V axes for the CSM-docked configuration. The control 

laws compute jet on-times that interface with the jet selection logic. When the hand 

controller is returned to the center (detent) position, the commands are zeroed and 

the LM DAP damps the spacecraft rates below a threshold value at which time the 

LM DAP samples the CDU's, sets the desired attitude to the present attitude, and 

reverts to attitude hold. 

3.2.2.4 X-Axis Override 

This mode allows the crew to override automatic control of the X axis (yaw axis) 

and permit manual yaw rate control, while the automatic steering maintains control 

of the pitch and roll axes. In this mode, the X axis operates in the attitude -hold 

mode or the rate command mode as described in Subsections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.3. 
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The pitch and roll axes are restricted to the attitude-hold and automatic-maneuvering 

modes of operation, 

X-axis override is available only when the attitude mode control switch is placed 

in the AUTO position. Its use is further restricted by an internal program discrete 

as described in Subsection 3.6. 

3.2.2.5 Minimum Impulse Mode 

Figure 3.2-4 shows the functional elements associated with the minimum im- 

pulse mode. In this mode, the LM DAP responds only to hand-controller commands. 

Each time the ACA is moved from the center (detent) position past the pulse/direct 

switches of the ACA, a single 14-millisec firing of the RCS jets results about the 

axes commanded. The ACA must be returned to detent before another firing will be 

made. If no ACA commands are present, the spacecraft will drift freely. 

In the CSM-docked configuration, the duration of minimum-impulse firings is 

14 millisec for commands about the P axis and is 60 millisec for commands about 

the Q and Raxes. In all other respects, the minimum impulse mode is identical 

for the CSM-docked and LM-alone configurations. 

3.2.2.6 Autopilot Off Mode 

If the attitude mode control switch is placed in the OFF position, the LM DAP 

will turn off the jets and the gimbal drives and revert to an idle mode in which the 

DAP will not exercise the automatic control logic nor respond to any inputs. When 

the mode control switch is returned to either the AUTO position or the ATT HOLD 

position, the LM DAP will reinitialize and resume active control of the spacecraft. 

Similarly, if the guidance select switch is moved from the PGNCS position to 

the AGS position, the LM DAP will revert to the idle mode. If, however, the PGNCS 

attitude mode control switch is left in either the AUTO position or the ATT HOLD 

position, the LM DAP will continue to display attitude errors or DAP-estimated rates 

on the FDAI attitude-error needles, Since the DAP rate estimator is not executed 

in the idling mode, the rate display will be useless in this mode. 

3.2.3 Powered-Flight Modes 

The powered -flight operations of the LM DAP are considerably more complicated 

than the coasting-flight operations. First of all, the LM DAP - working in conjunc- 

tion with the outer-loop guidance - must accurately steer the spacecraft to meet the 

stringent thrust-pointing requirements of all powered-flight phases, including the 

lunar landing. In addition, the LM DAP must control the gimballing of the descent 

engine as well as the firing of the RCS jets. The control problem is further aggra- 

vated by large angular accelerations induced by engine moment offsets. The LM 

DAP must compute these accelerations to maintain control of the spacecraft and 

produce efficient limit-cycle performance. Since the mass properties of the vehicle 

are continually changing, the LM DAP must also repetitively adjust its gains and 

control parameters to adapt to the varying conditions of powered flight. 

The structure of the LM DAP during powered flight is shown schematically in 

Fig. 3.2-5. The major additions required for powered-flight operation are the 

following: 
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1. Anintegrated guidance and navigation outer loop that interfaces 

with the LM DAP through a powered-flight steering routine known 

as FINDCDUW. 

This routine computes the vehicle rotation required to bring 

the measured thrusting direction into alignment with the desired 

thrusting direction and to provide window pointing control. A 

detailed specification of this guidance/control interface routine 

is given in Section 5 of the GSOP, 

2. Control laws for gimballing the descent engine. 

Two control laws are used. The first is a nearly time- 

optimal attitude control law capable of independent steering 

of the spacecraft; it is called the GTS attitude control law. 

The second is a simplified acceleration control law used to 

null the offset accelerations; it is called the GTS acceleration 

nulling control law. Both of these control laws are described 

in Subsection 3.5. The interaction between RCS control, GTS 

attitude control, and GTS acceleration nulling control is dis- 

cussed in Subsection 3.6. 

3. A mass-monitor-and-control-parameter calculation used to com- 

pute a) the switch curves and jet effectiveness for the RCS control 

laws, and b) the control authority of the trim-gimbal control drives. 

These computations are presented in parts of Subsections 3.3 

and 3.4. 

4. A derivation of the spacecraft offset angular accelerations, 4. and 
A . Q 
dps performed by the state estimator. 

These quantities, as well as the estimates of vehicle rates, 

are required by the RCS control laws and the trim-gimbal con- 

trol laws. A description of the equations employed to compute 

8 and ap is given in Subsection 3. 3. 

In accordance with this basic structure, the following subsections describe 

the control modes available in powered flight. 

3.2.3.1 Automatic Steering 

In the LM-descent configuration, the autopilot is structured as shown in Fig. 

3.2-5. Every two seconds the guidance computes a new desired attitude, The 

interface routine FINDCDUW attempts to deliver the desired attitude by issuing 

appropriate rotation-rate commands. This provides ramp smoothing of the dis- 

continuous guidance attitude commands, FINDCDUW maintains the same set of 

interface variables (49,'s, wy'S, and 6's) that are maintained in a coasting~flight 

maneuver by KALCMANU. 
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In the CSM~docked configuration, the basic structure remains the same ex- 

cept that the LM-alone RCS control laws are replaced by the simpler CSM-docked 

RCS control laws, 

In ascent, however, the trim~-gimbal laws are not employed and the RCS 

path must assume complete responsibility for providing control of the spacecraft. 

3.2.3.2 Attitude Hold 

For the LUMINARY program, this mode differs from the automatic steering 

mode in only two respects: 

1, The automatic steering routine, FINDCDUW, does not send com- 

mands across the interface, 

2, The trim gimbals are used only in the acceleration-nulling mode 

during LM-alone DPS burns, 

3.2.3.3 Manual Rate Control 

The manual rate mode for powered flight functions in the same way as for 

coasting flight (see Subsection 3.2.2.3) except that for the descent configuration 
the trim-gimbal acceleration-nulling control law will be operative (to the exclu- 
sion of the trim-gimbal attitude control law). As in attitude hold, steering com- 

mands are not sent across the interface. 

In the CSM-docked configuration, there is no requirement to provide man- 

ual rate control in powered flight. 

3.2.3.4 X-Axis Override 

X-axis override functions in a way similar to that described in Subsection 

3.2.2.4. The main difference is that manual yaw control will override the auto- 

matic steering about the X axis while the powered-flight steering continues to 

control thrust-axis pointing. In this case, the pitch and roll channels of the LM 

DAP are structured in the automatic steering mode described in Subsection 3, 2.3.1. 

3.2.3.5 Minimum Impulse Mode 

This mode operates in the same way as described in Subsection 3, 2, 2.5 ex- 

cept that the trim-gimbal control laws will be operative in the descent and CSM- 

docked configurations, Care must be taken to prevent inadvertent selection of 

this mode in powered flight, 

3.2.3.6 Off Mode 

Operation in this mode is the same as described in Subsection 3. 2, 2.6 ex- 

cept that the Mode 2 attitude-error displays will reference the output of the 

powered-flight steering routine* The guidance and navigation, as well as the 

control-gain calculations, will continue to function. 

* 
See Subsection 3. 2.6 for definition of the modes of operation associated with 
the attitude-error displays. 
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3.2.4 Mode Selection 

Selection of the LM DAP control modes is shared between astronaut action and 

program control. Manual selection is governed by the guidance select switch, the 

attitude mode control switch, and by keyboard entries. Program selection is 

accomplished by various internal discretes. 

Before describing the detail selection of each of the modes, a few general 

statements can be made. All operating modes (on-modes) of the LM DAP will be 

available only if the guidance select switch is in the PGNCS position. In the AGS 

position, the Mode 2 attitude-error displays will be maintained by the LM DAP, 

provided that the attitude mode control switch is placed in the AUTO or ATT HOLD 

positions. The selection of all powered-flight modes is governed solely by an in- 

ternal mission-program control discrete (DRIFTBIT of the DAP control word 

DAPBOOLS). Use of the trim-gimbal control laws is governed by another internal 

discrete (USEQRJTS bit in DAPBOOLS)* 

The parts played by astronaut action and program control in each of the LM 

DAP control modes is summarized in the following presentation. 

Idling Mode 

1. Entered automatically if the guidance select switch is in the AGS position. 

2. Entered automatically if the DAP mode control switch is in the OFF 

position. 

3. Entered automatically if the IMU CDU's are not usable. The IMU CDU's 

are considered to be unusable if any of the following conditions exist: 

a) The IMU is off. 

b) The IMU is in coarse align. 

c) The IMU is performing a CDU zero. 

d) The IMU is in its turn-on sequence. 

4. Entered automatically if the 1/ACCS adaptive loop computations have 

not been completed since the last fresh start or restart. 

Coasting-Flight Automatic Maneuver Mode 

1. DAP mode control switch must be in the AUTO position. 

2. Entered manually via the V49 DSKY entry, which calis the R62 crew- 

defined automatic maneuver routine. 

3. Entered manually via the V89 DSKY entry, which calls the R63 rendez - 

vous final attitude routine. 

OTe 
“For further information on these discretes and other discretes in DAPBOOLS 
see Subsection 3.6. 
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Entered via the crew DSKY response in: 

a) The P40 DPS program. 

b) The P41 RCS program. 

c) The P42 APS program. 

d) The P63 braking phase program. 

e) The R52 automatic optics positioning routine. 

f) The R6i preferred tracking attitude routine. 

g) The R65 fine preferred tracking attitude routine. 

Powered-Flight Automatic Steering Mode 

2. 

1. PGNCS attitude mode control switch must be in the AUTO position. 

Automatically selected in: 

a) The P12 powered ascent program. 

b) The P70 DPS abort program. 

c) The P71 APS abort program. 

d) The P63 braking phase program. 

e) The P64 approach phase program. 

f) The P66 Auto landing phase program. 

g) The P40 DPS program. 

h) The P42 APS program. 

Attitude Hold Mode 

1. Entered automatically in coasting flight when the PGNCS attitude mode 

control switch is in the AUTO position, the R60 attitude maneuver routine 

is inactive, and the yaw axis of the ACA hand controller is in the detent 

position. 

Entered automatically in coasting flight when the PGNCS attitude mode 

control switch is in the ATT HOLD position, the ACA hand controller is in 

the detent position, andthe PULSES bit has been reset via the V77 DSKY 

entry or by the program. 

Entered automatically in powered flight when the PGNCS attitude mode 

control switch is in the ATT HOLD position and the ACA hand controller 

is in the detent position. 
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Manual Rate Command Mode 

1. DAP mode control switch must be in the ATT HOLD position. 

2. ACA hand controller must be moved out of detent. 

3. PULSES bit must have been reset. PULSES is reset: 

a) Manually by the crew via the V77 DSKY entry. 

b) Automatically by the ignition sequence of any APS, DPS or 

RCS burn program. 

c) Automatically by a fresh start. 

X-Axis Override Mode 

1. DAP mode control switch must be in the AUTO position. 

2. ACA hand controller must be out of detent about the yaw axis. 

3. XOVINHIB bit must not be set. XOVINHIB is set automatically in: 

a) The P12 powered ascent program between the time of ignition 

and 12 sec after the radial velocity equals+40 ft/sec. 

b) The P70 DPS abort program and the P71 APS abort program (if 

the LGC-estimated altitude at initiation is less than 25, 000 ft) 

from initiation to completion of the pitch maneuver to attitude- 

for-ascent maneuver. 

c) The P63 braking phase program when the LGC-estimated altitude 

is less than 25, 000 ft. 

d) The P64 approach phase program. 

Minimum Impulse Command Mode 

1. DAP mode control switch must be in the ATT HOLD position. 

2. PULSES bit must have been set, PULSES is set: 

a) Manually by the crew via the V76 DSKY entry. 

b) Automatically by the P68 landing confirmation program. 

The dependence of mode selection on the position of the mode control switch 

is summarized in Table 3. 2-1. 

3.2.5 Parameter Specification 

The LM DAP is designed to provide a degree of flexibility in specifying its con- 

trol parameters. Among those parameters that the astronaut may select are the 

following: 

1. Angular deadbands. 

2. Automatic maneuver rates. 

3. Rotational-hand-controller scalings. 
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Table 3,2-1, The positions of the mode control switch 

required for the various LM DAP control modes. 

  

  

  

  

Position of 

Mode Control Switch 

LM DAP 
Control Mode AUTO ATT HOLD OFF 

Automatic Maneuvering x 

ge Attitude Hold x x 

fH} Manual Rate Control x 
ag . . 
<(Q] X-axis override x 

5 5 Minimum Impulse Control x 

Off x 

Automatic Steering x 

Q Attitude Hold x 
fq 

ao Manual Rate Control x 

Ze X-axis override x 

a Minimum Impulse Control x 

Off x               
4. Two- or four-jet X axis translation. 

5. The fuel system (A or B) for providing two-jet X-axis translation and 

Q, Rminimum impulses in the minimum impulse mode. 

The mechanism for making these selections is the LM DAP data-load routine (R03), 

which is called by V48E. Crew procedures for using R03 are described in Section 4 

of the GSOP. 

The crew may indicate a preference for a deadband of 5 deg, 1 deg, or 0.3 deg. 

This preference is honored in the LM-alone configurations unless overridden by an 

automatic mission-control program. For example, in most powered flight programs, 

a deadband of 1 deg is actually used. The specification of the automatic override of 

the crew-selected deadbands is indicated throughout Section 4 of the GSOP. In the 

CSM-docked configuration, there is no variation in deadband in response to either 

manual or automatic selection. 

The maneuver rates that may be selected by the crew for use by the automatic 

attitude-maneuver routine are 10 deg/sec, 2 deg/sec, 0.5 deg/sec, or 0.2 deg/sec. 

It is strongly advised that the crew not select 10 deg/sec in the CSM-docked configura- 

tion since the fuel consumption will be enormous because of the large moments of 

inertia. 

Two rotational-hand-controller scalings are available. In the LM-alone configura- 

tion, the maximum commanded rates are 20 deg/sec and 4 deg/sec. In the CSM- 

docked configuration, the scalings are reduced by a factor of ten; that is, the maxi- 

mum commanded rates are 2 deg/sec and 0.4 deg/sec. 
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The crew has some fuel~management control over the automatic system, 

One input via RO3 indicates whether two or four jets should be used for X-axis 

translation (including ullage). If two jets are chosen, the crew may select the two 

jets in either System A or System B. However, an indication of a jet failure will 

override the crew preference and cause selection of a firing policy that does not 

include a disabled jet. Furthermore, the ascent program P12 and the abort pro- 

grams P70 and P71 internally set the indicator for four-jet translation, 

The crew may elect to disallow use of the RCS jets for attitude control about 

the Q and R spacecraft axes during any unstaged burn (CSM-docked or LM-alone), 

This is accomplished by calling up Verb 65 on the DSKY, which serves to set the 

flag bit SNUFFBIT. The bit may be subsequently cleared by a call to Verb 75, 

Regardless of when in the mission SNUFFBIT is set, it affects only automatic 

Q, R-axes attitude control and only applies during a LM-active burn prior to 

staging. The purpose of this option is to provide a means of avoiding thermal 

impingement by the RCS jet plumes. However, when SNUFFBIT is set, control of 

the spacecraft must be maintained entirely by the slow trim gimbal system. If 

SNUFFBIT is set in the descent configuration when the mode control. switch is in the 

ATT HOLD position, no pitch or roll attitude control will be provided. 

Additional interfaces exist that enable the autopilot to a) control spacecraft 

configurations that differ widely in their dynamical characteristics and b) take 

into account known failures in the control-system hardware. These interfaces 

are described in the succeeding paragraphs. 

3.2.5.1 Spacecraft Configurations 

The vehicle configuration — that is, the ascent LM, the descent LM, or the 

(descent) LM docked to the CSM — is specified by two software flag bits: 

CSMDOCKD and APSFLAG, The hardware-controlled stage-verify discrete is 

not relied upon, or even referred to, in the LUMINARY program; APSFLAG alone 

is used by both the LM DAP and the other subprograms, The two flags are set in 

accordance with the crew's input in Routine 3 (R03). However, APSFLAG is also 

automatically set by mission-oriented routines to indicate staging after a lunar 

touchdown (P68), after an ascent abort from powered descent (P71), or before 

an ascent burn (P42). While a transition is being made from one configuration 

to another, such as during a docking maneuver, it is generally preferable to 

indicate the lighter configuration in order to avoid overcontrol by the autopilot. 

The LM DAP has not been designed to control the configuration in which the . 

LM ascent stage alone is docked to the CSM, and R03 has been coded so as not to 

accept such an input, 

3.2.5.2 Spacecraft Mass Properties 

For each spacecraft configuration, the mass properties of the vehicle are 

subject to large variations. For example, during ascent, the principal moment 

  

*phis choice of system also governs the selection of jets for Q, R minimum im- 
pulses for the minimum impulse mode. 
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of inertia about the spacecraft Z axis changes by almost a factor of four, To 

optimize the performance of the LM DAP under these conditions, the LM DAP 

must be provided with a simple means of specifying the mass properties of the 

spacecraft. To this end, R03 incorporates a LM DAP data load of LM mass and 

CSM mass (N47) from which the LGC can update all its mass-dependent parameters, 

During powered flight, the LM mass (and the mass of the combined vehicle 

when docked) is decremented every two seconds according to the measured velocity 

change and the assumed main-engine (descent or ascent) specific impulse, The 

mass-dependent control gains are then recomputed as a function of the decre- 

mented mass, Major changes in the mass properties of the vehicle occur during 

powered flight, By this automatic mass-update method, the LM DAP should 

maintain reasonable estimates for the critical quantities. Any adjustment to the 

LGC-computed values must be made via R03. Adjustments to the LGC-stored 

values for the LM or CSM masses must be made by the astronaut whenever a sig- 

nificant change in mass has occurred that was not reflected in AV measured by 

the powered-flight programs inthe LGC, Examples of such changes would be: 

1) A significant reduction in APS fuel as a result of cross-feeding to the RCS and 

firing the RCS in balanced couples, or 2) a reduction in CSM mass due toSM TVC 

under CMC control. As a general rule, if there is uncertainty in determining the 

LM mass or the CSM mass, the crew should load a mass slightly smaller than the 

estimated mass. A mismatch between the value of mass loaded in the LGC and 

the actual vehicle mass can cause instabilities only if the LGC believes the vehicle 

is much heavier than it actually is, It should be noted here that the check on the 

LM-mass value that is described in Subsection 3.6.1.5 will result in a change 

from the loaded value if that value is not considered to be within the required 

range. The crew will not be aware of this correction unless they display the 

mass again, 

3.2.5.3 Descent-Engine Gimbal Trim Angles 

Another set of quantities that may be specified in RO3 are the descent-engine 

gimbal trim angles (N48). These quantities are provided for alignment of the 

descent-engine thrust vector through the initial estimated center of gravity of the 

spacecraft, This initial alignment of the descent engine is required to reduce the 

attitude transient caused by thrust offsets at ignition. The alignment procedure is 

complicated by the lack of gimbal-angle indicators and the very slow gimbal drive 

rates (0.2 deg/sec), The alignment is achieved by first driving each gimbal to 

its stops (-6 deg) and then returning the gimbals to the trim angles via an open- 

loop timed drive at a rate of 0,2 deg/sec, This procedure may take up to two 

minutes for completion, 

At the end of the burn, the trim-gimbal drives will be turned off — leaving the 

engine thrust axis approximately aligned through the center of gravity. This 
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procedure will avoid the necessity for realigning the gimbals for subsequent igni- 

tions with the same vehicle configuration, On the other hand, if the CSM has 

docked or separated, then the center of gravity will, in general, have shifted; the 

alignment drive must be initiated again before reigniting the descent engine. 

3.2.5.4 RCS Failure Monitor and Thruster-Pair Disable 

The eight thruster-pair disable switches interface with the LGC via bits 1 

through 8 of channel 32, as illustrated in Fig. 3,.1-4 of Subsection 3.1. The 

T4RUPT routine monitors these switches once every 480 millisec and informs the 

LM DAP of any changes in switch position. With this information, the LM DAP will 

select the best set of jets to use under the combined conditions of rotational com- 

mands, translational commands, and disabled jets. 

The LM DAP will not attempt to fire disabled jets and will account for the 

corresponding reduction in control authority by readjusting its control gains, In 

situations where a conflict arises between rotational commands and translational 

commands, rotations will assume priority, For further details, the reader should 

refer to the description of the jet selection logic in Subsection 3.4.5 and the RCS 

failure monitor in Subsection 3. 6,1. 

3.2.5.5 Gimbal-Failure Indication 

The crew may indicate by setting a panel switch that the descent-engine trim 

gimbals are unusable. The setting of this switch indicates to the LM DAP that it 

should stop sending drive signals to the trim gimbal and should attempt to con- 

trol despite the fixed (hopefully small) moment offset. 

3.2.6 FDAI Attitude-Error Meter Displays 
  

Among the myriad of displays that confront the astronaut are those associated 

with the FDAI, This instrument displays nine quantities concerned with the space- 

craft attitude. The ball provides a display of the spacecraft total attitude, which 

in the PGNCS mode of operation is supplied by the resolvers mounted on the IMU 

gimbals, The attitude-rate meters are driven from signals generated by the 

rate~gyro assembly via the control electronics section of the stabilization and 

control system, The attitude-error meters, which interface with the LGC via 

the digital-to analog converters of the IMU CDU's, either display one of the two 

modes of attitude errors computed by the LM DAP or display the DAP-estimated 

vehicle rates, 

The LM DAP generates two types of attitude errors for display on the FDAI 

error meters. The modes of operation are designated as Mode 1 and Mode 2 and 

display the following quantities: 

1. Mode 1 displays autopilot following errors — selected via the DSKY 

by V61E, 

2. Mode 2 displays total attitude errors with respect to the angles in 

Noun 22 — selected by V62E, 
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Mode 1 is provided as a monitor of the LM DAP and of its ability to track 

steering commands, 

Mode 2 is provided to assist the crew in manually maneuvering the spacecraft 

to the attitude (gimbal angles) specified in N22, The attitude errors with respect 

to these angles and the current CDU angles are resolved into pilot axes. 

These displays are available in all operational modes of the autopilot and 

are updated every 200 milliseconds, The crew may preset an attitude reference 

(desired gimbal angles) into N22, but caution is advised since this may interfere 

with data generated under program control, It is therefore recommended that 

N22 be loaded for this purpose in POO only. 

Note that N22 represents desired gimbal angles, not ball angles. 

Since the conversion from gimbal angles to FDAI ball angles is somewhat com- 

plicated, routine 60 will automatically convert the desired gimbal angles in N22 to 

the required ball angles in N18 to assist the crew in monitoring and performing 

large spacecraft attitude maneuvers. 

In addition to the Mode 1 and Mode 2 displays, the crew may select a display 
of the DAP-estimated vehicle rates with the DSKY by means of V60E, This rate- 
display mode provides a much finer scaling and better accuracy than that available 
on the attitude-rate needles driven by the rate-gyro assembly and can also be used 
as a backup to the rate-needle drive by the analog autopilot if the rate-gyro assem- 
bly fails. 

Routine 60 automatically selects the Mode 2 attitude-error display (an equiva- 
lent of V62E). Consequently, DAP-estimated rates will be displayed during and 
after automatic maneuvers only if selected by the crew via V60 after initiation of R60. 

3.2.6.1 Mode 1 Display Implementation 

The LM DAP computes the autopilot following errors (phase-plane errors) by 
differencing the actual angles, 6, with the DAP reference angles, Gy and resolv- 
ing the difference into the pilot axes {(P, Q, R); that is, 

8. 1 sin 6. 0 (8, ~ 846 | 

92Q =] 0 cos G4, cos 8, sin 8, 6; - 835 (3. 2-4) 

Gap j 0 -cos 6, sin 8, cos 8, By - Bam 

where 

o
e
 1 = outer gimbal angle 

6, = inner gimbal angle 

D>
 H middle gimbal angle 
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4;. = desired outer gimbal angle 

933 = desired inner gimbal angle 

Gam = desired middle gimbal angle 

Note that this gimbal-rate-to-body-rate transformation matrix [Mepl is the same 

matrix used in the state-estimator logic described in Subsection 3,3 and is updated 

every 240 millisec by the T4 interrupt program. 

In the manual rate command mode, the errors are computed as described in 

Subsection 3, 4, 4, 

Since Mode 2 attitude-error displays are automatically selected before the com- 

putation and display of desired FDAI ball angles in R60, Mode 1 errors will be dis- 

played during and after automatic maneuvers only if selected by the crew via V61 

after the appearance of the first R60 ball-angle display. 

During automatic maneuvers, the lag-angle terms (Bp. Bg: BR) are added to the 

errors given by Eq. (3. 2-4); that is, 

8p ~ %ptPp |! 

82Q = aq * ba | (3. 2-5) 

SR * %R + Bp 

and the results are loaded into the IMU-CDU digital-to-analog converters for dis- 
play on the FDAI attitude-error meters, 

Since the LM DAP uses the modified errors, a, in the phase-plane logic and 

will attempt to null these errors during an automatic maneuver, the effect of the 

lag-angie additions will not be evident to the astronaut except, perhaps, during 

the starting and stopping transients, 

The LM DAP provides these inputs to the FDAI needles to permit monitoring 

of its operation in the PGNCS attitude hold, automatic maneuvering, manual rate 

command, and X-axis override control modes, The errors should not substan~ 

tially exceed the attitude deadband if the LM DAP is functioning properly. Since 

the LM DAP controls the spacecraft about either the U' and V' axes or the U and V 

axes, the effective deadbands about the Q and R axes may be larger than the selected 

value. In the ascent and descent configurations, the effective deadband about one of 

the principal axes, Q or R, can be twice the selected value in the limiting case 

where the U'-V' system is skewed +15 deg away from the U-V system. In the CSM- 

docked configuration, the U-V system control permits a Q- or R-axis maximum 

effective deadband that is larger than the selected deadband by a factor of 1. 4. 

Since full-scale deflection of the error needles corresponds approximately to 

5 degrees of attitude error in the PGNCS mode of operation, the displays may 

saturate if a wide deadband (8 ap = 5 deg) is selected. This effect should not be 

interpreted as improper operation of the LM DAP. 
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In powered flight with a large moment offset, the natural limit cycling of the 

LM DAP may also exceed the full-scale deflection of 5 deg. 

In the PGNCS minimum impulse mode, the LM DAP will zero the Mode 1 

error displays. Inthe OFF mode, the LM DAP does not update the displays. if 

AGS control is selected, however, the DAP will continue to generate the displays, 

provided that the attitude mode control switch is left in either the AUTO position 

or the ATT HOLD position. 

3.2.6.2 Mode 2 Display Implementation 

The total attitude errors displayed are computed as the difference between 

the contents of Noun 22 (Ci é and Pom) and the measured gimbal angles; that is, 
cl? 

| GP | \" ~ 8&6 

oy [. (Mgp] 0, - Gai (3. 2-6) 

a | I ~ Oona 

At the beginning of coasting-flight automatic maneuvers in R60, the contents 

of N22 are set to the terminal attitude of the maneuver so that the error needles 

will indicate angles to be gained to completion of the maneuver. During powered 

flight, the automatic steering routine (FINDCDUW) will load N22 to indicate the 

spacecraft attitude commanded by the guidance equations. In general, these 

commands, which are updated at two-second intervals, will be slowly changing 

with time. The Mode 2 errors are provided to assist the crew in manually 

orienting the spacecraft, 

It should be noted that N22 also represents the IMU coarse-align angles that 

are computed when realignment of the platform is being performed (during P52, 

for example), Preflight check-out of the display interface, performed via V43E, 

also uses N22 to load the ISS error counters, This test routine requires that the 

autopilot be turned off, 

Mode 2 error displays are selected automatically in R60 for automatic maneu- 

vers and powered flight. 

3.2.6.3 Rate-Display Mode Implementation 

The vehicle rates displayed are the P, Q, and R components of the vehicle angu- 
lar velocity as computed by the LM DAP state estimator. These rate displays are 
supplied in the ''fly to'’ sense, as is the case with the Mode 1 and Mode 2 attitude 

errors. 

The scaling for the rate-display mode is such that full-scale deflection of the 

FDAI attitude-error needles corresponds to 1.25 deg/sec. 
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SUBSECTION 3.3 

ATTITUDE STATE ESTIMATION 

by 

George R. Kalan, Edgar M, Oshika and William S. Widnall 

* 

3.3.1 Assumed Control Effectiveness 

3.3.1.1 Introduction 

The recursive state estimator, the RCS logic, and the trim~gimbal control 

|laws make use, in varying degree, of the assumed control effectiveness of each of | / 3 

the applied control signals that command the RCS jets or the gimbal trim system 

(GTS). For a given axis, the effectiveness of the RCS control signals is repre- 

‘sented by the component of angular acceleration about that axis that can be expected 

by firing a single jet. This nominal jet-actuated acceleration — termed the ''one-jet 

acceleration" and designated by the symbol ay- is based on the nominal RCS jet 3 

torque, assuming no jet failure or degraded thrust, the center-of-mass at the geo- 

metric center of the RCS quadrangle, and no thrust misalignment or plume impinge- 

ment, Furthermore, it is based upon the assumed moment of inertia about the 

axis concerned, The jet-acceleration values are first determined for the P, Q, and 

R axes. The Q and R values are then resolved to obtain the values for either the U" 

land V' axes or the U and V axes. 3 

: The effectiveness of the GTS control signals is represented by the rate of change 

of angular acceleration (that is, the jerk) due to the rotation of the trim gimbal. 

This descent-engine jerk — designated by the symbol ao — is calculated as a func- 

tion of the particular moment of inertia that exists about the trim-gimbal axis 

concerned, the gimbal rotation rate, and the torque due to deviation of the descent- 

engine thrust vector from the LM center of gravity. 

The computation of these control-effector gains is carried out in the 1/ACCS 

routine, which is called every two seconds during powered flight. (See Subsection 

*By George R. Kalan and Edgar M, Oshika, 
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3.6.1 for a discussion of when 1/ACCS is called and of its other functions, which 

include the limiting of the value of the LM mass.) These gains depend only upon 

the configuration — CSM-docked, LM-alone in ascent, or LM-alone in descent — 

and the moments of inertia, the engine thrust, and the location of the vehicle 

center of gravity. These latter quantities are calculated as functions of only the 

LM mass — and the CSM mass for the CSM-docked case — and the measured linear 

acceleration, 

3.3.1.2 Calculations for the LM-Alone Case 

Jet-Acceleration Calculations 

For the LM~alone case, each of the P-, Q-, and R-axis one-jet accelerations, 

ay is calculated directly as a function of mass, For a given axis, the desired 

function of mass is the ratio of the nominal RCS jet torque, T, that is associated 

with the particular axis concerned to the LM moment of inertia, I, about that axis; 

that is, 

-Z- - a -4 (3. 3-1) 

It is approximated by a hyperbola of the form 

= = a - a, = f(m) = a — +b (3. 3-2)   

where m is the mass of the LM and a, b, and c are constants, 

A separate set of these three constants is used for each axis. Thus, nine 

constants are required to specify the one-jet accelerations about the P, Q, and R 

axes, One set of nine constants is used for the descent configuration of the LM, 

while another set of nine constants is used for the ascent configuration. The 18 constants 

associated with the jet-acceleration calculations are given in Table 3.3-1. Plots of 

the computed ascent and descent jet accelerations are shown in Figs. 3. 3-1 and 3, 3-2. 

Descent-Engine Jerk Calculations 

For the LM-alone case, the jerk calculations associated with the rotations 

of the two trim gimbals about the Q and R axes, respectively, employ the hyper- 

bolic form given by Eq. (3. 3-2) to establish another function of mass, One func- 

tion serves for both the Q-axis jerk calculations and the R-axis jerk calculations. 

This function, which is the distance L between the descent-engine pivot and the 

center of gravity of the LM, thus requires an additional separate set of three con- 

stants a, b, andc (see Table 3.3-1). A plot of L computed as a function of the LM 

mass is shown in Fig. 3. 3-3. 
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Table 3.3-1. The constants used in connection with the 

generalized hyperbolic equation, 

  

  

  

  
  

Identification of Constants by Use Values 

P axis a= 0. 0065443852 

b= 0, 000032 

= -0, 006923 

For Use in the Jet-Acceleration Q axis a= 0, 0035784354 

Calculations Associated with the b= 0.162862 

LM Ascent Configuration = 0, 002588 

R axis a= 0, 0056946631 

b= 0,009312 

= -0. 023608 

P axis a= 0, 0059347674 

b= 0, 002989 

= 0, 008721 

For Use in the Jet-Acceleration Q axis a= 0.0014979264 

Calculations Associated with the b= 0.018791 

LM Descent Configuration = -0, 068163 

R axis a= 0. 0010451889 

b= 0, 021345 

= -0. 066027 

a= 0,0410511917 
For Use in the Descent-Engine b= 0.155044 

Moment-Arm Calculation = -0, 025233     

  
The following scaling is employed in connection with these constants: 

1) The 

2) For 

ais 

bis 

cis 

3) For 

ais 

b is 

cis 

mass m is scaled at 216 kg. 

jet accelerations, which are scaled at 7/4 rad/sec? 

scaled at (1/4) 2b ug rad/ sec? 

scaled at 1/4 rad/ sec? and 

scaled at 216 kg. 

jerk accelerations, in which the distance L is scaled at 8 ft, 

sealed at 32) ya kg, 

scaled at 8 ft, and 

scaled at 218 xg. 
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From the foregoing discussion of the jet-acceleration and jerk calculations, 

it is apparent that a total of 21 separate constants must be stored for use in con- 

nection with the hyperbolic relationship given by Eq. (3.3-2). The constants 

used are based on the data for a manned LM as specified in Reference 1" The 

scaling employed in connection with the constants a, b, and c is indicated at the 

bottom of Table 3, 3-1, 

For each trim~gimbal axis, the jerk — which is represented by the symbol 

a, ~- is calculated by means of the relationship 

“1 d /FLsin6\~FL; @ == (5283°) Ft - ot ( s ) Lg (3. 3-3) 

where 

the computed descent-engine thrust 

the distance from the hinge pin of the descent-engine bell to 

the center of gravity of the LM 

I = the pitch or roll moment of inertia of the LM 

on
 " the angle between the descent-engine thrust vector and the vec~ 

tor L from the descent-engine hinge pin to the LM center of 

gravity 

The quantities F, L, and I are assumed to be constant over the two-second sampl- 

ing interval employed, and 6 is assumed to be a small angle. The thrust F is the 

product of the estimated mass of the LM and the measured linear acceleration of 

the LM. The distance L is obtained by use of the hyperbolic fit just described 

and is therefore a function of the mass of the LM. The moments of inertia I for 

the Q and R axes are obtained by means of the relationship 

je (3. 3-4) 
oy 

where T is the nominal RCS jet torque (500 ft-lb for the P axis; 550 ft-lb for the 

Q and R axes) and a, is the one-jet acceleration that has been computed for that axis. 

The rate of change of the angle 6 is assumed to be constant and is set equal to 

the nominal engine-gimbal rate of 0, 2 deg/sec. 

3.3.1.3 Calculations for the CSM-Docked Case 

For the CSM-docked case, the P, Q, and R jet-acceleration calculations and 

the Q and R descent-engine jerk calculations require equations that differ con- 

siderably from those employed for the LM-alone case. This results from the 

  

Es 

See the list of references at the end of Subsection 3. 3, 
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fact that, for the CSM-docked case, jet acceleration and descent-engine jerk are 

functions of two separate masses — the CSM mass and the LM mass — instead of 

only one, 

To simplify the computations for the CSM-docked configuration, symmetry 

about the X axis is assumed. This means that a single, average value may be used 

for both the Q axis and the R axis. No appreciable errors are introduced by this 

simplification, The computation of the mass properties for the Q and R axes of the 

CSM-docked configuration is thus reduced to the calculation of two parameters: 

(1) the moment of inertia about the Q and R axes, and (2) the distance from the 

descent-engine pivot to the center of gravity of the vehicle. As in the LM-alone 

case, these computations are performed every two seconds during powered flight, 

directly following the updates of the (total LM/CSM) mass and the linear accelera- 

tion, 

The two parameters for the Q and R axes can be represented with sufficient 

accuracy by means of second-order polynomials of two variables — the CSM mass 

and the LM mass, If x and y are used to represent the CSM mass and the LM mass, 

respectively, then the polynomials are of the following form: 

2 
L& = a,x 

2 
+ by + eyxy + dx teyt f, (3. 3-5) 

L= a,x? + boy? + coxy +d xtey+i (3. 3-8) 2 27 2*7 * So av * 2 : 
where 

L = the distance from the hinge pin of the descent-engine bell to 

the center of gravity of the CSM-docked configuration 

b= the gimbal rate of the descent engine = 0,2 deg/sec 

I= the average moment of inertia of the CSM-docked configuration 

= (1/2)(Eg +12) (3. 3-7) 

= the moment of inertia of the CSM-docked configuration about 

the Q axis 

Ik = the moment of inertia of the CSM-docked configuration about 

the R axis 

The constant coefficients used for calculating the functions given by Eqs. 

(3. 3-5) and (3, 3-6) are listed in Table 3.3-2. The scaling employed in connection 

with these coefficients is indicated at the bottom of the table. Plots of the computed 

center-of- gravity distance, L, and the average moment of inertia, I, as functions 

of the total mass (CSM mass plus LM mass) are shown in Figs. 3. 3-4 and 3. 3-5, 

respectively. 
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Table 3,3-2, The constant coefficients used in connection with 

the generalized second-order polynomials of two variables, 

  

  

Coefficients for the Coefficients for the 
center-of-gravity polynomial moment-of-inertia polynomial 

a, = 70, 37142 ag = 0, 03709 

by, = 0.75704 by = -0.17670 

c, = 0, 20096 Cy = 0.19518 

ay = 0, 41179 dy = 0, 02569 

e, = 70,63117 €5 = 0,06974 

f, = 0.13564 fy = -0. 00529     
The following scaling is employed in connection with these coefficients: 

1) The quantity L6 is scaled at 47 rad-cm/sec 

3 2 
2) The average moment of inertia, I, is scaled at 2 8 kg-cm”™. 

16,     3) Both x and y are scaled at 2 ge 
  

The Q-axis or R-axis jet acceleration and the descent-engine jerk are deter- 

mined from the following equations: 

Q- or R-axis one-jet acceleration = @ 19 = Wop = + (3, 3-8) 

. ‘ : : -. ~FL ¢: 
jerk due to engine-gimbal rotation = ag Fa 6 (3. 3-9) 

where the torque T is 500 ft-lb and the other quantities are as already defined in 

connection with the calculations for the LM~alone case, 

The average moments of inertia, I, and the center-of-gravity distances, L, 

used to determine the coefficients were derived from References 1 and 2, A 

number of mass combinations were selected and the coefficients were chosen so as 

to obtain a least-square-error fit of the polynomials to the corresponding moments 

of inertia and center-of-gravity distances, 

The P-axis one-~jet acceleration, @ ,,, is computed as a hyperbolic function 
JP 

of mass in the following equation: 

. . ion = -K - P-axis one-jet acceleration = jp" m (3. 3~9A) 

where 

m = total mass in kg 

K = 21,5 x 10° (kg)(deg/sec”) 

Figure 3,3-5A illustrates the P-axis one-jet acceleration, @yp, computed as a 

function of the total mags in accordance with this equation, Additional discussion 

of the P-axis control-authority computation for the CSM-docked configuration is 

provided in Reference 3 at the end of this subsection. 
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3.3.2 The Recursive State Estimator 

3.3.2.1 General Discussion 

The basic measurements of the vehicle state available to the LM DAP are 

the gimbal angles of the inertial measurement unit (IMU) as read by the electronic 

coupling data units (CDU's), For effective control, one must derive an estimate 

of the angular velocity of the vehicle. Furthermore, one must estimate any bias 

offset acceleration so that efficient RCS switch curves can be chosen in ascent 

powered flight or so that the trim gimbal may be used to steer and null the bias 

acceleration in descent powered flight. To separate any bias angular accelera- 

tion due to the main engine from the angular acceleration due to RCS jet firings, 

the state estimator needs additional inputs from the control laws containing the 

jet-firing information. Including jet-firing information as well as trim-gimbal- 

activity information gives an added benefit: the basic attitude inputs may be fil- 

tered as required, without necessarily introducing large lags into the estimates 

of angular velocity and bias angular acceleration. 

A basic structure for combining internal estimates of state changes due to 

jet firings or trim-gimbal activity with external measurements of attitude is 

suggested by Kalman filter theory. A highly simplified single-plane model for 

the LM is given by 

G=0 
o=a@+uy (3. 3-10) 

a= UG + Nog 

eee 
% 
By William 8, Widnall. 
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where @ is the attitude, wis the angular velocity, @ is the bias angular accelera- 

tion that results from the misalignment of the thrust vector with the LM center of 

gravity, uy is the angular acceleration due to RCS jets, Yo is the rate-of-change of 

angular acceleration due to gimballing the descent engine, and Nag is the rate-of- 

change of angular acceleration due to the center of gravity moving, the nozzle erod- 

ing, or other effects. The quantities uy and Ug are control outputs from the guid~ 

ance computer; Nag is considered to be a process disturbance. These differential 

equations ignore many important aspects of the vehicle dynamics — such as pro- 

pellant slosh, structural bending, jet-thrust lags, or trim~gimbal lags. By sam- 

pling the CDU's, the computer obtains a noisy measurement an of the attitude 0; 

that is, 

6. =@+n mn cpu (3. 3-11) 

Some sources of the measurement noise, apy 2re high-frequency bending modes 

or vibration, the tracking-error angles of the CDU, and the quantization of the 

measurement when encoded into the computer. 

The recursive state estimator for this stochastic process, from Kalman 

filter theory, has the following structure. Given the estimate of the state 8, a, 

and a at sample instant ta-d and given the known time history of uy and UG be- 

tweent,_, andt,, the estimate of the state at sample time t, in the absence of 

a measurement is obtained by integrating the differential equation of the vehicle, 

that is, Eq. (3.3-10), With no knowledge of the disturbance Nog a zero value 

is assumed, The GTS control laws usually change the drive u,, only at the control- 

sample instants; UG is therefore assumed constant during the period fromt,_, to 

th (neglecting any variations in the control effectiveness, FLR/I). The RCS 

control laws will apply acceleration uy att and this will be held for a duration 

ty at which time the rotation jets are commanded off. The duration ty as used 

in the state estimator is necessarily less than or equal to the basic control- 

sample period, T, of the LM DAP — where T is equal to t - tae. The angular 

acceleration while the jets are firing is constant (neglecting any variations in the 

control effectiveness FL/D. 

Consistent with these assumptions, Eq. (3. 3-10) can be integrated explicitly. 

This yields the extrapolated estimated state 9', w', and @' before incorporation 

of the measurement: 

A A 2 3 t 
p(n) = (n= 1) + Sem- HT +4 ~a-1) +g + ut (t-Z) 

A Te w'(n)= O(n-1)+ @(n- 1)T tug at ust; (3. 3-12) 

“Aw 

a'(n) =a@(n- 1) +ug T 
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The predicted attitude, 6', is then compared with the measured attitude, Oy and 

corrections to the estimated state are made that are proportional to the differ- 

ence; that is, 

b(n) = 6'(n) + Ky [6,,(n) - 6'(n)) 

O(n) = w'(n) + K, + [6,,(n) - a'n)} (3. 3-13) 

a(n) = alin) + Kyns (8, - 6'(n)) 

T 

Kalman's theory provides recursive computations for determining theoretically 

optimal weights K,, K., and Ke: In general, these weights are time-varying as 6° 

functions of the number of sample periods that have elapsed since filter initializa- 

tion, Required inputs to the gain-determination computations would include the 

uncertainty of the initial state estimate of the vehicle, the statistics of the vehicle 

disturbance, and the statistics of the measurement noise, Aepy: Unfor- n - 

tunately, one rarely has reasonable numerical values for the required statistical 

inputs. Furthermore, the assumption that the vehicle is governed exactly by the 

differential equation (3. 3-10) is often very wrong. For example, the control 

effectiveness, uy assumed for the reaction jets is wrong if a jet has failed unde- 

tected, Therefore, it is bad practice in this application to use gains generated 

literally according to Kalman's theory. Rather, Kp K. and Ky are determined 

by direct engineering considerations, 

A most noticeable departure from Kalman theory is desirable because of the 

non-Gaussian nature of the measurement noise. The electronic CDU's are non- 

linear tracking servos. If a gimbal angle is changing at a rate higher than 4. 4 

deg/sec, the angles read into the computer would have a time variation as shown 

in Fig. 3.3-6. The CDU samples the tracking-error angle 800 times per second 

and selects zero rate, low rate, or high rate, depending on the magnitude of the 

tracking error, If the error is less than about 0.008 deg, zero rate is selected. 

if the error is greater than 0, 008 deg but less than 0.11 deg, the low rate of 4.4 

deg/sec is selected. If the error is greater than 0.11 deg, the high rate of 70 

deg/sec is selected, The magnitude of the penetration back into the low-rate 

region shown in Fig. 3. 3-6 is a maximum of 70 deg/sec times 1/800 sec or about 

0.09 deg, Thus, the CDU angle encoded into the computer for moderate angular 

velocities of the vehicle will contain a high-frequency noise having a peak-to-peak 

amplitude of about 0. 09 deg, 

Since the distribution of this noise is not Gaussian but rectangular, the noise 

may be rejected by a nonlinear filter logic. If the predicted vehicle attitude, 
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Fig. 3.3-6. CDU dynamics. 

é'(n), is within some threshold Omax of the measured CDU angle 94 (), then the 

filter gains are set to zero, That is, the measurement is not incorporated into 

the state estimate. If, on the other hand, the error relative to the measurement 

of the predicted attitude exceeds the threshold, then nonzero gains are used to 

correct the state estimate. The proper numerical value for the threshold G nax 

is somewhat larger than the expected peak-to-peak fluctuation in the CDU meas- 

urement, 

The nonlinear threshold logic successfully rejects the low-level measurement 

noise. It is not necessary to include additional smoothing into the equation esti- 

mating attitude. Hence, whenever the threshold is exceeded, an attitude-filter 

gain, K,, of unity is selected, The filter gains chosen for the rate and accelera- 

tion estimates when the threshold is exceeded are functions of the number of 

sample periods, ne that have elapsed since the threshold was last exceeded. 

The functional form permits selection of appropriate time constants for the rate 

and acceleration estimates by choosing appropriate parameters Ny and Ny. The 

functional form is given below in Eq, (3. 3-14). 
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a) fla - otl< 0 ay then 

Ko = w . a 

vb) if fa, - @l> erage then 

= 3.3-14 Ky 1 ( ) 

_ 1 
Ko*a +N 

t w 

K =i K 
a n+N+Ng wo 

The resulting modified Kalman filter given by Eqs. (3.3-12), (3.3-14), and 

(3. 3-13) is, with minor differences, the angular state estimator implemented in 

the LM DAP. The actual calculations programmed in the LM DAP are given in the 

next subsection, The choice of the critical parameters onax No and Ng is dis- 

cussed in Subsection 3.3.2.3. 

3.3.2.2 Estimator Calculations 

The sequence of steps which must be programmed to implement the recursive 

state estimator is summarized in Fig, 3.3-7, The symbols used in this subsec- 

tion for the variables in the state estimator are Hsted in Table 3.3-3, If there 

exists in the computer program assembly an explicit name for the variable, this 

tag is also listed. The input and output variables of the state estimator are indi- 

cated in Fig. 3. 3-8. 

Assumed Rate Change Due to RCS Firings 
  

Given the signed firing durations (t and ty). the number of RCS jets p ty 
selected (Mp, ny» and ny) and the assumed available angular accelerations 

and @ ), the estimated changes in the P, Q, and R angular veloci- (Spe %Qu RU 
ties due to RCS jets selected during the last control-sample period are 

Bw p* @5ptp p 

Aw, =a ) (3. 3-15) @ * Faqulutu * ty 

Dor = @py(tyny + ty ty) 

The resolution of the U and V control torques into @ and R components has 

the above simple form because the two coordinate systems differ by 45 deg. The 

accuracy of the computed rate change depends on the accuracy of the following 

assumptions: 

« P jets cause no Q or R accelerations, 
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Entered every 0.100 sec. 

  

  

Resolve RCS torque commands from the U and V_axes into the Q and R 
estimation axes and compute the assumed rate change due to jet commands. 
  

! 
  

Measure changes in gimbal angles and transform them to changes in body angles. 

  

t 
  

Compute the total unexplained attitude. 

  

! 
  

Select the proper filter parameters for the LM-alone case or the CSM-docked case 

  

accarding to the CSMDOCKD bit. 

  

Determine corrections to the angulat-rate and angulat-acceleration estimates, 
for each axis where the unexplained attitude exceeds the threshold. 
  

t 
  

Update the estimates of the angular rate and angular acceleration to the present 

  

sample instant. 

    lf DRIFTBIT = 1 (“drifting flight*), set the angular-acceleration estimates 

to zero.     

End of state estimator. 

  

Fig. 3.3-7. Sequence of steps in the recursive state estimator. 

« Q and R jets cause no P accelerations. 

The principal axes of inertia lie along the X, Y, and Z spacecraft axes, 

® The RCS on-delays and off-delays may be neglected. 

. 

There are no undetected RCS jet failures. 

Each RCS jet produces an effective thrust of 100 ib. 

Jet impulse is proportional to the duration of the electrical on-signal. 
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Table 3.3-3. State-estimator variables. 

(Sheet 1 of 2) 

  

  

  

Engineering 
Notation Coding Tag Definition 

The signed firing durations of the RCS jets com- 
tp TIP manded during the last control-sample period 
t TIU for the P, U, and V axes. 05t*0.100 sec. A 
U negative firing duration implies that negatively 

ty TJIV torquing jets were selected. 

n NO, PJETS The number of RCS jets which were selected for 
a NO, UJETS the last control-sample period to provide torqu- 
U . ing about the P, U, and V axes. 

ny NO, VJETS 

Magnitude of the P-axis angular acceleration 
Gop 1JACC which (it is assumed) will result from selecting 

one P RCS jet. 

%au 1JACCQ Magnitudes of the Q-axis and R-axis angular 
a 1JACCR accelerations which (it is assumed) will result 
RU from selecting one U (or V) RCS jet. 

Ap JETRATE Estimated change in the P, Q, and R angular 
4% JETRATEQ velocities due to RCS jets selected during the 
Aw JETRATER last control-sample period, 

R 

cd 
Aan Estimated change in the Q and R bias angular 
Aa accelerations due to descent-engine trim- gimbal 

R — control during the last control-sample period, 

4Q — Trim-gimbal drive signals (-1, 0, +1) for the 
UR _ Q and R channels, 

. Magnitudes of the Q-axis and R-axis rates of 
FQ ACCDOTQ change of angular acceleration which (it is as- 
ap ACCDOTR sumed) will result from commanding Q and R 

trim-gimbal drives. 

anu, QACCDOT Signed Q-axis and R-axis rates of change of 
.2Q RACCDOT angular acceleration commanded during the 
SUR last control-sample period. 

T The autopilot control sample interval,0. 100 sec.     
  

2 

The presence of a dash means that there is no explicit coding tag employed for 
this quantity. Rather, the quantity is just used temporarily and then 
destroyed. 
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Table 3.3-3. State-estimator variables. 

(Sheet 2 of 2) 

Engineering 
Notation Coding Tag Definition 

85 CDUX 
9 CDUY CDU measurements of the outer, inner, and 

I middle gimbal angles, 
ou CDUZ 

Op TRAPEDP 
Total unexplained attitude, as incremental 

8Q TRAPEDQ body angles, 
0 TRAPEDR 
R 

K, Rate gain. 

Ke Acceleration gain, 

9 max TRAPSIZE Measurement incorporation threshold. 

Ny Constants used in computing K, and Kg. 
N Approximately the rate and acceleration time 

a — constants as multiples of T. 

Qp — Number of sample periods that have elapsed 
Q% since the P, Q, and R estimates of attitude 

exceeded the threshold. 
n 
R ——— 

no tN NPTRAPS 

M1 +N NQTRAPS Threshold counter variables in the LM DAP. 

na tN NRTRAPS 

dep 

bu Corrections to the P, Q, and R estimated angular 
Q — velocities, due to the attitude measurements, 

Sw 
R —— 

bt — Corrections to the Q and R estimated bias accel- 
ba, erations, due to the attitude measurements. 

®p OMEGAP 
Estimated P, Q, and R components of the 

°Q OMEGAQ vehicle angular velocity. 
w OMEGAR 

R 

AQ AOSQ Estimated Q and R components of the vehicle 

ap AOSR bias angular acceleration.       
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{Slowly varying or constant estimator parameters) 

N 
/ “\ 

Opp, Ogy,ARy ASSUMED RCS CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS 

Gigcp ASSUMED GTS CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS 

“DRIFTBIT® COASTING/POWERED-FLIGHT BIT 

“CSMDOCKD® CSM-DOCKED/LM- ALONE BIT 

[M] GIMBAL-TO-BODY INCREMENT MATRIX 

N Pan, Nao Ney LM-ALONE FILTER PARAMETERS 

eg N max’ toe! Nese CSM-DOCKED FILTER PARAMETERS 

  

pe OP QR 
CDU ANGLES 

For Ay STATE ANGULAR VELOCITY ESTIMATE 
—_—_— 

(Direct measurement ESTIMATOR 

of vehicle attitude) 

——— Gq. Ar     BIAS ANGULAR ACCELERATION ESTIMATE 
  

  

YQ UR 
TRIM-GIMBAL ACTIVITY 

tp. tur ty 
SIGNED FIRING DURATIONS 

np. ny, My 

NUMBER OF JETS SELECTED 

\ / 
Vv 

(Autopilot internal feedback of control signals from the RCS and GTS control laws) 

Fig. 3.3-8. Input and output variables of the state estimator. 
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The last two assumptions are known to be inaccurate, but the effect on the per- 

formance of the LM DAP is generally favorable, The thrust of the jets is some- 

what lower than 100 lb. In addition, jet impingement forces on the descent-stage 

jet-plume deflectors change the effective thrust for +X thrusting jets. The specific 

impulse of jets for short pulses is lower than the specific impulse for long pulses. 

As a result, the impulse delivered falls below that predicted by the proportional 

assumption, In general, these assumptions cause the assumed rate change to be 

somewhat larger than the actual rate change. This is desirable for RCS control 

as it causes the control laws to "fire short'' rather than "fire long". In the case 

of an undetected jet-off failure, the error introduced also leads toa "fire short" 

control policy. 

Assumed Acceleration Change Due to Trim-Gimbal Commands 

Given the trim-gimbal drive signals vg and Up: and given the assumed avail- 

able rates of change of angular acceleration &Q and Gp, the estimated changes 

in the Q and R bias angular accelerations due to trim-gimbal activity in the last 

control-sample period are 

Age = eT YW 

Sap = G2Tug 
(3. 3-16) 

The underlying assumptions are as follows: 

e Again, the principal axes of inertia lie along the X, Y, and Z space- 

craft axes, so there is no cross-coupling. 

e The trim~-gimbal drives are started or stopped at the control-sample 

instants only. 

@ Gimbal on or off transients may be neglected. 

Measured Change in Attitude 

The CDU angles by Op and ou observed during the last execution of the 

estimator computations have been remembered, The present CDU angles are 

observed, and the change in CDU readings is transformed to a change in body 

angles, as follows: 

bop 1 Mp 0 Bin) - O40 - YD 

S6g|= | 0 Mgr Mom| | axl) - ay - 0 (3. 3-17) 

AéR 9 Mer Mam} | 8u( ~ Oi - 1) 
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The elements of the gimbal-rate to body-rate transformation matrix M are com- 

puted as a function of the observed CDU angles every 0, 240 sec under the control 

of the Time-4 clock interrupt to be 

My, * sin (64) 

Mo: = cos (8y,)c08 (8,) 

Mom 7 812 (0) 

Mpy * “C08 (94))8in (8) 

Mem = cos (89) 

Total Unexplained Attitude 

The difference between the measured change in attitude and the predicted 

change in attitude is accumulated to form the total unexplained attitude; that is, 

Op(n) = 6p(n-1) + b0, - [»pm- 1)T + Aw ¥ | 
PZ 

8a (n) = 84(n- 1) + AB, - -1)T+4 yee, | 3, 3-18) Qin) = bal Q [ear ain" Dy + AeQ 9 (3. 
2 

6a in) = Opin-1) + Ad - [ope DT + @(n-1) 4 + Aon 7 | 

Counters are incremented which indicate the number of control-sample periods that 

have elapsed since each channel of the estimator exceeded the threshold; that is, 

npin) = np(n -1)+1, to) = Ng(n - 1) +1, n(n) = nan - 4) 41 

(3. 3-19) 

A comparison of Eq. (3. 3-18) with Eq. (3. 3-12) shows that the predicted angle 

change due to gimbal drive is not included and the angle change due to jet firings 

is approximated by a simpler term, The effect of these approximations is con- 

sidered to be small, 

Rate and Acceleration Corrections 

If the total unexplained attitude in any channel exceeds the threshold Omax’ 

then corrections are computed for the angular rate and bias angular acceleration 

estimates, The critical parameters defining the threshold and the time constants 

of the rate and acceleration estimates are stored in pad-loaded erasable. There 

are two sets of parameters: one for the CSM-docked case and one for the LM- 

alone case. The vehicle configuration assumed by the state estimator is deter- 

mined by the bit CSMDOCKD of DAPBOOLS. 
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If CSMDOCKD = 1, then 

max = Nio=N , NgiN 
ma: maxa w rel ao 

(3. 3-20) 
If CSMDOCKD = 0, then 

@ = 6 ’ N FN, Ne-N 
max max, | w wy a 

The P channel of the estimator includes the following computations: 

if |e ,(n)| < 64, then 

bon =0 

If le pny > Omnax? then 

1 K =—1_ (3. 3-21) 
o Dp +N, 

bo = K 4 6,(n) op Ky p opin 

6 p(n) = 0, Np = 0 

The Q channel is similar, with the addition of the computation of the correction 

to the bias acceleration estimate. 

  

~ 

If lqi)| < @nay then 

deo = 0, bag =0 

i lag| > 8 vay then 

1 
K = 

a No + No 

- 1 ‘ (3, 3-22) Ke= K > n +N +N, a ng FN FNG we 

bug = K,, 7 y(n) 

1 8a, = Ky —5 6,(n) Q° Satz %Q 

gin) = 0, ny = 0 2 

The R channel is similar to the @ channel, 
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¥ le,@l< 6,40 then 

Sup = 0, bp = 0 

it login! > 6, 4° then 

1 
K = 

w ne + No 

1 (8.323) 
Ky= K a" a, FN, F Ng Ko 

so, =K. Lapin) On TK, 7 Opin 

80, = Ky ts 6, (n) Gr = Kary opt T 

Opin) = 0, DR = 0 2 

Rate and Acceleration Updates 

The estimates of angular rate and bias angular acceleration are then up- 

dated to the present sample instant, including the incorporation of the corrections, 

+ wy # p(n) = @p(n-1) + Aw, P 

eQ(n) = wg (n- 1)+ Sain- 1)T + deg + bug (3. 3-24) 

p(n) = op(n- 1)+ oR (n- 1)T + Awp + bw R 

+ bata 

(3, 3-25) 

Fag(a- 1) + Aaa Sain) 

@p(n- 1) + Sap + ba, # Gp (n) 

A comparison of Eq, (3, 3-24) with Eq. (3. 3-12) shows that the estimated rate 

change due to trim-gimbal activity in the last control-sample period has been 

The numerical importance of this omitted term is small, omitted. 

Euler's equation for the angular acceleration of a spinning body, in body co- 

ordinates, is 

&=TlUr- 2XTa] 
A comparison of Eq. (3. 3-24) with Euler's equation shows that second-order 

terms in angular rate have been ignored, 

Note from Eq. (3, 3-25) that the P component of bias angular acceleration is 

assumed to be zero and is therefore not estimated, In periods of drifting flight, 
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it is assumed that the Q@ and R components of bias angular acceleration are also 

zero, A drifting- or powered-flight condition is assumed by the state estimator 

according to the bit DRIFTBIT of DAPBOOLS. Accordingly, the final step in the 

state estimator is: 

If DRIFTBIT = 1, then } (3. 3-26) 

Soin) = 0, a, (n) =0 

The estimate of angular velocity is implemented in the LGC scaled for a max- 

imum possible value of 45 deg/sec. To ensure that the LM DAP will correctly 

attempt to damp a high tumbling rate, the computations of angular velocity are 

checked for overflow, A computation which causes overflow is reset to the pro- 

perly signed maximum value, 

3.3.2.3 Selection of Critical Filter Parameters 

The dynamic characteristics of the state estimator are dominated by three 

critical parameters: 1) the threshold 8 nax for measurement incorporation, 

2) the rate gain constant, No and 3) the acceleration gain constant, Ng. There 

are two independent sets of these three parameters: one for the CSM-docked 

case and the other for the LM-alone case, These six parameters must be speci- 

fied as part of the erasable memory load provided for the computer, The six 

values required in the erasable load are stated in Table 3, 3-4, 

For both the LM-alone case and the CSM-docked case, the threshold for 

measurement incorporation has been set at 0.14 deg. The threshold is set to 

reject CDU measurement noise as well as small-amplitude vibration or bending, 

The peak-to-peak CDU measurement noise is about 0. 09 deg (discussed previ- 

ously in Subsection 3,3,2,1). The threshold setting of 0.14 deg satisfactorily 

rejects the CDU noise with some additional margin for spacecraft vibration and 

  

  

bending. 

Table 3,3-4, State estimator erasable load. 

Parameter LGC Tag Numerical Value 

“Pmaxe DKTRAP T7001, = ~510, 9 (0. 14 deg scaled at 4.5 deg) 

N DKOMEGAN 00012, = 10 (the integer 10) 
wo 8 10 

Nae DKKAOSN 00074, = 6019 (the integer 60) 

“®max, LMTRAP T7001, = “510, 4 (0.14 deg scaled at 4.5 deg) 

N LMOMEGAN 00000, = 0 (the integer 0) 
oy 8 10 

Nay LMKAOSN 00074, = 60,5 (the integer 60)           
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The proper choice for the rate gain constants N, and N, and the acceler- 
L c 

ation gain constants Ny and Ny, is best understood by an analysis of the state 
L Cc 

estimator as a frequency-domain filter. In the presence of a sufficiently large 

unmodeled disturbance such as fuel slosh, or bending, or an undetected jet on- 

failure, the unexplained attitude @ will exceed the threshold 9 max CVeTY control- 

sample period, The computed rate gain K, and acceleration gain Ky take on 

constant values, 

1 1 for the LM-alone case 

Ky “TF Ny - ' iz for the CSM-docked case 

(3. 3-27) 

a for the LM-alone case 

Ke" TEN No) tot 
w a 7 x cc for the CSM-docked case 

With constant values for the rate and acceleration gains, the estimator is gov- 

erned by a set of constant-coefficient linear difference equations, One may there- 

fore apply the standard techniques of frequency-domain analysis; namely, one 

may compute the Z-transform. 

In a single-plane analysis, the transmission of the estimator from attitude 

measurement On to rate estimate 8 and acceleration estimate a is governed by 

Eqs. (3. 3-12) and (3.3-13), One may compute the Z transform of this set of 

  

  

equations. The result (for Ky = 1) is 

K K 
a w 

4 (-1+e)e Yor 
— (z) = 2 
6 K K 
m 2, f. me - _o Zz +(2+K +B) +6 K+ ) 

(3. 3-28) 
K 

a (@ - 1)? 
a T 

a, @ = m 
K K 

22 +(-24K + Bjerh-x +2) 
w 2 w 2 

These transforms apply to the Q and R channels of the estimator in powered flight 

(when DRIFTBIT = 0). The P channel of the estimator always assumes zero bias 

acceleration, as do the Q and R channels in drifting flight (when DRIFTBIT = 1). 

For these cases, the Z-transform of the rate estimate is simply 

K,, A (2 -1;¢ 
w _ T a (2) => tFK (3, 3-29) 
m @ 
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One may compute the transmission of the filter to a sinusoidal input by evaluating 
_i2ntT 

the Z-transform with z = . A plot of the estimate of rate alone, based on 

Eq. (3.3-29), is given in Fig. 3. 3-9. 

NOTE: THE VERTICAL SCALE !S DISTORTED 

FOR THE SAKE OF CLARITY. 

        

  

LM-ALONE CASE 

  
CSM-DOCKED CASE 

0.95 
  

  

a
E
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-
j
—
-
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10 15 20 

FREQUENCY (in cycles per second) 

Fig. 3.3-9. Magnitude of the rate-filter frequency response when estimating rate alone. 

Assuming that the nonlinear threshold logic successfully rejects the noise 

and vibration, one wishes to set the rate gain as high as possible to obtain fast, 

accurate tracking of the vehicle angular velocity. A slow rate filter can have 

serious errors in the presence of unmodelled angular accelerations, It can be 

shown that for a steady unmodelled acceleration, a, the steady error in the rate 

estimate at the control-sample instant is 

A T T o-S- (ze (3. 3-30) 

For a light ascent vehicle with one jet failed-on undetected, @ could be 20 

deg/ sec? With a low rate gain of, for example, K, = 0.1, the rate-estimation 

error would be 19 deg/sec., With the large rate gain of Ky = 1.6, the rate- 

estimation error is only 1 deg/sec. 

However, the high rate gain can not be used in the CSM-docked configuration 

because of possible bending-mode instabilities, Figure 3. 3-9 shows that fora 

bending oscillation measured at the navigation base as having an amplitude of 1 

deg, for the rate gain K. = 1 the estimated angular velocity may be as large as 

20 deg/sec. This level of rate estimate would far exceed the threshold of the 

CSM-docked RCS logic, so RCS firings would be commanded, The lag in the 

estimate of about 0. 050 sec combined with the effective lag of about 0.100 sec 

in the control law, due to re-evaluating the jet firing state only every 0, 200 sec 

(Q and R channels, powered flight) cause the applied jet torques to reinforce 

the angular velocity, rather than oppose the angular velocity. That is, for the 
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high rate gain, there could be a phase instability, Therefore, for the CSM- 
docked configuration, the low rate gain of K,, = 1/11 is used, Figure 3, 3-9 shows 
that for a bending oscillation of 1-deg amplitude, the estimated angular velocity 
will be less than 1 deg/sec, This level of estimated rate activity is not sufficient 
to break out of the RCS control law drift zone, so there will not be jet firings 
strongly correlated with the bending activity,* That is, for the low rate gain, the 
LM DAP is gain-stabilized. The cost of gain- stabilizing the docked bending 
modes is that the effective time constant of the rate filter has been lengthened to 
1.1 sec. Equation (3. 3-30) shows to what extent the rate estimator is more sus- 
ceptible to unmodelled steady accelerations, However, for the CSM-docked con- 
figuration, where the vehicle is so much heavier, the possible values of accelera- 
tion, a , are proportionately reduced, Hence, the slower rate estimate should 
not introduce difficulties, 

The Z-transforms for the rate and acceleration estimates (Q or R channel 
in powered flight) are given in Eq. (3. 3-28), One may check the stability of the 
filter by examining the roots of the denominator. For the LM-alone case 
(K. = 1, Kg = 1/61), the roots are located at about z = 1 - (1/61) and z = 1/122... 
Since both roots lie inside the unit circle, the filter is stable. The behavior of 

the acceleration estimate is dominated by the root near z = 1, This gives the 
acceleration estimate a time constant of 6.1 sec, In the rate estimate, the zero 

at z = 1 - (1/61) essentially cancels one pole, Thus, the behavior of the rate 
estimate is very similar to that of the first-order filter for the drifting- flight 

case, 

For the CSM-docked case [K, = 1/11, Kg = (1/71) x (1/11)], the roots of the 
denominator are located at about z = 1- 0.074 and z = 1 - 0,017. Again, the 

filter is stable. The dominant time constant of the acceleration estimate is now 

5.9 sec, The dominant time constant of the rate estimate is 1.3 sec. 

The transmission of the acceleration estimate to a sinusoidal input is shown 

in Fig, 3.3-10. 

The proper choice of the acceleration gain is a balance between the need to 

heavily filter unwanted disturbances such as slosh and bending and the need to 
have reasonable transient control. Various gains for the control laws are com- 
puted every two seconds (in a subroutine called 1/ACCS) according to the present 
estimate of bias angular acceleration, If the bias-acceleration estimator followed 
sinusoidal disturbances suchas bending or propellant slosh, the resulting fluctu- 

“Simulations indicated that the use of low filter gains did not prevent bending- mode 
instabilities in the presence of large unmodeled disturbing accelerations during 
coasting flight. Consequently, jet-inhibition logic was added to the CSM-docked 
autopilot to reduce the probability of exciting and sustaining bending oscillations 
(see Subsection 3. 4.3), Although this bending-stability improvement may allow the 
use of higher CSM-docked filter gains, the old low gains will be retained until the 
performance and stability with higher gains has been thoroughly tested and evaluated. 
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NOTE: THE VERTICAL SCALE IS DISTORTED 
FOR THE SAKE OF CLARITY. 

LM-ALONE 

  

  
  

0 5 10 15 20 

FREQUENCY (in cycles per second) 

Fig. 3.3-10. Magnitude of the acceleration-filter frequency response. 

‘ations in the autopilot gains would produce unpredictable performance, If, on 

the other hand, the acceleration~estimate time constant was too great, there 

would be a prolonged transient in ascent powered flight characterized by 

inefficient jet firings while the bias-acceleration estimate reached steady-state. In 

descent powered flight, with the propellant shifting between tanks, the bias-acceleration 

estimate would be noticeably lagging the actual acceleration. With the trim gimbal 

following steering commands or servoing to the estimated null- acceleration position, the $ 

steady-state lagging trim-gimbal angle would cause unnecessary jet firings. 

The values of filter gains selected appear to satisfy the various requirements. 

Figure 3. 3-10 shows that, for a sinusoidal disturbance of 1-deg amplitude, the 

error in the bias-acceleration estimate for the LM~-alone case will not exceed 

3.3 deg/ sec? and for the CSM-docked case will not exceed 0, 13 deg/sec? Pro- 

pellant slosh modes, with frequencies usually of the order of 0,5 cycles per 

second, will induce errors well below these maxima, Testing of the ascent 

powered flight indicates an acceptable start transient with an offset center of 

gravity. Testing of descent powered flight with initial propellant unbalance indi- 

cates only a few extra kilograms of RCS fuel are consumed in opposing the torque 

due to the lagging trim gimbal. 

It is important to note the behavior of the acceleration estimate with jet 

failures, Given that there is a fixed bias angular acceleration, and assuming 

that the closed-loop autopilot is successfully maintaining attitude control, then 

the average rate must be zero, The average attitude is a constant, The average 

estimates of rate and acceleration must be constant. The average change in bias 

acceleration due to trim-gimbal activity will be zero. Using equations developed 

earlier (but interpreting the symbols as representing average values rather than 

instantaneous values), with @(n) = @(n-1) and Aq@ = 0, Eq. (3. 3-25) shows that 

the average correction 6a must be zero. But if 6a = 0, Eq. (3. 3-23) shows that 

the rate correction 5w will also be zero, With w(n) = w(n-1) and 6w = 0, Eq. 

(3. 3-24) shows that the average estimated bias angular acceleration must be re- 

lated to the average assumed rate change due to firing RCS jets as follows: 
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<@>T =-<Ad> (3. 3-31) 

With a fixed bias angular acceleration, @, and the autopilot successfully maintain- 

ing attitude control, the average actual rate change due to RCS jet firings must 

balance the rate change due to the offset acceleration; that is, 

@T=-<Aw> (3. 3-32) 

But if one jet of the two-jet torque pair is failed-off undetected, the moment off- 

set is balanced by firing the remaining jet twice as long. The value assumed in 

the estimator for control effectiveness is the two-jet value. This value times the 

longer firing duration leads to computed assumed rate changes which are, on the 

average, double the actual rate changes, This leads to an average value for the 

estimated bias acceleration which is double the actual bias acceleration, 

The steady-state behavior noted for the acceleration estimate is independent 

of the numerical values for the rate and acceleration gains. Fortunately, there 

is no error in the sign of the estimate — only in the magnitude. Thus, a simple 

acceleration nulling control law will still seek the center of gravity properly in 

the presence of jets failed-off undetected. 
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SUBSECTION 3. 4 

THE RCS CONTROL LAWS 

by 

Richard D, Goss, Lowell Hull, George R. Kalan, Donald W. Keene, 

Edgar M, Oshika, and Robert F. Stengel* 

The LM DAP must determine which of the 16 RCS (reaction control system) 

jets are to be fired, and for what durations, in order to maintain attitude control 

and to provide translation, The rotational and translational demands are deter- 

mined separately, The requirements for rotational impulses are computed in 

various RCS control laws, depending on the vehicle configuration, the autopilot 

mode selected, the guidance or manual commands, and the estimated angular 

state, The translation-acceleration requirements are given directly by the 

guidance or manual commands, No translational firing times are computed; a 

requirement is taken to exist for as long as the command exists and ends when 

the command is found to have been removed. Additional logic merges the re- 

quired rotational impulses with the commanded translation acceleration to select 

the appropriate jets. 

An "automatic control law'' is employed whenever the primary guidance, 

navigation, and control system of the LM — rather than the LM astronaut — is 

commanding the orientation of the spacecraft. There are two distinct automatic 

control laws, one for each of the two following cases: 

1, The case when the LM is operating alone, that is, when it is not 

docked to the CSM. (For convenience, this case is referred to 

herein as the ''LM-alone case", ) 

2, The case when the LM and the CSM are docked. (For convenience, 

this case is referred to herein as the ''CSM-docked case". ) 

The automatic control law for the LM~alone case is discussed in Subsection 3. 4. 2; 

that for the CSM-docked case is discussed in Subsection 3, 4,3, 

*The authorship of specific portions of Subsection 3.4 is indicated by appropri- 
ate footnotes. 
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When the LM astronaut is directly exercising attitude control of the spacecraft 

a manual control law is used, The RCS control laws for the rate command, X-axis 

override, and minimum impulse modes are discussed in Subsection 3. 4. 4. 

The computation of TJET, the required duration of rotational-torque jet firing, 

is the primary topic discussed in Subsections 3.4, 2 through 3.4.4. Subsection 

3.4.5 then discusses the jet select logic whereby the LM DAP selects particular 

jets to accomplish the required rotation and translation — taking into account any 

disabled jets, 

3.4.1 Nonorthogonal Axis System for the RCS Control Laws* 
  

There are two sets of control axes that must be considered when applying the 

RCS control laws, The first of these is the orthogonal P, U, V system. The P axis 

is coincident with the vehicle X axis, and the U and V axes (the ''diagonal axes") 

pass through the RCS jet quads, These axes correspond to the nominal torque 

directions that result from firing individual RCS jets, For simplicity in the jet 

select logic, a decision was made to design the control laws such that the P jets, 

the U jets, and the V jets could be commanded independently of each other. In gen- 

eral, however, a U jet produces an angular acceleration not only about the U axis 

but also (a coupled component) about the V axis. A similar situation exists for a V 

jet. If the coupled components are not explicitly considered, then some degradation 

in control will result. The existence of the coupling problem motivated the selec- 

tion of the nonorthogonal P, U', V' control-axis system that is used in the LM DAP. 

The U'-V' axes of this system are described in Fig, 3.4-A, In this system, a U jet 

will produce a component of acceleration about the U' axis and no component of ac- 

celeration about the V' axis. Similarly, a V jet will produce a component of accel- 

eration about the V' axis and no component of acceleration about the U' axis. 

Changes that are to be made in the vehicle attitude state are determined in the P, 

U', V' system, 

A constraint that has been imposed on the U'-V' system in the LM DAP is that 

it is not allowed to deviate from the U-V system by more than 15 deg. If larger 

deviations were allowed, excessively large vehicle angles and rates could result 

about one of the principal axes, Q or R. In particular, if the U'-V' axes are skewed 

by an angle 56 away from the U-V axes and phase-plane angular excursions about the 

U' and V' axes are controlled to lie within an angle + DB, then corresponding angu- 

  ). lar excursions about one of the principal axes can be as large as DB/cos (45° + \6 

The 15-deg limitation allows a maximum gain of 2 between U'-V' excursions and 

Q-R excursions, 

* By Richard D Goss, 
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Wg tle) Me -4 
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2g +1 

qT * TORQUE ABOUT THE U AXIS 

T, “TORQUE ABOUT THE V AXIS 
CC iq * ACCELERATION PRODUCED BY T, 

c 

ACC * ACCELERATION PRODUCED BY T, 
v 

Fig. 3.4-A. The U'-V' axes of the nonorthogonal axis system for the RCS control laws. j 
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3.4.1.1 Nonorthogonal Transformation from the Q-R System to the U'-V' System 

The transformation in the LM DAP that is used whenever any quantities Eq: 

Ep are to be transformed from the Q-R system to the U'-V' system is given by the 

equations 

E + COEFFR E 
Q R 

vi COEFFQ EQ + COEFFR ER 

(The transformation is done in the ROT-TOUV section of the program.) The 

coefficients COEFFQ and COEFFR are determined in the LM DAP by the procedure 

illustrated in the flow chart of Fig, 3.4-B. The equations are an approximation of 

ue COEFFQ E 

E 

the exact solution, which requires the time-consuming computation of a square root. 

(The approximation produces a maximum error of approximately 1%). The compu- 

tation of COEFFQ and COEFFR is made in the 1/ACCS routine, which in powered 

flight is executed every two seconds, Immediately after the computation of COEFFQ 

and COEFFR, the one-jet control acceleration 1JACCU! is computed. 1JACCU! is 

used as the one-jet control acceleration for both the Ut and V' axes. The equation 

for this acceleration is also given in Fig. 3. 4-B. 

A detailed discussion of the nonorthogonal axis system for the LM DAP is pro- 

vided in Reference 4, 

3.4.2 The RCS Control Law for Automatic Control in the LM-Alone Case” 

For automatic control in the LM-alone case, the LM DAP must repetitively 

provide the RCS thrusting time required for each of the three RCS control axes, 

Specifically, this means that, for a given axis, the LM DAP must compute the jet 

burning time, TJET, that will produce a limit cycle (within specified error-angle 

deadbands) of the LM's actual attitude and attitude rate about a desired LM attitude 

and attitude rate. This action is carried out in accordance with an RCS control law 

termed TJETLAW. 

3.4.2.1 The General Nature of TJETLAW 

In order to apply TJETLAW, an angular error — error rate phase plane is 

defined for each of the RCS control axes, P, U', and V', The angular error, E, is 

the difference between the actual and desired attitudes of the LM for a given LM 

axis; the error rate, E, is the derivative of E with respect to time and is identical 

with the rate error, that is, the difference between the actual (estimated) and com- 

manded rates, as long as the commanded rate is the derivative of the commanded 

attitude. On the basis of the components of the vehicle state in each of the three 

control-axis phase planes, TJETLAW computes a jet burning time for each axis, 

In accordance with these jet burning times, the P-, U-, and V-axis jets are turned 

on and off independently of one another, 

  

ES 

“By Richard D. Goss, 
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? 
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    \ 

    
  

. ALJACCQ ~ LJACCR) 
EPSILON TJACCQ 

    

      EPSILON > 0, 42265 
? 

    
  

EPSILON = 0.42265 

  

        

COEFFQ ~ -0. 707(1 +0.5 EPSILON) 

COEFFR = 0. 707(1+0.5 EPSILONM(1 - EPSILON) 

        

COEFFQ = -0. 707(1 +0.5 EPSILONM1 - EPSILON) 

COEFFR = 0. 707(1+0.5 EPSILON) 

  

      

1 JACCU’ = -COEFFQ x 1 JACCQ + COEFFR x 1JACCR 

      

Fig. 3.4-B. Flow chart for the computation of nonorthogonal transformation coefficients. 
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For a given axis, the time between computations of TJET may be either 

0.100 sec or 0,200 sec. The 0. 200-sec interval results whenever a "skip" of 

the TJET computation has been requested. A skip request is made for an axis 

whenever TJET has been determined to be less than 0,150 sec but not zero. If 

TJET is either zero or greater than 0,150 sec, no skip is requested and a new 

computation of TJET is made in 0.100 sec. If TJET is computed to be greater 

than 0,150 sec, the jets are turned on "open-loop" (that is, no turn-off time is 

specified). 

The control logic used to determine TJET can be described by dividing the 

angular error — error rate phase plane into zones, Figures 3, 4-1 through 3, 4-4 

illustrate the four phase-plane configurations used by TJETLAW to compute TJET 

and the corresponding sets of zones, 

The configuration shown in Fig. 3.4-1 is used whenever the magnitude of E 

exceeds 11, 25 deg or whenever the magnitude of E exceeds 5,625 deg/sec. In 

this case, a form of TJETLAW called ROUGHLAW is employed. Whenever 

neither of these limits are exceeded, a form of TJETLAW called FINELAW is 

employed. This latter law uses the appropriate configuration from Figs, 3. 4-2 

through 3, 4-4 — in accordance with the particular type of flight in which the LM 

is engaged, The use of ROUGHLAW for large values of E and E allows single- 

precision arithmetic to be used by the LM guidance computer (LGC) in computing 

TJET for all values of E and E. 

The following discussion describes the two forms of TJETLAW, 

3.4.2.2 Description of ROUGHLAW 

As shown by Fig. 3.4-1, the phase-plane configuration associated with 

ROUGHLAW is divided into zones A through D. This division is made for both 

the upper and lower half-planes. For simplicity, only the upper~half-plane case 

is described here, (TJET is computed in the same way for the corresponding 

zones of the lower half-plane. ) 

Table 3. 4-1 sets forth the basis for computing TJET when the LM's state 

lies in each of the four zones of the upper half-plane of Fig. 3.4-1. The associ- 

ated flow chart for ROUGHLAW is shown in Fig, 3.4-5, As noted in Fig, 3. 4-5, 

TJET is first computed as a positive number, The ROUGHLAW program then 

attaches a sign to TJET that conveys the required rotational sense of the LM. 

Note that, as indicated in Fig. 3.4-1, if TJET is computed to be less than 20 

millisec, it is set equal to zero. This is done in order to avoid firing short 

pulses, which are wasteful of fuel. The ROUGHLAW maneuver rate of 6.5 deg/ 

sec is sufficiently high to assure that attitude control will be maintained in the 
(2) 

lightest ascent configuration in the presence of a jet on-failure.
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in the upper half-plane 

A 
FIREFCT = E -   E’ +DB, =0 

Snetpos |   where Qnetpos is the magnitude of the net angular acceleration of the LM 

in the positive direction when positive jets are applied. 

1. ROUGHLAW uses the FIREFCT function as defined for the half-plane (upper or lower) in which the LM's state is located. 

2. DB and DB» are set in accordance with Table 3.4-4, which is discussed subsequently in connection with the | ACCS routine. 

3. The ROUGHL AW phase plane applies to both drifting flight and powered flight. 

Fig. 3.4-1. The ROUGHLAW phase plane.
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A 
FIREFCT = E-       

2. No torquing is commanded about the control axis if the LM’s state is in a coast region unless the jets are already 

on and are driving the state to intersect the E oxis between ~DBo and DB). 

3. DB,, DBz, DB3, DBy, and FLAT are set in accordance with Table 3.4-4, which is discussed subsequently in 

connection with the 1/ACCS routine. Snetneg and Qnetpos We equal to the jet acceleration (ref. Table 3.4-3) 

since the offset acceleration is equal to zero for drifting flight. In the 1/ACCS routine, ZONE3LIM is set 

equal to 0.0175 sec for drifting flight and is set equal to zero for powered flight. 

Fig. 3.4-2. The FINELAW phase plane when the LM is in drifting flight.
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definitions of Table 3.4-3 and, in general, are not equal ~ as they are in drifting flight. Similarly, Cc oastneg and 

“Coastpos We Not nece ssarily equal. ZONE3LIM is zero. 

2. Notes 1 and 2 of Fig. 3.4-2 for the drifting-flight case apply for this case also. 

Fig. 3.4-3, The FINELAW phase plane when the use of the GTS attitude control law is allowed during 
powered descent,
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FIREFCT =-E - E’ +DB, =0 

' TARGET PARABOLA j/ Snetneg 

COASTECT © E +2 E” + DB, =0 ZONE 1 
“coastneg 

“coastneg 

ZONE 5 

-DB, i, DBy 

Y TARGET PARABOLA 
A .2 

COASTFCT = ~E + - = 

ZONE | Snetpos ZONE 4 “coastpos F FPB3=0 

ZONE 5 
“coastpos 

A 5 22 Yi 
FIREFCT = E ~ E +DB, =0 MLL LTT 1 

Snetpos 
(// 7 = COAST REGION 
[J = THRUST REGION Us 

SIPTOLISLA LASSE A Uf Wy 
IOTES: 
1, FINELAW uses the FIREFCT and COASTFCT functions as defined for the half-plane (upper or lower) in which the LM’s state is located. 

2. No torquing is commanded about the control axis if the LM's state is in a coast region unless the jets are already 

on and are driving the state to intersect a target parabola. 

3. DB, through DBy are set in accordance with Table 3.4-4, which is discussed subsequently in connection with the 

VACCS routine. The relative positions of the switching curves shown here are net representative. 

Fig. 3.4-4. The FINELAW phase plane when the LM is in powered ascent or when the use of the GTS 

attitude control law is prohibited during powered descent,



  

> 11.25 deg > < 11.25 deg 

  

     

  

          

> 5.625 deg/sec 

  

    

  

      

  
    
    

          
  

        

> 11.25 deg E <-11.25 deg < 5.625 deg/sec 

Do Zones B or C FINELAW 

(see Fig. 
' 3.46) 

. Compute 
FIREFCT 

Zone A Horizontal displacement one 
‘) : (signed) of the present 

State from the 
FIREFCT =0 curve 

Zone D 

>0 <0 

Zone C Zone B 

TJET = time from pres- TJET = time from pres- TJET=0 TJET =0.250 sec 
ent state to ent state to ZL 

=-—6.5 deg/sec E =6.5 deg/sec 7 
Arbitrary (any number 
greater than 0.150 sec 

would suffice) 

  

If TIET < 0.02 sec, 
set TJET =0 

      

NOTES: 

1. It is assumed that E is greater than zero in this flow chart. TJET is computed in the same way 
for the corresponding zones of the lower half-plane (see Fig. 3.4- 1). 

2. In the above logic, TJET is computed as a positive number. In the ROUGHLAW program, a sign 
is then applied to TJET that conveys the required rotational sense of the LM. 

Fig. 3.4-5. The flow chart for ROUGHLAW. 
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Table 3.4-1. The basis of computing TJET in the upper 

half-plane of the ROUGHLAW phase plane. 

  

  

Location 
of the 

LM's State Basis of Computing TJET 

Zone A TJET is the time required to drive E to -6.5 deg/sec. 

Zone B TJET is set equal to 0.250 sec, that is, a "large" value. 

Zone C TJET is set equal to zero; that is, no jets are turned on, 

Zone D TJET is the time required to drive E to +6.5 deg/sec.         
3.4.2.3 Description of FINELAW 

As noted in Subsection 3.4.2.1, there are three phase planes that are asso- 

ciated with the FINELAW form of TJETLAW. One of these applies when the LM 

is in drifting flight (that is, flight in which the LM is not being powered by either 

of the main engines), while the other two apply to powered flight. These three 

phase planes are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

FINELAW for Drifting Flight 

As shown by Fig. 3.4-2, the phase plane for drifting flight of the LM is 

divided into zones 1 through 5. Table 3, 4-2 sets forth the basis for computing 

TJET when the LM's state lies in each of these five zones. 

FINELAW for Powered Flight 

As already noted, there are two phase planes that can be used for powered 

flight, Their application is based on the following considerations: 

i, Whenever the use of the GTS attitude control law is allowed during 

powered descent, the phase plane of Fig. 3.4-3 is used. 

2. During powered ascent or whenever the use of the GTS attitude control 

law is prohibited during powered descent, the phase plane of Fig. 3,4-4 

is used. 

The use of the GTS attitude control law can be permitted only by the TIMEGMBL 

routine. TIMEGMBL is a routine that commands the trim gimbal to drive toward 

the null position (that is, to put the thrust vector through the vehicle center of 

gravity), The criterion for entering the TIMEGMBL routine is described in 

Subsection 3.6.2. After determining the Q- and R-axis gimbal drive times, 

TIMEGMBL sets a flag, ALLOWGTS, to indicate whether or not use of the GTS 

attitude control law is permitted. The use of the GTS attitude control law is per- 

mitted only if both computed drive times are less than 2 sec and the gimbals are 

usable. 

In the case for which Fig. 3.4-3 applies, TJET is computed in the same way 

as for drifting flight — with the exception that zone 3 has been eliminated. This 

logic allows an efficient interface between the RCS and the trim-gimbal control 

system. In particular, it allows E to be reduced to a very small value before 

the trim-gimbal attitude control law is applied. 
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Table 3.4-2. The basis of computing TJET in the 

FINELAW phase plane for drifting flight. 

  

  

Location 
of the 

LM's State Basis of Computing TJET 

Ea 

Zone'1 TJET is the time required to drive the LM's state 

toa "target parabola". 

ek 
Zone 2 TJET is the time required to drive the LM's error 

rate to zero, 

tee 

Zone 3 TJET is set so small that the jet select logic will 

fire a one-jet minimum impulse. 

Zone 4 TJET is set to zero unless the jets for the axis con- 

cerned are already on and are driving the LM's 

state to intersect the E axis between ~DBy and 
ak ake ae 
B,- 

ok 
Zone 5 TJET is the time required to drive the LM's state 

toa "target parabola”.   
  

“In zones 1 and 5, whenever TJETLAW requires the computation of 
the time required to drive the LM's state to a target parabola, the 
exact solution involves the computation of a square root, In order 
to avoid this time-consuming computation in the LGC, an approxi- 
mation is used. The procedure employed (see Reference 1 for de- 
tails) involves extrapolating the LM's state to determine in which 
range of time TJET lies; these intervals are described subsequently 
in Fig, 3,4-6, The quantity COASTFCT is equal to zero for states 
on the target parabola, At one end of the interval in which the actual 
TJET lies, COASTFCT is positive; at the other end, it is negative, 

By linearly interpolating on COASTFCT, a time is estimated at which 
COASTFCT is zero, The value of TJET computed in this way will 
always be smaller than the exact value of TJET, The maximum 
error that can be incurred is 12.5 millisec. 

ae 
Zones 2 and 3 allow the RCS to acquire a minimum-impulse limit 
cycle. 

seo 
The purpose of allowing the jets to remain on in zone 4 is to avoid 

"chattering" between the coast and thrust regions. Chattering would 
occur if the magnitude of the net angular acceleration (see definition 
in Table 3, 4-3) were underestimated (as a result, for example, of a 

too~high estimate of inertia),       

In the case for which Fig. 3,4-4 applies, TJET is computed as follows (note 

that zones 2 and 3 of the drifting-flight case have been eliminated): 

1, In zones i and 5, TJET is computed as in the case of drifting flight; 

that is, TJET is the time required to drive the LM's state toa 

target parabola, 
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2, %Inzone 4, TJET is set to zero unless the jets for the axis concerned 

are already on and are driving the LM's state to intersect a target 

parabola. (As in the case of zone 4 in Figs. 3.4-2 and 3, 4-3, the 

purpose of allowing the jets to remain on is to avoid chattering be- 

tween the coast and thrust regions. ) 

Flow Chart for FINELAW 

Figure 3. 4-6 shows a flow chart for FINELAW that combines the drifting- 

flight and powered-flight cases, As in the case of ROUGHLAW, once TJET has 

been computed a sign is attached to TJET that conveys the required rotational 

sense of the LM, It should be noted that if either the zone 1 path or the zone 5 

path of the flow chart is used for the axis under consideration and TJET is com- 

puted to be less than 20 millisec then TJET is set equalto zero. This results ina 

hysteresis in the coast boundary, The advantage of this procedure is that it elimi- 

nates short pulses, which — as noted earlier — are wasteful of fuel. 

3.4.2.4 Inputs Required by TJETLAW 

The following input information is required for each of the three RCS control 

axes (that is, P, U', and V') prior to employing TJETLAW: 

1. The state of the LM inthe phase plane — that is, the values of E 

and E, 

2. The constants that determine the shape and position of the phase- 

plane parabolas, 

3. The preference for balanced or unbalanced (that is, 2- or 1-jet) 

firings about the U and V axes, 

Each of these three types of input information is discussed in the following 

paragraphs, 

The quantities E and E are determined at 0,100-sec intervals, The attitude 

error, E, of the LM about a given axis is computed as a function of the difference 

between each of the actual CDU angles and the corresponding desired CDU angle, 

These differences are resolved to produce the attitude error, E, about each of the 

three axes concerned, that is, the P, U', and V' axes, The attitude-error rate, 

E, of the LM about a given axis is computed as the difference between the vehicle's 

angular rate, w, about the given axis and the specified desired rate about that axis, 

@ge The rate w for the P axis is provided directly by the state estimator, The 

rates for the U' and V' axes are obtained by resolving the Q and R rates derived by 

the state estimator, The resolution of E and E into the U'-V' system is done in the 

ROT-TOUV section of the program, 

The constants that determine the shape and position of the phase-plane parab- 

olas are determined in the "1/ACCS" routine (see Subsection 3.6.1). This routine 
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   [E {> 11.25 deg    

   

      

  

        

    

   
Yes 

le 

Do 
ROU GHLAW 

(see Fig. 
3.4-5). 

Zones 4 or 5 >0 
  

    

NS 

Horizontal displacement 

Compute FIREFCT. 

of 
|> 5.625 deg/sec 

  

   

     <0 
FIREFCT 

SI 
   

Horizontal displacement ( signed) 

of the present state from the 
FIREFCT <0 curve 

Zones 1,2 or 3 
  

  
  

Compute COAST FCT. 4 

  

<0 
  

  

Zone 5 

and     
   

    
Compute TJET 

using zone 1 

logic.     
  

    driving the LM 

toward a desirable     

    
Compute TJET 

using zone 2,3 

logic.     
  

  

  

  

Extrapolate the state to see 

if the time to the target 

parabola from the present 

state is less than 0.050 sec.     

< 0.050 sec 
  

> 0.050 sec 
  

  

Compute TJET using 

the algorithm for this 
case (zone 5; 0 <TJET 

  

S during RCS — trim gimbal operation 

(signed) of the present state 
from the COASTFCT =0 curve   

Compute TTOAXIS (time to reach the 

E axis from the present state).     

    

  

  

TJET 
  

=().250 sec 
    

Drifting flight or when the 
1/ACCS routine has set FLAT 

Zone | 

TTOAXIS - 0.150 sec. 

  

  

Extrapolate the state to see 

if the time to the target 
parabola from the present 
state exceeds 0.150 sec.     

> 0.150 sec 

TJET - 0.250 sec 

  
<0.150 sec 

  

  

Extrapolate the state to see 

if the time to the target 

parabola from the E axis 

is less than 0.050 sec.   
  

0.050 sec ’ 
  

Extrapolate the state to see 

if the time to the target 

parabola from the initial 

Compute the time from the 

E axis to the target parab- 

ola using the algorithm for 
this case (zone 1; 0 < time 

   

  

      

     
   

  

  

TTOAXIS 

40 

TJET =0.014 sec 

(minimum 
impulse) 

      

E 0.050 sec 
  

Compute the time from the 

E axis to the target parab- 

ola using the algorithm for 

this case (zone 1: 0.050 sec         
  

  

  

  
  from E axis to target pa 

rabola <0.050 sec). 
<time from E axis to target 

parabola <0.150 sec).       
  

    

      

  

  

  

  

TJET = TTOAXIS + 

time from the E axis 

to the target parabola 

  

TJET = TTOAXIS + 

time from the E axis 
to the target parabola       

  

  

  

< 0.050 sec). state exceeds 0.150 sec. 

< 0.150 sec > 0.150 sec 

Compute TJET using | TJET =0.250 sec | 
the algorithm for this 

case (zone 5, 0.050 sec 

+ <TJET <0. 150 sec ) 

lf TJET <0.020 sec, 
set TJET -0. 

NOTES: 

  
    

  
  

  

1. The choice of TJET = 0.250 sec for cases when TJET > 0.150 sec is an arbitrary one. Any value 

greater than 0.150 sec would suffice. 

2. In the above logic, TJET is computed as a positive number. In the FINELAW program, a sign is 

subsequently applied to TJET to convey the required rotational sense. 

Fig. 3.4-6. The flow chart for FINELAW. 
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is executed every two seconds during powered flight, whenever a fresh start or a 

restart occurs,when a DAP data load is made in R03, and during drifting flight when 

the deadband is set. The routine computes the functions of acceleration and deadband 

required by TJETLAW. Table 3. 4-3 shows the quantities computed in the 1/ACCS 

routine. These quantities are computed for the P, U', and V' axes. For the P axis, 

all quantities that are a function of the number of jets used are computed on the 

assumption that two jets are used. For the U' and V' axes, these quantities are 

normally computed for both the one-jet case and the two-jet case. If, for a given 

direction of rotation about the U' or V' axes, one jet is not sufficient to produce a 

net angular acceleration greater than 2/128 rad/sec’, then all functions for that 

direction are computed under the assumption that two jets are used, On the other 

hand, if one of the jets used for rotating in a given sense has been disabled, all the 

functions for that direction are one-jet values. 

The criteria used in the 1/ACCS routine to determine the parameters, DB, 

through DB,, that establish the positions of the phase-plane parabolas are de- 

scribed in Table 3.4-4, The phase-plane parabolas are positioned so as to yield 

a small average steady-state attitude error during powered flight. Figures 3.4-7 

through 3. 4-9 give three examples of the way in which the phase~plane parabolas 

are positioned. In Table 3. 4-4 and Figs, 3,4-7 through 3.4-9, all of the inter- 

cepts are defined as being proportional to the deadband DB, It should be noted 

that the proportionality constants are dependent on the value of the offset accelera- 

tion, AOS. As indicated in Table 3. 4-4, DB is not set by the LM DAP but is 

selected instead by the mission programs (see Section 4 of R-567) and the LM 

‘astronaut. It is expected that DB will be either 1 deg or 0.3 deg for powered flight. 

' For drifting flight, DB will be either 0.3 deg, 1 deg, or 5 deg, depending upon 

settings by the mission programs and the LM astronaut. 

The desirability of employing 1-jet firings about the U and V axes is conveyed 

to TJETLAW by two flag words that indicate, respectively, 1) whether an X-axis 

translational sense is called for, and 2) whether a single jet produces a net ac- 

celeration greater than the lowest acceptable value. When single-jet firings are 

not preferred, TJETLAW always calls for balanced couples, 

3.4.2.5 Criteria for the Number of Jets to be Used 
  

In discussing the number of jets to be used, it is convenient to treat the U 

and V axes separately from the P axis, 

U and V Axes 

Normally, for the U and V axes, a single jet is used during powered ascent 

and when X-axis translation is desired. For all other cases, a two-jet couple 

is used. For any of the following conditions, however, a two-jet couple is manda- 

tory — even for powered ascent and for X-axis translation: 
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Table 3,4-3. The functions computed in the 1/ACCS routine 

(for each axis) for use in the TJETLAW program, 

  

  
1 

1 

1 

1 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

0) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Function Comment 

t/a For the U' and V' axes, this function 
is normally computed for both one 
jet and two jets. For the P axis, 
it is computed only for the two- 
jet case, 

netneg 

l/a (Same comment as for item 1) 
netpos 

1/a0 castneg 

1/80 oastpos 2 

a 
. netneg . 
1 (@netneg +> (same comment as for item 1) 

coastpos 

a 
. + netpos . 
1 (anetpos a (same comment as for item 1) 

coastneg 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB 

DB, - DB, + FLAT 

DB, - DB, + FLAT 

ZONE3 LIM 

See Table 3. 4-4 

a
 

Pr 
WwW 

NM 

Notes 

1. 

2. 

The quantities anetpos, anetneg» @coastpos, 4nd acoastneg are 
each positive and limited to a minimum value of ain 2 7/128 
rad/sec* = 1.4 deg/ sec? 

Aanetpos is the net angular acceleration in the positive direction 
when positive jets are applied; that is, it is equal to the jet accel- 
eration plus the offset acceleration. If, for the U' and V' axes, 

anetpos 18 computed by the 1/ACCS routine to be negative or less 
than amin for the 1-jet case, then this information is made avail- 
able to the TJETLAW program to alert it to the fact that two jets 
will be required if positive rotation is desired. (No such consider- 
ations apply to the P axis inasmuch as, for the P axis, anetpos 18 

computed for the two-jet case only, which always yields a value of 
®netpos that is greater than amin. ) 

€Anetnep is the net angular acceleration in the negative direction when 
negative jets are applied; that is, it is equal to the jet acceleration 
minus the offset acceleration, If, for the U' and V' axes, anetneg is 
computed to be negative or less than ayjiy for the one-jet case, then 
this information is made available to the TJETLAW program to 
alert it to the fact that two jets will be required if negative rotation 
is desired. (As inthe case ofa no such considerations apply 
to the P axis.) 

acoastpos 2Nd acoastneg are the jets-off angular accelerations that 

determine the shapes oF the target parabolas in the lower and upper 
half planes, respectively. They are respectively equal to the offset 

acceleration and the negative of the offset acceleration, with the re- 
striction that each is limited to a minimum of amin. Since the offset 

acceleration is assumed to be zero for the P axis, botha and 
coastpos 

Acoastneg 2Fe always set equal to amin for the P axis. If Acoastpos 
Or acoastneg is determined to be greater than amin, it is then in- 
creased by a factor of 9/8. This steepens the target parabola and 
reduces the probability of crossing the target parabola from the 
coast region of the phase plane. 

ZONE3LIM is set equal to 0.0175 sec for drifting flight and is set 
equal to zero for powered flight. 

netpos’     
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Table 3.4-4. The criteria used in the 1/ACCS routine to determine 

the intercepts of the phase-plane parabolas. 

  

  

Define 

- 20 20 2 
amin = #/128 rad/sec” = 0, 025 rad/sec” * 1,4 deg/sec 

AOS = offset (disturbing) acceleration 

For Powered Flight (except when use of the GTS attitude 
: control law is allowed during powered descent; 

' see Fig. 3. 474): 

FLAT = 0 and: 

a) If AOS> amin? 

DB, = (1-0, 08889|AOS|)DB, DB, = 2DB, DB, = -0.75DB, DB, = 2DB 
2 3 4 

b) If AOS < “8 nin’ 

DB, = 2DB, DB, = (1-0, 08889|AOS!)DB, DB, = 2DB, DB, =-0. 75DB 

2 
c) Ifa. i, > AOS > 0.1 deg/sec”, 

DB, = DB, DBg = DB, DB, = 0.5 DB, DB, = DB 

2 
d) If -0.1 deg/sec” >AOS> ~ ain? 

DB, = DB, DB, = DB, DB, = DB, DB, = 0. 5DB 

e) If 0.1 deg/sec” >AOS> -0.1 deg/sec”, 

DB, = DB, = DB, = DB, = DB 

For Drifting Flight (and when use of the GTS attitude 
control law is permitted during powered descent; 
see Fig. 3. 4-3): 

DB, = DBy =DB , DB, = DB3 = DB+ FLAT, and 

FLAT = 0.8 deg 

Notes: 1. This table is applicable to both ROUGHLAW and FINELAW. 

2. Ina) and b) above, ljaos| is agsumed to be expressed in deg/sec”, 
It is limited to 16,875 deg/sec“ for these computations, This 
prevents DB, or DB from becoming less than -0. 5DB.   
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Fig. 3.4-9. The powered-flight phase plane for 0.1 deg/sec 2 > AOS > -0.1 deg/sec.2 

1. If the use of ROUGHLAW is required. 

2, If FINELAW is being employed and if the magnitude of E exceeds 

DB, by more than 3 deg for upper-half-plane cases or exceeds 

DB, by more than 3 deg for lower-half plane cases (see Figs. 

3.4-7 through 3, 4-9 for example), 

3. If, for the particular required rotational sense of the LM that is 

determined by TJETLAW, one jet is not sufficient to produce a 

net angular acceleration greater than 7/128 rad/sec! 

However, a single jet is always employed when a minimum-impulse firing is 

called for, so that the applied torque may be as small as possible, In the absence 

of X-axis translation or ullage, the selection of the jet to be used is determined 

in a semi-random manner (from the low bit of the LGC clock, channel 4) to 

achieve alternation, 

P Axis 

For the P axis, the computation of TJET is always made on the basis of two 

jets. Four jets will actually be employed, however, if — after TJET has been 

computed — either of the following conditions is found to exist: 

1. The use of ROUGHLAW was employed in the computation of TJET 

and TJET is greater than 0.150 sec, 

2, The use of FINELAW was employed in the computation of TJET, 

the LM state is located in zone 1 and more than 4 deg from the 

FIREFCT = 0 curve, and TJET is greater than 0.150 sec. 

When four jets are decided upon, they are fired for a full 0.1 sec, after which 

time the control is re-evaluated. 
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ae 
3.4,3 The RCS Control Law for Automatic Control in the CSM-Docked Case 

3.4.3.1 General Considerations 

For automatic control in the CSM-docked case, the LM DAP must repetitively 

provide the RCS thrusting commands for each of the three RCS control axes That 

is, the LM DAP must perform the same basic function in the CSM-docked case 

that it does inthe LM-alone case. It was, however, found desirable to use sepa- 

rate control logic when docked because the control logic employed in the LM-alone 

case depends on an assumed response of the LM (that is, it depends ona presumed 

moment of inertia of the LM). Inasmuch as the moment of inertia of the fully 

loaded CSM~docked configuration differs by two orders of magnitude from that of 

the lightest LM-alone configuration (that of LM ascent) and because the single- 

precision arithmetic used in the LM-alone case in order to save computation time 

cannot handle a two-orders-of-magnitude range, the logic used in the LM-alone 

case is unsuitable for the CSM-docked case. Accordingly, separate, specialized 

logic is employed for the CSM-docked case. This logic is considerably simplified 

from that of the LM~-alone case for the reasons given in the ensuing discussion. 

The following subsections describe the design guidelines followed, and the 

mechanization employed, in connection with the simplified and specialized LM 

DAP used for automatic control in the CSM-docked case, For convenience, this 

version of the LM DAP is referred to herein as the CSM-docked autopilot, and 

the version used for the LM-alone case is referred to as the LM-alone autopilot, 

3.4.3.2 Design Guidelines 

No written specifications exist for the CSM-docked case. (This is in contrast 

to the situation that exists for the LM-alone case, where GAEC has provided a 

performance and interface specification.) However, an undocumented agreement 

does exist between MSC and MIT to the effect that the CSM-docked autopilot shall 

provide an emergency capability for use in an abnormal situation where the ser- 

vice module cannot be employed to perform required thrusting. Therefore, be- 

cause the CSM-docked autopilot is a backup autopilot, and because the available 

computer memory of the LM guidance computer is limited, the design of this 

autopilot stresses simplicity rather than performance. In particular: 

1, RCS fuel usage is assumed to be not critical. Hence, the CSM- 

docked autopilot does not compute exact jet burning times (as does 

the LM-alone autopilot), Rather, jets are turned on or off only 

at the control-sample instants and are left on or off for the full 

sampling period. 
  

“By George R. Kalan and Edgar M. Oshika. 
  

For the CSM-docked case, the U' and V' axes are set coincident with the U and V 
axes, respectively. This is a consequence of the assumption (see Subsection 
3. 3.1, 3) that an average moment of inertia is used for both the Q and R axes, 
When the Q and R inertias are equal, the U'-v' system is equivalent to the U-V 
system, 
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2. The number of jet firings is also assumed to be not critical. Hence, 

simple, piecewise linear control logic is employed (rather than the 

parabolic control logic used by the LM-alone autopilot). 

Within the framework of these guidelines, an RCS control law was designed 

for the CSM-docked autopilot that possesses the following capabilities: 

1. Enable the RCS to perform automatic attitude hold and automatic 

attitude change at a slow rate during drifting flight. 

2, Enable the RCS to perform automatic attitude control during powered 

flight. Specifically, the RCS would be used to control thrusting 

maneuvers, using assistance from the descent engine under the 

control of the trim-gimbal control system. However, in order to 

avoid excessive RCS impingement on the CM and LM during DPS 

burns — a problem that came to light after the design was completed 

— the crew was given the capability of inhibiting RCS control about the 

U and V axes during CSM-docked DPS burns. This inhibition is 

imposed by the execution of Verb 65 and is removed by Verb 75, 

Note that this special check is made only during powered flight although 

the bit, SNUFFBIT, that indicates it may be set and cleared at any time. 

3. Provide RCS automatic control during drifting flight or powered flight in 

such a way that the RCS jet activity has only a very small probability of 

exciting the bending modes in excess of the docking-tunnel loads criteria. 

3.4.3.3 Mechanization Employed 

The design of the CSM-docked autopilot is represented by the phase plane 

shown in Fig. 3-4.10, which applies to both drifting flight and powered flight. 

In order to compress and simplify the logic of the CSM-docked case, straight- 

line segments were chosen for all decision lines. Further, it was decided to use 

the same phase-plane logic for all three RCS control axes: P, U, and V. Still 

further simplification was obtained by making the end result of the logic an on- 

off signal that could be interpreted as a jet burning time, TJET, by the same jet 

select logic employed for the LM-alone case in such a way that the jets are 

either turned on or left off for at least one control-sample period. Since — for 

the CSM-docked case — the RCS sample period is 0,100 sec for all axes in drift- 

ing flight but is changed to 0.200 sec for the U and V axes in powered flight, the 

minimum pulse width may be either 0.100 sec or 0.200 sec for the Uand Vaxes, 

These minimum values are acceptable for the CSM-docked case because the 

moment of inertia of the CSM-docked configurationis large and the response is slow. 

The two rate limits indicated on the phase-plane plot of Fig. 3.4-10 are pro- 

vided in order to prevent the attainment of high attitude-error rates, E. The 

jets can never be fired in such a way as to increase the attitude-error rate beyond 

the inner rate limit (that is, the one with the lower magnitude). The inner rate 

limit is chosen on the basis of the range of moments of inertia of the CSM-docked 

configuration that can be expected. This rate limit is made sufficiently high to 

achieve a reasonably fast response (for this heavy vehicle). With the rate limit 
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chosen (1,125 deg/sec), the parabolic trajectory (constant-acceleration path”) of 

the heaviest CSM-docked configuration will have no overshoot of the rate dead- 

band before it falls into a limit cycle (see Fig. 3.4-11). This choice implicitly 

assumes that the width of the dead zone, which is a pad-loaded parameter, will 

not be less than the currently anticipated value of 2.8 degrees. 

In conjunction with the inner rate limit, the outer rate limit establishes coast- 

zone bands at large magnitudes of the attitude error, E, as shown in Fig. 3. 4-10. 

Should a trajectory of the CSM-docked configuration intersect an inner rate limit, 

the arrangement employed would prevent the subsequent path of the configuration's 

state from hunting about this limit — as it would if this were the sole rate limit 

involved. The magnitude of the outer rate limit is set sufficiently larger than the 

magnitude of the inner rate limit that the slow response of the CSM-docked con- 

figuration prevents its state from jumping between the two rate limits. 

The magnitude of the target rate within the coast zone determines the steady- 

state limit cycle. In powered flight, when a significant offset acceleration is to 

be expected, the target rate is set to 0.1 deg/sec. In drifting flight, it.is made 

zero so that the slowest possible limit cycle consistent with a 0,1-sec minimum 

impulse may be achieved. 

In addition to the phase-plane logic of Fig. 3.4-10, the CSM-docked autopilot 

contains jet-inhibition logic to reduce the frequency of jet firings. This reduces 

the probability of exciting large bending-mode oscillations with RCS jet activity. If 

RCS jets for a given axis are on when the phase-plane logic for that axis calls for a 

torque reversal or commands the jets off, the inhibition logic terminates the jet 

firings and prohibits subsequent jet firings about that axis for a predetermined time 

interval. In all other situations, the inhibition logic allows the implementation of 

commands determined by the phase-plane logic. Jet firings can be inhibited for 

0.4 sec about the P axis and for 1.0 sec about the U and V axes. A more detailed 

description of the design principles used to improve bending stability and of the in- 

hibition logic is included in Reference 3 listed at the end of this subsection. 

The automatic RCS control logic of the CSM-docked autopilot can be described 

with the aid of the flow chart shown in Fig. 3.4-11A. Although the operation of the 

logic for each RCS control axis is complely independent of that for each of the 

other control axes, the structure of the logic is common to al) three axes. Fora 

given axis, the logic first checks the jet firing time |TJP, TJU, or TJV — repre- 

sented by the symbol TJP(U,V) ] used on the last DAP pass, in order to determine 

the current state of the jets. The temporary flagword OLDSENSE is then set to +1, 

-1, or 0 to indicate whether the jets are firing up (to cause rotation in a positive 

sense about the axis under consideration), down (to cause rotation in a negative 

sense about the axis under consideration), or not firing. 

*Any phase-plane path followed by the state (E, E) over which the acceleration, E, 
remains constant is a parabola. 
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If the jets are currently firing, the logic checks the vehicle error rate to de- 

termine whether or not the target rate has been reached. If the target rate has not 

been reached, the re-evaluation of the torquing policy is bypassed. If the target 

rate has been reached, the DAP returns to the logical path that is followed when the 

jets are not firing, to re-evaluate the torquing policy. 

In the re-evaluation of the torquing policy, a check is first made to determine 

EDOT 

If the outer rate limit is exceeded, the jet firing time is set to +5. 12 sec (signed so as 3 

, exceeds the outer rate limit of 1.73 deg/sec. 
    

if the error-rate magnitude, 

to reduce the error rate), and the jet-inhibition logic is entered. When the outer 

rate limit is not exceeded, the control policy represented by Fig. 3.4-12 is used to 

determine the jet firing time. If the state lies in the coast region, the jet firing 

time is set to zero. If the state lies outside the coast region, the jet firing time is 

set to +5. 12 sec. 

After the jet firing time has been determined, the DAP enters the jet-inhibition 

logic. The jet-inhibition logic first checks the current state of the jets previously 

stored in OLDSENSE. If the jets are firing, the sign of the command about to be 

implemented is compared with the sense of the current jet firing. If the command 

calls for a firing of jets that are currently on, it is not altered by the jet-inhibition 

logic, However, if the jets are about to be commanded off, or on in the direction 

opposing the jets that are currently firing, the inhibition logic zeroes the jet firing 

time to turn off the jets during the current DAP pass and sets a counter to a value 

of 4 or 10 to inhibit jet firings for four DAP passes (0.4 sec) about the P axis or 

for ten DAP passes (1.0 sec) about the U or V axes. Each of the three counters in- 

volved is decremented by one at the beginning of each DAP pass. 

If the jets are off, the inhibition logic checks the sign of the counter. If the 

counter has been decremented to a value less than or equal to zero, indicating that 

the most recent inhibition period has ended, then the command is not altered by the 

jet-inhibition logic. If the counter contains a value greater than zero, however, the 

jet firing time is set to zero to prevent the jets from firing on the current DAP 

pass, 

Typical phase-plane trajectories of the CSM-docked configuration are illus- 

trated in Fig. 3.4-11, The fine solid lines represent the steady-state limit cycle. 

Typical trajectories for large attitude errors are represented by the heavy solid 

lines. Note that for rotational jet firings about the P axis (or about the U and V 

axes for a very light CSM-docked configuration) the logic, which continues a firing 

until the target rate is reached, causes the phase-plane trajectory to travel not 

only through the coast region but also into the reverse torquing zone. The firing is 

eventually terminated, and the reverse firing is commanded after expiration of the 

inhibition period. This situation is aggravated with initial conditions in excess of 
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the outer rate boundary at a large attitude error. However, according to the design 

guidelines, this performance is acceptable. 

Another interesting (but unimportant) operational characteristic of the 

CSM -docked autopilot is the termination of continuous RCS rotational jet firings 

that have failed to torque the vehicle to the target rate within 5. 12 sec. This behavior 

is due to the fact that the jet firing time is set to 5. 12 sec when the firing is initiated 

and is decremented by 100 millisec on each DAP pass until the target rate is 

reached. Before the target rate is reached, the torquing policy is not re-evaluated 

and the jet firing time is not re-initialized. Consequently, if the target rate has 

not been attained after a 5. 12-sec period of continuous torquing, the jet firing time 

reaches zero and the firing is terminated. This characteristic will normally never 

be seen in closed-loop operation because the required firing durations rarely 

reach 5.12 sec. However, in open-loop testing, such as polarity testing on the 

ground, this characteristic may be observed. 

  

Note: Figures 3,4-13 and 3.4-14 were deleted in Rev. 1. 

    
  

3.4.4 The RCS Control Laws for Manual Attitude Control” 
  

Manual attitude control is exercised by means of one of three different con- 

trol options: a) manual rate control, b) X-axis override, or c) minimum impulse 

control, For each option, a different control law is used. 

The manual rate command modes employ two distinct control laws. These 

are known as the direct rate control law and the pseudo-automatic control law. 

Direct rate control is employed whenever the rate-command change (during 0. 1 

sec) exceeds a threshold level known as the "breakout level''. This law computes 

jet-on times based upon rate-error information only. It is designed to provide 

fast response to changes in ACA commands and to null the rate errors without over- 

shoot. This law is also utilized to damp the spacecraft rates below a threshold 

value (the "target deadband") before returning to attitude hold when the ACA is 

released. 

The pseudo-automatic control law computes jet commands based upon both 

rate-error and attitude-error information, In this mode of operation, manual 

control is exercised through the TJETLAW phase-plane logic in the LM-alone 

configuration or through the simplified RCS control law in the CSM-docked con- 

figuration, Use of this law in effect forces the average rate error to be nulled, 

giving "tighter" control of the vehicle in the presence of disturbing accelerations 

and preventing attitude drift about axes that are not being commanded, 

  

“By Donald W, Keene and Robert F, Stengel 
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pseudo-automatic control law, it is possible to achieve precise rate control and 

to obtain commanded rates as small as the quantization level of the ACA. Use of 

the automatic phase-plane logic allows efficient control to be maintained in any 

configuration — including the CSM-docked configuration. Because of the relatively 

large rate and error deadbands used in the phase~plane logic, small spurious 

changes in the commanded rates are effectively filtered by the logic. A small 

sustained change in the rate command will, however, be honored as soon as the 

phase point exceeds the deadbands of the switching logic, The delay in responding 

to these small commands is a function of the attitude deadband used. For tighter 

control in the coasting flight, the narrow angular-deadband selection is recom- 

mended. If, however, the commands over 0.1 sec exceed the breakout level, 

control is returned to the direct rate logic, and the response is almost immediate. 

As indicated in Subsection 3, 2 (Autopilot Control Modes), the manual rate 

control is considered to be in effect only when the astronaut is actually, generating 

commands with his attitude controller assembly (ACA) and during the rate~damping 

phase after the astronaut has released the ACA prior to resumption of attitude 

hold, For three-axis manual control, the mode control switch must be in ATT 

HOLD. 

Manual control for X-axis override is discussed in Subsection 3.4.4.2. The 

minimum impulse mode is discussed in Subsection 3.4. 4.3. 

3.4.4.1 Implementation of the Rate Command Mode 
  

In the rate command mode, the LM DAP interrogates the rotational-hand- 

controller counters (LGC counters 42, 43, and 44), which interface with the pro- 

portional signals supplied by the ACA, The LM DAP interprets the counts obtained 

from counters 42, 43, and 44 as rate commands about the vehicle pilot axes in 

the order Q, P, and R, respectively. The command rate, Oy is computed as a 

quadratic function of the contents of these counters according to the formula 

wy = 0. 000453356(/6| + 10. 5), 

where 

a 0 contents of counters 42, 43, and 44 

w. = maximum commanded rate 
max 

The function @6/ max is plotted in Fig. 3.4-15, For the LM-alone case, a maxi- 

mum count of 42 for full-scale deflection of the ACA (to the nominal soft-stop 

position) about an axis corresponds to a rate command of either 20 deg/sec or 

4 deg/sec, depending on the hand-controller scaling selected in routine R03. For 

the CSM-docked configuration, the controller sensitivity is reduced by a factor of 

ten, thus giving maximum commanded rates of 2 deg/sec and 0,4 deg/sec, re- 

spectively. 
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The actual implementation of the control logic is somewhat complicated and 

may best be understood by reference to the flow graphs presented in Figs. 3.4-16 

and 3,4-17. Additional flow graphs may be found in Fig. 3.6-5 of Subsection 3. 6, 

which shows the overall structure of automatic and manual mode selection. For 

the purposes of this discussion, the logic may be divided into two parts: the P- 

axis manual control logic and the Q, R-axes manual control logic. In fact, the 

control of the P axis has been made logically independent of the @, R axes to per- 

mit the use of the X-axis override function, which provides manual control of the 

P axis during automatic steering of the Q, R axes. 
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P Axis 

In the P-axis coding of the autopilot, a check is made to determine if the hand 

controller is out of detent (bit 15 of channel 31). Each time it is out of detent, the 

logic sets the JUSTIN bit of the autopilot control flag RCSFLAGS so that rate 

damping will be initiated when the hand controller is released. When the ACA is 

first moved out of detent, the DAP must initialize a number of variables and dis- 

ceretes before exercising manual control. In this initialization section, bit 12 of 

DAPBOOLS (OURRCBIT) is set to 1 to indicate that manual rate control (or X-axis 

override) is in effect. The bit indicates that rate damping is to be performed when 

the stick is returned to detent. This bit is also used by the Q, R-axes logic to by- 

pass the calculation of automatic phase-plane errors and to use the manual-control 

attitude errors (6.mP" Sem 9 emR? for the pseudo-automatic control law. These 

manual errors are computed in the state-estimator section of the P-axis logic 

and are updated every 0.1 sec according to the following algorithms. 

First, a set of incremental body angles is derived from the CDU angle 

changes in the previous 0,1 sec; that is, 

AAy 8%, . 8g. 
i i i-l 

Ay \= Meplhi Ga. (3. 4-1) 
i i-l 

AA 6 - @ 
i mp Min] 

where [Mep] is the gimbal-rate-to-body-rate transformation matrix, and 8» 6, 

and ony are the CDU angles. The manual errors are then computed recursively as: 

famP. - fom P. * aay. ~ “ep. aT 
i i-t i -1 

By = 8B + AAL, - wo AT (3. 4-2) 
emQ; emQ;_} Yi cQs 4 

8 = @ + AA - w AT 
emR; “emR,_, 2; cRy_y 

where w 5 ow 7 wo are the manual rate commands on the previous 

cP eQi.y) eRiy 
sample interval and AT is the basic autopilot sample interval (0.1 sec). These 

errors are maintained as double-precision quantities to avoid truncation errors. 

The higher-order part of the Q, R errors is Shared with the Q, R errors generated 

by the automatic and attitude-hold modes. Thus, in the automatic and attitude-hold 

modes, they are overwritten by foQ and Go: 

In the initialization section of the manual rate control, both the manual errors 

8 (6 emQ’ horn P? and ®smR) as well as the rate commands (“ps *.Q and ®R) are 
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zeroed. The hand-controller counters are also zeroed and the read logic is en- 

abled so that the hand-controller commands can be read on the next autopilot pass. 

At this point, the logic zeroes ihc P-axis rotational command, sets up any Y- or 

Z-axis translation, and transfers control to the Q, R axes. 

On the next pass through the P-axis logic, the DAP finds that initialization has 

been completed (OURRCBIT = 1) and begins its normal control cycle. At this point, 

CDUXD is set equal to the current CDUX and the P-axis hand-controller channel is 

read and scaled according to the routine R03 selection. The Q, R-axes commands 

are read and saved for processing by the Q, R-axes logic. The ACA counters are 

then zeroed and enabled. The DAP computes the P-axis rate error by differencing 

the estimated rate, 3p. with the commanded rate, op) that is, 

=A wp = Bp 7 Op (3. 4-3) 

for use by either the direct rate control logic or the pseudo-automatic logic. The 

DAP also computes the magnitude of the difference between the rate command and 

the previous value of the rate command; that is, 

(3. 4-4) 
“oP. | Asop, ~ [*ep. 7 

1 i 

If this difference exceeds the breakout level, MRL) the direct rate control law is 

selected, The breakout level is initialized in routine R03 to the following values: gS 

ane 0.6 deg/sec for the ascent and descent configuration 

“aay = 0.3 deg/sec for the CSM-docked configuration 

Before entering the direct rate control law, however, a P-axis time counter, Top 

is set to a value corresponding to 4 seconds, This counter is continually dimin- 

ished in the state-estimator coding and is used to limit the time spent in the direct 

rate control law, This time limit guarantees that a) the more-efficient pseudo- 

automatic control law will eventually be utilized to counteract any unmodelled ac- 

celeration and b) attitude hold will be established when the ACA is released, 

In the direct rate control law, the P-axis phase-plane error, 6, is zeroed 
mP’ 

and CDUXD is set equal to the current value of CDUX., Next, a check is made to 

determine if the rate error exceeds the target deadband, ; that is, whether w 
DB 

lo, pl > “nR* (The target deadband is set equal to the breakout level; that is, 

wy 43 18 0.6 deg/sec for the ascent and descent configurations and is 0.3 deg/sec 

for the CSM-docked configuration,} If so, the DAP then checks the P-axis time 

counter, Top to determine if the 4-second time limit has been exceeded; that is, 
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3 whether Top £0. If not, a bit is set (PBIT of RCSFLAGS) to indicate that direct 

rate control will be required on the next pass in order to reduce the rate error 

further and prevent overshoot when returning to the pseudo-automatic control law. 

If, however, the rate errors have been reduced below the target deadband or 

if the time limit has been exceeded, PBIT is reset to zero to permit the use of the 

pseudo-~automatic control law on the next cycle. 

At this point, the DAP computes the jet firing time required to null the rate 

error: © 
eP 1 

2 ap 
(TH) 5 aan (3. 4-5) 

where (1/ap) is the inverse of the angular acceleration that two P-axis jets are 

expected to produce. This quantity is computed and stored in the 1/ACCS routine, 

The firing time is computed on the basis of four jets being used. Four are, in 

fact, called for in either descent or in the CSM-docked configuration when the 

magnitude of the rate error is greater than 1,4 deg/sec, When fo, pl is smaller, 

and throughout ascent, two jets are chosen and the firing time (TI) 5 is corre- 

spondingly doubled, In the rate command mode, as in the other control calcula- 

tions, the P-axis offset acceleration is assumed to be zero. 

In the CSM-docked configuration, (1/ap) is set equal to the maximum value 

(POSMAX), which corresponds to an angular acceleration of approximately 1.4 

deg/sec? Since the target deadband is relatively large (0.3 deg/sec) in this con- 

figuration, undershoot is prevented since the rate increment caused by a 100- 

millisecond firing is smaller than “DR: In effect, then, once the P-axis jets are 

turned on, they will remain on for at least 100 milliseconds — thus preventing 

chattering, even though Yap {and (TJ) 5) may be much smaller than the correct 

value, The width of the target deadband also prevents overshoot even in the most 

critical case (CSM-LM empty). The same situation exists in computing (TI, 

and (TD) in the Q, R-axes control logic, 

In the direct-rate-control logic, Tet is calculated at 0.1-sec intervals until 

control reverts to the pseudo-automatic control law. However, whena "skip" 

request is issued, the Tiet calculation interval increases to 0,2 sec. These skips 

occur when the previously computed Tet is less than 0.150 sec but greater than 

zero, As long as PBIT is set to 1, the direct rate control law is used, 

After (TD), has been computed, the P-axis rotation jets are selected, the 

firings are initiated, and control is transferred to the Q, R-axes logic. 

Selection of the pseudo-automatic control law occurs if Aw.p < 431 and if 

PBIT is zero. If both conditions exist, the manual attitude and rate errors are 

stored for the phase-plane computations and control is determined by the same 

routines that are used for automatic control and attitude hold. 
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Use of the direct rate control logic assures that both the attitude and rate errors 

are small when switching to pscudo-automatic control. Thus, there should be 

little, if any, rate overshoot on switchover. If Viet’ as computed in the previous 

pass through the direct-rate-control logic, happened to be greater than 150 milli- 
seconds, the firing will not be terminated at this time even though the phase point 
lies within the phase-plane deadband. Either TJETLAW or the simplified CSM- 

docked control law will continue to fire the jets until the rate error is sufficiently 
reduced, This feature has been exploited to minimize the effects of the relatively 
wide target deadbands pp) used in the direct rate control law. This feature is 
particularly important in the CSM-docked configuration, 

When the ACA is returned to detent, the rate damping process begins. This 

process assures that the spacecraft vehicle rates will be sufficiently reduced so 

that large transients are avoided on returning to automatic control. In the rate- 

damping phase, the logic finds that the ACA has been returned to detent but that 

OURRCBIT = 1, The logic then checks to see if the JUSTIN bit is set toi. The 

JUSTIN bit will be set on the first pass through the rate-damping logic. If 

JUSTIN = 1, the DAP must then determine whether X-axis override, or a three- 

axis control function is required, For X-axis override control, rate damping 

is performed about the P axis only. Otherwise, all three axes are rate damped. 

For X-axis override control, the JUSTIN bit and QRBIT are reset to zero at this 

point to insure that the automatic mode will be entered as soon as rate damping 

is completed about the P axis. (For three-axis control, the JUSTIN bit will be 

reset by the Q, R axes, rather than at this point, to assure that the damping process 

is also initiated about the Q, R axes when a Q, R-axes skip occurs on the first rate- 

damping pass.) Next, the command rate, ®op is zeroed and the logic returns to 

the manual rate control laws. 

Rate damping is completed when both PBIT and QRBIT are zero. (As indicated 

above, in X-axis override, QRBIT is automatically zero.) This implies that 

|ver |< °DB 

leouil< “Dp * 

le 
ev' DB 

| 

or that the 4-sec limits have been exceeded, When this is found to be true, 

OURRCBIT is reset to zero so that on the next and subsequent passes automatic 

control will be resumed, 

At this point, the DAP checks the mode switch to see if X-axis override is 

in effect, If it is, the desired outer gimbal angle (CDUXD) is set equal to the 

present gimbal angle (CDUX) and the logic exits to P-axis automatic control. If, 

however, three-axis manual rate control is in effect, the DAP sets 

* although the discussion in this subsection concerns the P, U', V' axes, it should 
be noted that in the CSM-docked configuration the U' and V' axes are respectively 
coincident with the stationary U and V axes. 
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CDUXD = CDUX 945 = a, 

CDUYD = CDUY or a5 = 6; 

CDUZD = CDUZ 9am = 8nn 

and zeroes the automatic-steering inputs. The logic then exits to P-axis auto- 

matic control, 

Q, R Axes 

The logic of the Q, R-axes control is similar to that of the P axis, except that 

the physical coupling and the transformation to U', V' axes requires that both axes 

utilize the same control law in any given pass. If either the Q or R command ex- 

ceeds the breakout level, direct rate control is used. Only when both rate errors 

@eyt and ®eyd are less than the target deadband — or after the 4-sec limit has 

elapsed — will the logic return to pseudo-automatic control, 

At the beginning of the Q, R~axes manual logic, a check is made to determine 

if the ACA is out of detent, The DAP does not check the channel bit directly but 

uses the results of the P-axis check, This procedure eliminates the possibility of 

exercising Q, R-axes manual control before the P axis has initialized the control 

variables, 

As for the P axis, the control law scales the Q, R commands (“9 and &, Re Which 

are stored by the P axis) and computes the rate errors, Since the DAP controls in 

B U', V' axes, these rate errors are then resolved into U', V' components eyr + Peyt 

A check is then made to determine if either 4.0 > app OF |aer| > pr: If 

so, the Q, R-axes direct rate control law is selected. Before entering the direct 

rate control law, however, the Q, R-axes time counter, TLR is set to 4 seconds. 

This counter has the same function as Top 

At the beginning of the direct rate control law, the automatic steering inputs 

are zeroed; that is, 

wyp 79 48,50 Bh=0 

Su@ = 9 AG, 79 Bg = 0 

®yp 79 AG = 0 BRO 

j ' and the Q, R manual errors, %am@Q and Samm R? are zeroed, The desired CDU's 

are also set equal to the current CDU's; that is, 

CDUXD = CDUX 846 = 4, 

CDUYD = CDUY or 8a = 6, 

CDUZD = CDUZ 8am = 9 
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The logic then checks to see if both the U', V' rate errors are within the target 

deadbands, If so, the QRBIT of RCSFLAGS! is reset to zero, allowing pseudo- $ 

automatic control on the next cycle, and control is transferred to the jet-on-time 

calculation, 

If Joour|> “ng and Jooyels “pp “ey! is set to zero so that (TI),, is com- 

puted to be zero and the V-axis rotational jets are turned off (see below). 

If boys |< “pp and oo |> “DR “eyr is set to zero so that (TD)qy is com- 

puted to be zero (see below) and the U-axis rotational jets are turned off. Otherwise, 

eyt and gyi are left untouched, 

If the Q, R timer exceeds the 4-sec limit, QRBIT is reset to zero, Otherwise, 

QRBIT is set to 1 — indicating that direct rate control will be required on the next 

pass in order to reduce the rate errors still further. 

At this point, the DAP computes the jet firing times (TD y and (TJ), required 

-w 1 
eu! ay 

- 1 
ev! (=) 

the inverse of the angular acceleration that the 

to null the rate errors: 

(Ty   

  (TDy 

The values of (1/aqy) and (/agis 

jets are expected to produce, are computed and stored in the 1/ACCS routine. 

" " u They are the 1/®netpos and the 1/4netneg 

3.4.2 as part of the input to TJETLAW. As mentioned there, the values for the 

U' and V' axes include any effects of offset acceleration and disabled jets and are 

" quantities discussed in Subsection 

stored for both one-jet and two-jet firings. The rate command mode always at- 

tempts to use balanced couples (that is, two jets) about the U and V axes, without 

regard to X-axis translation commands, 

In the CSM-docked configuration, both Q/ayy and (t/ay.) are set to the maxi- 

mum value (POSMAX). 

After (TD) y and (TI), have been computed, the U, V-axes rotation jets are 

selected, the firing is initiated, and the autopilot pass is terminated. 

Selection of the Q, R axes pseudo-automatic control occurs if awa < Br 

law! <py) and QRBIT = 0. If these conditions exist, the attitude errors GamQ 

and amR are resolved into the U', V' axes and stored along with the rate errors 

eur and ®eyt for the phase-plane computations, Control is then transferred to 

TJETLAW (or the CSM-docked RCS law), 

In the rate-damping phase of the Q, R axes, the ACA is returned to detent 

but OURRCBIT is still set. At this point, the JUSTIN bit is reset to zero, the 

manual commands %6Q and oR are zeroed, and the manual control laws are 

executed, The Q,R logic informs the P axis (via QRBIT) when the Q, R rates have 

been sufficiently damped to permit return to automatic control. The P-axis coding 

is responsible for terminating the damping phase by resetting OURRCBIT. 
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The delay time between the deflection of the rotational hand controller and 

the beginning of the jet firing is made up of the following components: 

0 to 100 millisec — to detect that the controller is out of detent, and 

then zero and enable the counters. 

100 millisec — for one command-cycle period to return and read 

the counters, 

30 to 50 millisec — for computational delay and jet-thrust on-delay. 
(approximately) 

Since the checking of the stick position is part of the P-axis coding, an extra 

100-millisec delay is introduced immediately following a short P-axis firing (be- 

cause the control about the P-axis is then skipped). 

3.4.4.2 Implementation of the X-Axis Override Mode 

Manual rotation control in the X-axis override mode is implemented ina 

manner similar to that used for the rate command mode, except that the LM DAP 

will respond only to manual yaw (P-axis) commands, [To avoid interference 

with the automatic steering, the LM DAP will not alter the pitch (Q-axis) and roll 

(R-axis) automatic steering commands, ] After the ACA controller has been re- 

moved from its center (detent) position and during the rate~damping phase sub- 

sequent to the controller's return to its detent position, the LM DAP zeroes the 

yaw phase-plane errors and sets the desired outer gimbal angle equal to the cur- 

rent outer gimbal angle; that is, 

CDUXD = CDUX (3. 4-11) 

For turther information, see Subsection 3,4, 4.1. 

3.4.4.3 Implementation of the Minimum Impulse Mode 

During manual rotation control of the minimum-impulse type, the LGC inter- 

rogates bits 1 through 6 of channel 31, which interface with the pulse/ direct 

switches of the ACA. The LM DAP interprets these input bits as minimum- 

impulse commands about the P, Q and R axes. 

Each yaw (P-axis) command of the ACA controller will cause a two-jet 

14-millisec firing to be commanded about the P axis, The ACA controller must 

then be returned to its center (detent) position about the yaw axis before another 

P-axis impulse will be fired. 

A pitch (Q~axis) or roll (R-axis) minimum-impulse command will produce a 

corresponding two-jet firing about the Q axis or the R axis for a duration of 14 mil- 

lisec in the LM-alone configuration and for a duration of 60 millisec in the CSM- 

docked configuration, Given simultaneous pitch and roll commands, the LM DAP 

will honor only the pitch request. As in the case of yaw-axis control, the ACA con- 

‘troller must be returned to its center position about the pitch and roll axis before 

another Q-axis or R-axis impulse can be fired. When there are no disabled jets, 
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the two-jet torque couples employed are selected from the fuel system (A or B)that 

is specified by the astronaut in NOUN 46 by means of routine R03. 

Whenever the minimum impulse mode is in effect, the LM DAP zeroes the auto- 

matic steering inputs and the phase~-plane attitude errors, This means that when 

the ACA controller is in its center (detent) position, the LM DAP will not attempt 

to maintain any attitude control and the LM will be in a free-drift condition. 

The LM DAP responds to minimum-impulse commands on the first pass during 

which the controller is found to have moved out from the detent position. However, 

a move back to detent will not be recorded on the pass immediately following a 

P-axis impulse, since the check of stick position is a part of the P-axis coding 

and is therefore skipped over on the cycle subsequent to a short P~axis firing. 

It is, therefore, theoretically possible to obtain up to 5 pulses per second about 

the Q and/or R axes and up to 3-1/3 pulses per second about the P axis, 

3.4.5 The Jet Select Logic™ 

In general, each of the attitude control laws produces requirements for some 

number of jets to be fired about the P, U, and V axes. The astronaut can simuita- 

neously command manual translation of the LM by displacing the tee-handle left- 

hand controller of his thrust/translation controller assembly (TTCA) from its neutral 

(detent) position in the same direction he wishes the LM to move" This action 

results in the application to the LGC by the TTCA of a discrete for each of the axes 

commanded. These discretes instruct the LGC to issue commands to the RCS that 

cause the LM to be accelerated in the desired direction. The acceleration is inde- 

pendent of the magnitude of the displacement of the TTCA from its neutral position. 

The acceleration stops when the discretes are removed by the return of the con- 

troller to its neutral position. These translation commands are monitored by the 

autopilot during each cycle(except when skips occur), that is, ten times per second. 

Ullage is automatically commanded via the LM DAP by the mission programs 

just prior to ignition of either of the main engines. An internal discrete (the 

ULLAGER bit in DAPBOOLS) is provided for this purpose. The ACC4OR2X bit 

of DAPBOOLS indicates whether two or four jets are to be used, The mission 

programs are responsible for initiating and terminating automatic ullage. For 

further information, see Section 4 of this GSOP, 

“By Richard D. Goss and Lowell Hull, 
‘ *The two-position selector on the controller must be in the JETS position to 

obtain control of X-axis translation by means of the RCS jets, With the selector 
in the THROTTLE position, up-and-down motion of the controller along the X 
axis results in varying the thrust magnitude of the descent engine. 
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Given information concerning the desired rotational torque, the desired di- 

rection of translation, and the desired numbers of jets to be used for each, the 

jet select logic determines the jet selection policy — that is, the best jet firing 

policy, taking any disabled jets into account. The output of the jet select logic 

consists of LGC data words that are suitable for loading into LGC output channels 

5 and 6 to turn the jets on and off. In addition, the jet select logic provides in- 

formation on the number, and directions, of the U-axis, V-axis, and P-axis fir- 

ings for use in the recursive state estimator, 

When there are no jets available to carry out a required rotation or transla- 

tion — that is, when all the jets required have been isolated by the crew — the 

program alarm light on the DSKY is lit and the appropriate alarm code is stored. 

(The various codes are given in the following discussion.) It should be mentioned 

that this routine will continue to set up the alarm on every subsequent pass until 

either the need for the jets is removed or the required jet(s) is (are) re-enabled 

by the crew or uplink. 

Figure 3, 4-18 identifies the 16 jets of the RCS and their thrust directions, 

The RCS employs two independent fuel systems, each of which supplies eight of 

the jets. The figure also shows this division. 

The RCS jets are assigned to channels 5 and 6 in the following order: 

Channel 5 Channel 6 

Bit Jet Bit Set 
1 1 1 7 

2 2 2 3 

3 5 3 15 

4 6 4 11 

5 9 5 12 

6 10 6 8 

7 13 7 4 

8 14 8 16 

3.4.5.1 The Jet Selection Policies for Rotation about the P Axis and 

for Translation Along the Y and Z Axes 

The channel-6 jets are employed both for rotational control about the P axis 

and for Y-axis and Z-axis translation commands, Selection of jets for P-axis 

rotational control is made without simultaneously trying to satisfy the Y-axis and 

Z-axis translation commands. That is, rotation will take priority over transla- 

tion, and therefore Y-axis and Z-axis translation commands will be executed 

only when no P-axis rotation commands are present, 
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2. SEE FIG. 3.1-5 OF SUBSECTION 3.1 FOR THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF THE RCS JETS AND CONTROL 

AXES DEPICTED HERE TO THE LM VEHICLE. 

3. IN CASE OF FAILED JETS, THE ASTRONAUT 
DISABLES JETS IN PAIRS AS FOLLOWS: 

13 5,8 9,12 13,15 
24 6,7 10,11 14,16 

4. THE P, Q, AND R DESIGNATIONS FOR THE CONTROL 
AXES ARE USED IN CONNECTION WITH ROTATION, 
WHEREAS THE X, Y, AND Z DESIGNATIONS ARE USED 
IN CONNECTION WITH TRANSLATION. 

Fig. 3.4-18. The 16 jets of the RCS and their thrust directions. 
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Table 3. 4-5 specifies the normal P-axis rotation policies — that is, the jet 

selection policies for the case in which no jets have been disabled, If any of the 

rotation policies given in Table 3. 4-5 contains a disabled jet, then alternative 

two-jet rotation policies will be attempted in the following order, starting from 

the top of the list, until a policy containing nondisabled jets is found: 

+P Rotation ~P Rotation 

7,15 8,16 

4,12 3,11 

4,7 8,11 

7,12 11,16 

12,15 3, 16 

4,15 3, 8 

If none of these alternative policies is possible, then the program alarm light is 

displayed and alarm code 02003 is set up to inform the astronaut that a P-axis 

rotation failure exists, 

Table 3,4-5. The normal jet selection policies for 

various types of rotation about the P axis. 

  

  

  
      

Type of Rotation Requested Jet Selection Policy 

4-jet, +P rotation 4, 7, 12, 15 

2-jet, +P rotation Alternate pulses between (4, 12) and (7, 15), 

4-jet, -P rotation 3, 8, 11, 16 

2-jet, -P rotation Alternate pulses between (3, 11) and (8, 16), 

Note: All rotations expressed are to be interpreted in terms of the right- 
hand rule. 
  

Table 3. 4-6 gives the normal Y-axis and Z-axis translation policies, together 

with the alternative policies for use in case any disabled jets are present. If, for 

a given Y-axis or Z-axis translation command, the associated alternative disabled- 

jet policy is not possible, then the program alarm light is displayed and code 02001 

is set up to inform the astronaut of a Y-axis or Z-axis translation failure. 

Pd 

3.4.5.2 The Jet Selection Policies for Rotation about the U and V Axes 

and Translation Along the X Axis 

The channel-5 jets are used both for rotational control about the U and 

V axes and for X-axis translation, including automatic ullage. The ACC4OR2X 

and AORBTRAN bits in DAPBOOLS specify whether X-axis translation is 

  

* 

For the purposes of this subsection, the discussion will concern the U and V axes 
rather than the U' and V' axes. It is to be understood that U and V rotational 
policies refer to torques to be applied about the U and V axes, with control being 
maintained about the U' and V' axes in the ascent and descent configurations and 
about the U and V axes in the CSM-docked configuration. 
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Table 3,4-6. The jet selection policies for various types of 

translation along the Y and Z axes, 
  

  

Type of Translation Normal . . . . 
Commanded Policy Alternative Disabled-Jet Policy 

+Y translation 12,16 If 16 has been disabled, set up the tacking” 

policy of alternating between (12, 3) and (12, 11). 

If 12 has been disabled, set up the tacking pol- 
icy of alternating between (16, 15) and (16, 7). 

~Y translation 4,8 If 8 has been disabled, set up the tacking pol- 
icy of alternating between (4, 3) and (4,11). 

If 4 has been disabled, set up the tacking pol- 

icy of alternating between (8, 7) and (8, 15). 

+Z translation 7,11 If 11 has been disabled, set up the tacking pol- 

icy of alternating between (7, 8) and (7, 16). 

If 7 has been disabled, set up the tacking pol- 

icy of alternating between (11, 12) and (11, 4). 

-Z translation 3,15 If 15 has been disabled, set up the tacking pol- 
icy of alternating between (3, 4) and (3, 12), 

If 3 has been disabled, set up the tacking pol- 
icy of alternating between (15, 8) and (15, 16). 

(+Z, +Y) translation 7,11, If either 11 or 12 has been disabled, use 
{+U translation] 12,16 (7, 16), 

If either 7 or 16 has been disabled, use 
(11, 12), 

{-Z, -Y) translation 3, 4, If either 8 or 15 has been disabled, use (3, 4). 

[-U translation] 8,15 | Jf either 3 or 4 has been disabled, use (8, 15). 

{+Z, -Y) translation 4,7 If either 4 or 11 has been disabled, use (7, 8). 

[+V translation] 8,11 If either 7 or 8 has been disabled, use (4, 11). 

(-Z, +Y) translation 3,12 If either 15 or 16 has been disabled, use (3, 12). 

I-V translation | 15,16 | tf either 3 or 12 has been disabled, use (15, 16).     
  

“Tacking alternation is done every 0.1 sec.       

to be done with two or four jets and, if two, whether system A or system B pairs 

are to be preferred. 

If no conflict exists between the jets required for translation and the jets re- 

quired for rotation, then both the rotation policies and the translation policies are 

executed, Ifa conflict does exist, however, then only the rotation policy is exe- 

cuted — to be followed by the translation policy as soon as the required rotation 

has been completed. For example, if two jets are desired for positive rotation 
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about the U axis (that is, jets 5 and 14) and the two B-system jets (6 and 14) are 

requested for translation, then the translation will be postponed. If, on the other 

hand, only one jet were desired for +U rotation, then jet 14 would be used to give 

both rotation and translation, 

Table 3,4-7 gives the normal U-axis and V-axis rotational policies, together 

with the alternative policies for use in case any disabled jets are present. If, 

for a given U-axis or V-axis rotation request, the associated alternative disabled- 

jet policy is not possible, then the program alarm light is displayed and code 02004 

is set up to inform the astronaut of a U-axis or V-axis rotation failure, 

Table 3,4-7. The jet selection policies for various types of 

rotation about the U and V axes, 
  

  

Type of Rotation Normal . . _ . 
Requested Policy Alternative Disabled-Jet Policy 

2-jet, +U rotation 5,14 If 14 has been disabled, use 5 alone, 

If 5 has been disabled, use 14 alone. 

1-jet, +U rotation 14 If 14 has been disabled, use 5. 
(+X translational 
sense desired) 

1-jet, +U rotation 5 If 5 has been disabled, use 14. 
(-X translational 
sense desired) 

2-jet, -U rotation 6,13 If 13 has been disabled, use 6 alone. 

If 6 has been disabled, use 13 alone. 

1-jet, -U rotation 6 If 6 has been disabled, use 13. 
(+X translational 
sense desired) 

1-jet, -U rotation 13 If 13 has been disabled, use 6. 
(-X translational 
sense desired) 

2-jet, +V rotation 1,10 If 10 has been disabled, use 1 alone. 

If 1 has been disabled, use 10 alone, 

1-jet, +V rotation 10 If 10 has been disabled, use 1. 
(+X translational 
sense desired) 

1-jet, +V rotation 1 If 1 has been disabled, use 10. 
(-X translational 
sense desired) 

2-jet, -V rotation 2,9 If 9 has been disabled, use 2 alone. 

If 2 has been disabled, use 9 alone. 

1~jet, -V rotation 2 If 2 has been disabled, use 9. 
(+X translational 
sense desired) 

1-jet, -V rotation 9 If 9 has been disabled, use 2. 
{-X translational 
sense desired)     
  

Note: The +X translational sense is considered "desirable" throughout 
the powered ascent.     
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Table 3, 4-8 gives the normal X-axis translation policies, together with the 

alternative policies for use in case any disabled jets are present, If, for a given 

X-axis translation policy, the associated alternative disabled-jet policy is not 

possible, then the program alarm light is displayed and code 02002 is set up to 

inform the astronaut of an X-axis translation failure. 

Table 3,4-8, The jet selection policies for various types of 

translation along the X axis. 
  

Type of Translation Normal 
Commanded Policy Alternative Disabled-Jet Policy 
  

4-jet, +X translation 2,6, 10,14 If either 2 or 10 has been disabled, 

use (6, 14). 

If either 6 or 14 has been disabled, 

use (2,10). 

2-jet, +X translation 2,10 If either 2 or 10 has been disabled, 
with fuel system A use (6, 14). 

2-jet, +X translation 6,14 If either 6 or 14 has been disabled, 

with fuel system B use (2,10), 

4-jet, -X translation 1,5, 9,13 If either 5 or 13 has been disabled, 

use (1, 9). 

If either 1 or 9 has been disabled, 
use (5, 13), 

2-jet, -X translation 5,13 If either 5 or 13 has been disabled, 
with fuel system A use (1, 9), 

2-jet, ~X translation 1,9 If either 1 or 9 has been disabled, 

with fuel system B use (5, 13).       
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SUBSECTION 3,5 

TRIM-GIMBAL CONTROL LAWS 

by 

Craig C. Work 

3.5.1 Control Objectives 

Although the trim-gimbal control system in the LM was originally intended 

to keep the thrust vector of the descent engine locked onto the shifting center of 

gravity of the LM, it is also capable of maintaining full attitude control whenever 

the flight situation imposes only mild requirements on the LM digital autopilot 

(LM DAP), Some benefits that derive from this latter capability of the trim- 

gimbal control system are the following: 

1. <A reduction in the RCS fuel usage, which can result in larger emer- 

gency fuel supplies and/or a decrease in the initial lift-off weight. 

2. <A reduction in the number of RCS jet firings, with a corresponding 

decrease in the anticipated probabilities of jet failures. 

Each of the two trim-gimbal drives rotates the descent-engine bell about its 

hinge pin at a rate of 0,2 deg/sec, Because the trim-gimbal rate is so slow and 

because there is no penalty attached to continuous trim-gimbal activity, a con- 

trol law that minimizes the reaction time required for attitude-error control is 

the most desirable kind of control law, A law of this type — termed the GTS 

attitude control law in this report — has been derived and implemented in the LM 

DAP; see References 1 through 3. 

By means of the two trim gimbals, the descent-engine bell can be rotated 

about either the pitch (Q) axis or the roll (R) axis. The attitude control law is 

applied to each of these two axes independently. Accordingly, the ensuing dis- 

cussion generally refers to only one trim gimbal. 

A trim gimbal can affect the angular acceleration of the LM about an axis by 

redirecting the thrust vector, while the RCS jets can add to this angular 
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acceleration in order to achieve temporary variation, The RCS jets, however, 

should not be required to fire indefinitely to compensate for an error in the direc- 

tion of the thrust vector, Therefore, the trim gimbal always has the sole respon- 

sibility for controlling the angular acceleration of the LM about an axis, while 

the RCS jets and the trim gimbal together share the function of controlling the 

attitude error and the attitude rate about that axis, 

Two operational modes are used, therefore, for controlling a trim gimbal. 

These bear the following designations: 

1, The GTS attitude control mode. 

2, , The GTS acceleration nulling mode. 

The GTS attitude control mode defines a switching surface in the attitude- 

control phase space. Here, the trim-gimbal-drive directions are selected by the 

LM DAP to zero the attitude error, rate, and acceleration about a given axis 

simultaneously. When the trim-gimbal control system operates in the GTS attitude 

control mode, the Q and R RCS jets are ordinarily inactive. When the state 

estimator shows that the LM is not in the RCS jet "coast zone", the GTS attitude 

control mode can still continue — provided the RCS jet firings are short (that is, 

the LM is only slightly outside the coast zone). 

The position of the LM in the RCS phase plane is calculated every 0.1 sec, 

while the| GTS attitude control mode is executed every 0.2 sec. This allows for the 

"shared control" condition, A short RCS jet firing (less than 0.1 sec) can "inter- 

lace" with the| GTS attitude control mode without mutual interference. A long RCS 

jet firing (greater than 0.1 sec), however, forces the trim gimbal to drop back 

into the GTS acceleration nulling mode, where it remains until a) the LM is ina 

coast zone again and b) the thrust vector is aligned sufficiently close to the LM 

center of gravity to enable the trim gimbal to null the remaining offset angular 

acceleration within less than 5 seconds. The interaction of RCS control with 

trim-gimbal control is discussed in detail in Subsection 3. 6. 

3.5.2 The GTS Attitude Control Law 

\ The GTS attitude control mode is based on the following modified time-optimal 

  

control law:! 1,3) 

K = 0,3 FLR/I (3.5-1) 

A = -sgn (8 + 6] 6|/(2K)) (3. 5-2) 

u = -sgn [Ko + 6 (6 2/(3K) - 40) - AK*/2(-4 8 + 9 2/(2Ky)?/2) (3.53) 
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where 

K = the assumed control effectiveness” 

u = the sign of the commanded change in angular acceleration that 

is to be induced by driving the trim gimbal about its axis (note 

that the quantity A in the relationship for u is defined by Eq. 

(3. 5-2)) 

6, é, @ = the attitude error and its first and second derivatives with re- 

spect to time 

F = the descent-engine thrust 

L = the distance from the hinge pin of the descent-engine bell to 

the center of gravity of the LM 

R = 0.2 deg/sec, the rotation rate at which the descent-engine bell 

can be gimballed 

I= the moment of inertia of the LM 

The output of the GTS attitude control law is u, the sign of the commanded change in 

angular acceleration that is to be induced by driving each trim gimbal about its 

axis. The GTS attitude control law is executed separately for rotation about the pitch 

axis and for rotation about the roll axis, : 

During steady-state trim-gimbal control, the computation of the sign of the 

trim-gimbal drives is repeated every 0,2 second, The drives are then commanded 

at the beginning of the next DAP pass, about 80 millisec later, This delay between 

control determination and execution was introduced in order to allow a short quies- 

cent period to be forced whenever a drive reversal is required, thus avoiding a 

false trim-gimbal failure indication that could be triggered in a very tight GTS 

limit cycle. When the drive direction is not reversed, no off-time is inserted 

and the gimbal drive continues smoothly from one control pass to the next, This 

solution to the false-failure-indication problem is in conformity with the technical 

requirements specified by caEc!® It was not necessary to reduce the actuator 

switching frequency as authorized in PCR 141, so there should be no significant 

degradation in the system closed-loop performance, 

The gain reduction of 0.3 in the assumed control effectiveness, K, is intro- 

duced to compensate for the effects of missing the optimum switching time by as 

(2) much as 0.2 sec. Without the gain reduction, the closed-loop performance of 

the LM DAP would exhibit unacceptable overshoot in the transient response and 

an unacceptably large limit cycle about the desired attitude. 

To prevent an uncontrolled drive of a trim gimbal, a drive-timing mechanism 

is implemented to shut off the trim-gimbal drive. The drive timers — one for the 

  

*K for each axis is actually computed in the 1/ACCS routine, rather than in the 
control determination, as a function of the mass and the linear acceleration, 
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3 | pitch axis and one for the roll axis — are always set at 0.3 sec each time the GTS 

| attitude control law is executed. Thus, if the use of the trim gimbals is disallowed, 

| execution of the attitude control law is bypassed and the drives will stop within 

; 0.3 sec. 

The algorithm given for the'GTS attitude control law [Eas. (3. 5-1) through (3. 5-3) | 

is mathematically equivalent to the algorithm implemented in both SUNDANCE 306 

and LUMINARY 069; that is, u as a function of K, @, é, and 6 is unchanged. How- 

ever, the magnitudes of the arguments of the signum functions have been altered by 

dividing these arguments by K. This change eliminates the computational underflow 
(5, 6) problem that existed for small values of K. The improved performance will 

be most noticeable in the CSM-docked configuration. 

3.5.3 |The GTS Acceleration Nulling Control Law 
I 

When the trim gimbals are to be used only to trim the thrust direction so as 

to null the offset angular accelerations, the desired drive times are calculated 

for the Q and R axes (see Fig, 3.1-5) to be 

T=0.4 8 | 3.5 -* |EER/I (3. 5-4) 

where T is the trim-gimbal drive time and the other symbols are defined in Sub- 
oe 

section 3.5.2. The damping factor of 0.4 was chosen to ensure that overshooting 

will not occur — even if the estimated offset angular acceleration should be double 

the true value, (This is an error that could be readily caused by an undetected 

jet-off failure, ) 

The LM DAP is executed once every 0.1 sec; during each execution, the drive 

timers are decremented by one, The desired trim-gimbal drive time for each 

axis is expressed as a number of deciseconds and that number is entered into the 

appropriate drive timer. Whenever a drive timer is found to be zero, the related 

trim gimbal is stopped. 

The drive direction is redetermined at 2-second intervals, The trim gimbal 

is therefore driving constantly as long as T exceeds 2 seconds (or the undamped 

time exceeds 5 seconds), In order to provide for stopping these long drives in 

case control of the gimbal is locked out between executions of the GTS acceleration 

nulling control law, the drive timers are set to 2,5 seconds whenever T is greater 

than 2 seconds, 

  

*as for the previous case, the control authority, FLR/I, is computed in 1/ACCS. 
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SUBSECTION 3,6 

LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE LM DAP 

by 

Peter 5. Weissman 

3.6.1 How the LM DAP Is Set Up; Parameter Determination 

3.6.1.1 Fresh Start and Restart 

A "fresh start' is a programmed sequence that brings all the programs in the 

LGC to a "ground zero state" as a response to either a crew command (Verb 36) or 

to a detected chronic hardware problem in the LGC (that is, multiple restarts), 

Generally speaking, a fresh start puts the LGC ina state suitable for the beginning 

of the mission and discontinues any program or routine that may be running when 

the fresh start occurred. 

A "restart" is a combination of hardware functions and computer coding that 

occurs in response to various apparent malfunctions within the LGC, such as an 

over-long interrupt or an endless loop. An entire mission may very well pass 

without any restarts other than the trivial one when the computer is first switched 

on. When a restart occurs, the outputs of the LGC are momentarily nulled and — 

as far as is possible — all the programs that are active are restored to states 

which they were in shortly before the restart. LGC operation should therefore 

continue almost as though there had been no interruption, Under some (unfortu- 

nate) conditions, however, a restart triggers a fresh start, 

It was found desirable to design the LM DAP's response to fresh starts and 

restarts somewhat differently from that of other programs because of the follow- 

ing considerations: 

1. The frequency at which the entire LM DAP sequence is executed. 

2, The rather clean interface between the LM DAP and other programs 

and the lack of any necessity to maintain synchronization between them. 

3. The existence of a panel switch that allows the crew to turn off the 

LM DAP when necessary, 
ye 

A restart can be triggered by the crew by means of Verb 69. 
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When a fresh start occurs, all of the erasables used by the LM DAP are initial- 

ized (or recomputed from initialized values) with the exception only of a few quan- 

tities, such as present mass, for which it would be difficult to choose "nominal" 

values? The initialization covers not only the interface quantities, such as de- 

sired attitude and jet firing commands, but also internal registers, such as the 

state estimate and the switches that control the usage of the two control systems 

(RCS and GTS). The flag word DAPBOOLS is set to indicate the following state 

(octal value 21322): 

1. A 2-deg/sec rate for automatic (KALCMANU) maneuvers. 

2, Outputs of 1/ACCS are suspect. 

3. Awide (5 deg) deadband was selected by the crew. 

4. No ullage. 

5. 20-deg/sec maximum commanded rate for the rotational hand controller. 

6. Zero offset acceleration to be assumed, 

7. X-axis override is permitted, 

8, X-axis translation is to be done with two B-system jets. 

9. The LM is not docked to the CSM, 

10. The trim gimbal may not be used (the engine is off), 

11, The manual inputs are rate commands, rather than minimum im- 

pulse commands, 

A restart, rather than attempting to resume LM DAP operation at the point 

in its cycle where it was cut off, simply reinitializes the LM DAP in much the 

same way that a fresh start does, The differences between the two sequences 

arise from the restriction that a restart can make no assumption regarding the 

current state of the mission, Thus, a restart does not turn off the main engine 

or change most bits of DAPBOOLS** or the deadband, In other words, all the 

internal quantities of the LM DAP are initialized by a restart, but the inputs 

which control the state of the LM DAP are left unchanged, A restart also causes 

the present attitude to be taken as the desired attitude and the commanded rates 

to be set to zero, If a maneuver was in progress, it is interrupted until the 

maneuver routine is executed again, 

  
* 
Note that mass is, however, checked against a maximum and minimum; see 

Subsection 3.6.1.5. 
eK 

The exception is the clearing of the ACCSOKAY bit, a momentary and essen- 
tially clerical change that serves to ensure that the 1/ACCS routine is exe- 
cuted before the LM DAP resumes operation,



The following steps are carried out in the fresh start and restart routines in 

order to accomplish the functions that have been described: 

1, The channel bits that command on the RCS jets and trim-gimbal 

drives are cleared, (This is done by the hardware ina restart. ) 

2, Ina fresh start, various parameters and flags related to the miss- 

ion phase are initialized and values for the highest ascent mass 

(HIASCENT) and the state-estimator filter gains are assumed for 

use until an erasable load is performed, 

3. The ACCSET flag is cleared to force a 1/ACCS call on the first 

pass through DAPIDLER, so that all the outputs of 1/ACCS will be 

recomputed before the LM DAP becomes active, 

4. A TIMES interrupt is set up to do DAPIDLER {see description below), 

A restart may be triggered by either the hardware or the program. The for- 
mer turns on the DSKY "restart'' light; the latter turns on the “program alarm" 
light” Otherwise, the two sequences are almost identical. A change in major 
mode, Verb 37, is similar to a restart in that it drastically alters the configura- 
tion of the mission-oriented programs. However, it leaves the LM DAP almost 
untouched — merely ensuring that it is set up for non-powered flight using the 
deadband last selected by the crew and zero desired rate, and that X-axis over- 
ride is enabled. 

3.6.1.2 DAP Idling and Start-Up (see Fig, 3, 6-1) 

When the LM DAP is switched off or when it cannot function because its 

inputs are not available, a program named DAPIDLER is called to monitor the 

conditions which turn the LM DAP off. Until these conditions disappear, 

DAPIDLER keeps the output commands to the RCS and the trim gimbal systems 

nulled and employs TIMES to recycle itself every 0.1 sec. When all of the in- 

hibitions are removed, DAPIDLER initiates the STARTDAP sequence. 

The conditions that can cause the LM DAP to idle are the following: 

1. The IMU CDU's are not usable, 

2. The mode select switch has been turned to OFF by the crew. 

3. The use of the abort guidance system (AGS) has been selected 

by the crew, 

4, The 1/ACCS routine has not been executed since the last fresh 

start or restart. (A job to do 1/ACCS is set up in the first 

DAPIDLER pass after a fresh start or a restart. } 

At the beginning of every normal LM DAP pass, the first three conditions 

listed above are checked for and DAPIDLER is entered if any of them exists, 
  ak 

Not all program alarms, however, cause restarts, 
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Fresh start and restart also set up DAPIDLER (to be the next TIMES interrupt) so 

that the LM DAP will initialize itself via STARTDAP. 

One function of the LM DAP is carried on even when idling — the display of 

attitude errors or DAP-estimated rates on the FDAI needles. This is done whenever 3 

the IMU CDU's are usable and the PGNCS mode select switch is not in the OFF 

position. It should be noted, however, that the display is meaningless if the last 

computed "desired attitude" or the outputs of the IMU CDU's are wrong. Also, a 

STARTDAP zeroes a Mode 1 display because it sets the "desired attitude" equal to 

the present attitude. Since the DAP does not estimate rates while idling, the rate 

displays are also meaningless in this mode. 

The sequence STARTDAP, which is executed by DAPIDLER when the LM DAP 

is to resume operation, performs the following functions: 

1. It initializes the state estimator; in particular, it 

a) nulls the offset-acceleration estimate, 

b) nulls the attitude-rate estimate, 

c) nulls the accumulated unexplained attitude estimates, and 

d) reads the IMU CDU's. 

2. It nulls the attitude error and commanded rate. 

3. It disallows trim-gimbal control (until the next 1/ACCS execution). 

4. It zeroes the jet-inhibition counters for the CSM-docked autopilot. 

5. It prevents a possible TIME6 interrupt from turning on jets before 

the LM DAP is actually in operation. 

6. It sets up TIMES to start a normal DAP pass in 0.1 sec. The 

delay is required by the rate filter in order that the time interval 

between attitude measurements will be nominal. 

3.6.1.3 Routine 3: DAP Data Load 

The crew loads data for use by the LM DAP by means of Verb 48, which calls 

up Routine 3. The relationship of this data to autopilot control is discussed in 

Subsection 3. 2,5. The crew procedure is described in detail in Section 4 of this 

document (separate volume), 
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3.6.1.4 Monitoring of Jet Failures and Trim-Gimbal Failures 

RCS Jet Failure Monitor 

The crew is warned of jet failures by lamps lit by the Grumman failure- 

detection circuitry and by off-nominal patterns of control behavior. They may 

respond by operating panel switches that isolate pairs of jets from the propellant 

tanks and set bits in channel 32. 

The RCS failure monitor is attached to the TIME4 interrupt and is entered 

every 480 milliseconds. Its function is to examine channel 32 to see if any 

isolation-valve closure bits have appeared or disappeared, In the event that any 

of these bits differ from PVALVEST, the record of actions taken by this routine, 

the appropriate bits in CHSMASK and CH6MASK are updated, as is PVALVEST. 

CHS5MASK and CH6MASK are used in the LM DAP jet-selection logic and in 

1/ACCS, where the available control torque is computed. To speed up and shorten 

the routine,yno more than one change is accepted per cycle. The highest-numbered 

bit in channel 32 that requires action is the one processed. 

The coding in the failure monitor routine has been written so as to have al- 

most complete restart protection, For example, no assumption is made when 

setting a CH5MASK bit to 1 that the previous state is 0, although it of course 

should be, One case that may be seen to evade protection is the occurrence of 

a restart after updating one or both DAP mask-words but before updating 

PVALVEST, coupled with a change in the valve-bit back to its former state, 

The consequence of this is that the next entry would not see the change incom- 

pletely incorporated by the last pass (because it went away at just the right time), 

but the DAP mask-words will be incorrect. This combination of events seems 

quite remote, but not impossible unless the crew operates the switches at half- 

second intervals or longer, In any event, a disagreement between reality and the 

DAP masks will be cured if the misinterpreted switch is reversed and then re- 

stored to its correct position (slowly).



Trim-Gimbal Monitor 

The USEQRJTS bit of DAPBOOLS indicates to the LM DAP whether the trim 

gimbal may be used (in any mode), It is cleared (to allow gimballing) when, and 

only when, the following set of conditions exists: 

1. The thrust monitor (DVMON) of the SERVICER program is cycling; 

this generally occurs before and during a burn, 

2, The measured thrust is above the threshold. 

38. APSFLAG is clear, indicating the LM is unstaged. 

4. The gimbal-fail bit (bit 9/channel 32) has not been set by the crew. 

3.6.1.5 Adaptive Loop; the 1/ACCS Routine   

Mass Initialization and Tracking 

The masses of the LM and the CSM are initialized as part of the preflight 

erasable load. They may be subsequently updated by the crew by means of 

Routine 03 (Verb 48), Routine 03 does not accept values that are below fixed 

limits. During LM powered flight, the mass is decremented in the SERVICER 

program to correct for the loss of main-engine fuel” The amount subtracted is 

a function of the measured change in velocity, AV, over the last sample period 

(2 sec) and the exhaust velocity, V,, of the engine being used. Specifically, 

(Mass), = (Mass), _» ~ ay (Mass), _ 9 (3. 6-1) 
e 

In an "RCS burn", the exhaust velocity of the main engine of the current stage is 

employed, No account is taken of RCS fuel used for attitude control, 

The mass value that is tracked in this way is the total mass, that is, the one- 

or two-vehicle mass value that was last set in Routine 03. 

“SERVICER, which also includes the PIPA-read routine, is executed on a two- 

second cycle during the appropriate portions of the following programs: 12, 40, 

41, 42, 47, 63, 64, 66, 70 and 71. 
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The 1 {ACCS Routine 

Another part of the SERVICER program is the 1/ACCS routine, the primary 

function of which is to compute the control effectiveness of the LM DAP as a 

function of the vehicle mass, the unfailed jets, the configuration, and other such 

factors. In addition to being executed as part of the SERVICER program every 

2 seconds during powered-flight mission phases, 1/ACCS is called several times 

during a mission when certain discrete events occur, such as restarts, fresh 

starts, detection of disabled jets, data load by crew (Routine 03), resettingof the 

attitude deadband, and the turning-off of the main engine. Also, prior to lunar 

lift-off, the ignition logic of the powered-ascent program (P12) loads the bias an- 

gular accelerations of the state estimator from the prior estimates given in pad- 

loaded erasables IGNAOSQ and IGNAOSR. This is followed by an execution of 

1/ACCS that establishes the proper ascent control effectiveness. 

The first thing done in 1/ACCS is a determination of the vehicle configura- 

tion on the basis of APSFLAG and CSMDOCKD, The LM mass limits and the 

mass-to-inertia coefficients to be used in 1/ACCSitself are selected on this basis. 

Next, the mass of the LM alone is separated out as follows: 

a) For the LM-alone case, LM mass = total mass. 

b) For the CSM-docked case, LM mass = total mass - CSM mass, 

The LM mass, which is displayed and loaded in Routine 03, is therefore kept up- 

dated during burns as though it were maintained directly in the SERVICER program, 

There is a check on the LM mass in the 1/ACCS routine that serves to keep 

this critical parameter within a reasonable range despite any possible error in 

the initialization, in the Routine 03 load, or in SERVICER maintenance. It also 

results in an automatic correction of the mass when staging occurs, since the 

old, descent value is too high for the ascent stage alone, 

The following limits on the LM mass have been implemented: 

Highest descent mass = 33, 730 1b 

Lowest descent mass = 3858 lb + HIASCENT 

" Highest ascent mass = HIASCENT 

4850 lb Lowest ascent mass 

HIASCENT was made a pad-loaded erasable quantity so that it can reflect the 

ascent fuel loading used in each particular flight. Its value for a fully loaded 

ascent stage is about 11, 133 lb, and it is so initialized in a fresh start (to be 

over-written by the erasable load shortly thereafter), HIASCENT should not be 

less than 7265 lb, in order that the minimum descent mass will not be too low. 

When the LM mass is found to violate a limit, its value is changed to equal the 

limit (maximum or minimum); the total mass is changed correspondingly. 
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After the mass value has been thus guaranteed to be within acceptable limits, 

the control effectiveness of the RCS jets about each axis and, when the descent 

stage is attached, the control effectiveness of the trim-gimbal drives are com- 

puted as described in Subsection 3. 3.1. 

Various functions of the control effectiveness, the estimated offset accelera- 

tion, the deadband and the vehicle configuration are computed and stored at this 
« 

point so that they need not be determined each time they are needed in the LM DA Pp. 

During descent powered flight, when the trim gimbal is usable and the third- 

order trim-gimbal control system is not maintaining attitude control, 1/ACCS sets 

up offset-nulling drives. This function of 1/ACCS is discussed in Subsections 

3.5 and 3.6.2. 3, 

3.6.2 How the LM DAP Sequences 

The following paragraphs attempt to present a fairly detailed look at how the 

various functions of the LM DAP that have been described individually relate to 

one another from the point of view of both information flow and the selection of 

the appropriate modes of control. 

An overview of the ILM DAP sequencing is followed by descriptions of the 

interface between the various manual modes and automatic control. The inter- 

action between the RCS and the trim gimbal system is then examined, 

This information should prove useful both as an introduction to the actual 

coding and as an explanation of how the components described in Subsections 3.3 

through 3,5 are used to accomplish the functions of the LM DAP mentioned in 

Subsections 3,1 and 3.2, 

3.6.2.1 Information Flow inthe LM DAP 

Figure 3.6-2 shows the overall sequencing of the LM DAP, Figures 3, 6-3 

and 3, 6-4 illustrate the data used in RCS jet selection (see Subsection 3.4.5), Note 

that a clean separation exists between the handling of "horizontal" jets (which lie 

in the Y-Z plane) and "vertical'' jets (which are perpendicular to the Y-Z plane), 

The following points will aid in reading Figs, 3, 6-2 through 3. 6-4: 

1. The trapezoidal blocks indicate major functions of the LM DAP 

that are described elsewhere in this document, together with their 

associated inputs and outputs, 

2, The symbols §, » and @ denote estimated attitude, angular rate, 

and bias angular acceleration, respectively. 

  

“Most of these functions are described in Subsection 3. 4. 2.
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3. The capitalized switch names are defined in the glossary presented 

in Subsection 3, 6.3. 

3.6.2.2 Manual Modes — Automatic Modes Interface 

The rather complex flow chart of Fig. 3.6-5 shows all of the switches that 

are tested in each LM dap pass in order to determine the appropriate source of 

control commands, The first part of the figure deals with the "horizontal" jets; 

the second part deals with the "vertical" jets. 

3.6.2.3 RCS — Trim Gimbal System Interface; LM-Alone Case 

During powered descent, it is desirable to have an interface between the RCS 

and the trim gimbal system that allows control within the specified deadbands and 

is not wasteful of RCS fuel. To accomplish this objective, it is necessary during 

trim-gimbal operation to continually check the vehicle's state in the RCS phase 

plane. The RCS—trim gimbal system interface has been designed so that the 

vehicle's state in the RCS phase plane is examined (and the RCS control law ap- 

plied) at least every 200 millisec. The time line of RCS-— trim gimbal system 

operation is set up as follows: 

  

t t +100 ms t+ 200 ms t+ 300 ms 
--- { 1 1 £ 

RS Test requirements to cee Test requirements to 
c 1 use GTS attitude con- 1 use GTS attitude con- 

aw trollaw. If require- aw trollaw. If require- 
ments are met, exercise ments are met, exer- 
GTS attitude control; cise GTS attitude con- 
otherwise, return to trol; otherwise, return 
RCS control (either to RCS control (either 
directly or after setting directly or after setting 
up GTS acceleration up GTS acceleration 
nulling drives). nulling drives). 

The complete logic for the RCS — trim gimbal system interface is shown in 

the flow charts of Figs, 3,6-6 and 3,6-7. From Fig, 3,6-6, it can be seen that 

in the TRYGTS section there are three requirements that must be met before the 

GTS attitude control law can be used. These requirements are: 

1. USEQRJTS bit of DAPBOOLS = 0. 

2, ALLOWGTS = 1. 

3, All U-V RCS jets are off, 
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Fig. 3.6-6. Selection of RCS/GTS control. 
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The USEQRJTS bit of DAPBOOLS is set to zero and in general will remain 

zero during powered descent. It will be set to 1 only when a decision is made 

that the use of the trim gimbal is not permissible (see Subsection 3. 6.1. 4). 

ALLOWGTS is initialized to be zero and can be set to 1 only by the TIMEGMBL 

routine. TIMEGMBL is a routine that commands the trim gimbal to drive toward 

the null position (that is, to put the thrust vector through the vehicle center of 

gravity for both Q-axis and R-axis rotations). After determining the drive times, 

TIMEGMBL sets ALLOWGTS. ALLOWGTS is set to 1 if both drive times are less 

than two seconds; otherwise, ALLOWGTS is set to zero 

From the preceding discussion, it follows that if requirement 2 for using the 

GTS attitude control law is satisfied, the gimballed engine will be close to the null 3 

position and therefore will not produce a large acceleration. Similarly, if require- 

ment 3 is satisfied, the vehicle angular error and rate error will, in general, not 

be large. The purpose of these requirements is to have the trim-gimbal control 

laws be presented with errors in angle, rate, and acceleration that are small 

enough to allow a limit cycle within the coast region of the RCS phase plane to be 

achieved. 

From Figs. 3. 6-6 and 3. 6-7 and the previous discussion, it can be seen that 

there are two ways in which the trim-gimbal drive direction is determined during 

trim gimbal — RCS operation. One way is by the GTS attitude control law, which 

attempts to drive the vehicle angle error, rate and acceleration simultaneously to 

zero (for both the Q and R axes). The other way is by the TIMEGMBL routine (the 

GTS acceleration nulling control law), which attempts to drive acceleration to zero 

but does not control angle and rate. The requirements for using the GTS attitude 

control law have already been discussed. In the following discussion, a more 

complete description of TIMEGMBL and the conditions under which it is used in 

powered descent is given. 

The TIMEGMBL routine can be called both in the trim gimbal — RCS 100- 

millisec loop and in the 1/ACCS job, which is executed every two seconds. In 

either of these cases, the decision to use TIMEGMBL will depend on a test of 

whether or not the trim gimbal is presently under the control of the GTS attitude 

control law. The definition of being under GTS attitude control is that the existing 

trim~gimbal drive direction was determined by the GTS attitude control law. The 

quantity that specifies whether or not the trim gimbal is under GTS attitude control 

is INGTS. It will be positive (having been set each time the GTS attitude control 

law is used) whenever the trim gimbal is under GTS attitude control and will be zero 

otherwise. In the 1/ACCS job, the TIMEGMBL routine is used during DPS burns if, 

and only if, the trim gimbal is not under GTS attitude control (that is, INGTS = 0) 

and the gimbal is usable (that is, USEQRJTS = 0). The initial control of the trim 
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* 
The drive times include a damping factor of 0. 4; the branch is on an undamped 
time of five seconds. 
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gimbal at the beginning of powered descent will not occur until 1/ACCS is first 

called. During this first 1/ACCS job, the TIMEGMBL routine will be entered and 

will command the trim-gimbal nulling drives. If at least one of the commanded 

drive times is greater than two seconds, then the trim gimbal cannot be put under 

GTS attitude control before the 1/ACCS job is called again. 1/ACCS will continue to 

use the TIMEGMBL routine every two seconds until both times are less than two 

seconds, When this occurs, TIMEGMBL sets the quantity ALLOWGTS to 1 — thereby 

satisfying requirement 2 for entering GTS attitude control. Once all three require- 

ments for GTS attitude control are tested and satisfied, the trim gimbal will remain 

under GTS attitude control until one of the requirements is not met. In general, 

this will be requirement 3 — that all U-V RCS jets must be off. (Note that, as 

previously mentioned, control of the trim gimbal cannot be transferred from GTS 

attitude control to TIMEGMBL control in the 1/ACCS job. ) 

When the trim gimbal has been under GTS attitude control but cannot continue 

under GTS attitude control because U-V RCS jets are on, then control of the trim 

gimbal is immediately transferred toTIMEGMBL. After the nulling drives are set 

up and ALLOWGTS is determined, INGTS is set to zero to indicate that the trim 

gimbal is no longer under GTS attitude control. In this trim gimbal — RCS loop, 

the TIMEGMBL routine is entered only if the trim gimbal is currently under GTS 

attitude control (that is, INGTS > 0). Therefore, it is used only in the transition 

between GTS attitude control and TIMEGMBL control of the trim gimbal. Subsequent 

entries into TIMEGMBL are made in the 1/ACCS job. 

The drive times that are computed in TIMEGMBL for the two trim gimbals are 

written into the registers QGIMTIMR and RGIMTIMR, respectively. The actual 

timing of the drives is then achieved by the cycling of the LM DAP. As part of 

each DAP pass, the timers are decremented by 0.1 sec. When one of the timers 

is zero, the appropriate gimbal drive is stopped. This mechanism is used to guard 

against a run-away of the gimbals that could otherwise occur when trim- gimbal con- 

trol is suddenly locked out by the USEQRJTS bit being restored to 1 (as part of the 

engine-off routine, for example). The timers are set up in each pass of the trim- 

gimbal system to a value such that they will not be counted down to zero before the 

next trim-gimbal-system pass; the drives therefore continue from one pass to the 

next. If, however, the "next'' trim-gimbal-system pass never occurs, the timers 

will reach zero and the drives will be stopped. Note that the LM DAP must be ON 

for this drive termination to function. 

In the manual rate command and attitude hold modes, the LM DAP uses the 

gimbal drives only in the GTS acceleration nulling mode, rather than attempting to 

follow the manual commands with the trim gimbal system. 
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3.6.2.4 RCS — Trim Gimbal System Interface, CSM~-Docked Case 
  

The sequencing within the LM DAP is the same for the CSM-docked and the 

LM-alone configurations, with the exception of the RCS — trim gimbal system inter- 

facing. Thus, the functions and interdependence of 1/ACCS, the state estimator, 

the jet select logic, the RCS and trim-gimbal control laws, the data-load routine, 

etc. do not depend upon the configuration, although some of the parameters em- 

ployed within these sections do. The manner in which control is shared by the 

jets and the trim gimbals must, however, be quite different in order to deal with 

the two distinct control problems. The inertia about the Y- and Z-axes increases 

by an order of magnitude when the CSM is attached. Naturally, the jet control 

authority decreases proportionately. On the other hand, the center of gravity 

shifts so far from the LM main engine that the control effectiveness of the trim 

gimbals is almost unchanged. The GTS attitude control is therefore roughly on a 3 

par with RCS control and is in fact required to maintain reasonable attitude errors 

in the CSM-docked case. (When U, V-axes RCS control is disabled by Verb 65, 

which sets SNUFFBIT, control of the spacecraft by the trim gimbal system is, of 

course, even more important.) This is in direct contrast with the undocked situa- 

tion, when the jets can bring about error corrections quite rapidly and the gimbals 

are used for attitude control only as a fuel-saving measure when the errors are 

small enough not to require RCS activity. 

The two, relatively equal control systems are simultaneously utilized by the 

CSM-docked autopilot by the simple expedient of alternation between the RCS and 

GTS attitude control laws on successive DAP passes. As shown in Figs. 3. 6-6 and 

3.6-7, GTS-attitude-control-law gimbal drives are computed every 0. 2 second 

when USEQRJTS is zero. When USEQRJTS is set, and the gimbals may not be 

used, RCS control is re-evaluated for the U and V axes every DAP pass. In the 

minimum impulse mode, either the GTS acceleration nulling control law or the GTS 

attitude control law is used. 

3.6.3 Glossary of Key Flags and Parameters 
  

Tables 3.6-1, 3.6-2, and 3.6-3 describe some of the more important internal 

switches, inputs, and outputs of the LM DAP. While this list is not complete by 

any means, it should serve as an aid to the reader of this document, and of the 

listing itself, by helping to clarify how communication is accomplished between 

the various sections of the LM DAP and between the LM DAP and the outside 

world, 
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+1 or -1 indicates 1-jet net ac- 
celeration less than 1/2‘rad/sec 
in rotational sense correspond- 

ing to sense of flag. 

2 

Thrust offset small enough to use 
GTS attitude control law. 

Prefer P-axis jet couples 7, 15 
and 8, 16. 

Prefer B-system jets for X trans- 
lation, 

LM staged or on lunar surface,   

X-axis translation to use 2 jets, 

Restart or fresh start since last 
1/ACCS; outputs suspect. 

0 indicates 1-jet control authority in both 
directions exceeds the minimum. 

  

Thrust offset too large to use GTS 
attitude control law. 

Prefer P-axis couples 4, 12 and 3, 11. 

Prefer A-system jets for X translation, 

LM unstaged and not on lunar surface. 

KALCMANU maneuver rates chosen by crew: 
00 indicates 0,2 deg/sec 
01 indicates 0,5 deg/sec 
10 indicates 2,0 deg/sec 
11 indicates 10, 0 deg/sec 

Jets which have been disabled by crew; in channel 5(6) format. 

Indicator of control system employed in current DAP pass: 
= O indicates GTS; LM-alone case, 

> 0 indicates GTS; CSM-docked case, 

< 0 indicates RCS, 

  

*Not related to fuel systems; bit is 

Table 3, 6-1, 

automatically alternated between set and cleared, 

Selected flag definitions, 
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Meaning 
  

  

  

  

Tag Bit/ Location Set Cleared 

CSMDOCKD 13/DAPBOOLS CSM docked to LM, CSM not attached to LM, 

DAPBOOLS — Autopilot flag word containing the following bits: 
Bit 1 ~- AUTRATE1 
Bit 2— AUTRATE2 
Bit 3 - ACCSOKAY 
Bit 4 —- DBSELECT 
Bit 5 - DBSLECT 2 
Bit 6 - ULLAGER 
Bit 7 - RHCSCALE 
Bit 8 —- DRIFTBIT 
Bit 9 - LPDPHASE (XOVINHIB) 
Bit 10-AORBTRAN 
Bit 11-ACC4OR2X 
Bit 12—-OURRCBIT 
Bit 13—-CSMDOCKD 
Bit 14-—USEQRJTS 
Bit 15- PULSES 

DAPFLAGS Autopilot flag word containing a number of internal autopilot switches (see 
Table 3. 6-3). 

DBSELECT 4/DAPBOOLS Phase-plane deadbands selected by crew: 
DBSLECT 2 5/DAPBOOLS 00 indicates minimum (0.3 deg) deadband 

01 indicates 1. 0-deg deadband 
10 indicates maximum (5. 0 deg) deadband 
11 indicates maximum (5. 0 deg) deadband (not normally selected) 

DRIFTBIT 8/DAPBOOLS . Null offset acceleration estimate, | Use offset acceleration estimate. 

INGTS GTS attitude control law RCS presently controlling attitude. 
presently controlling attitude. 

X-axis override locked out X-axis override permitted, 
LPDPHASE 9/DAPBOOLS (Landing Point Designation 

phase), 

NESTO _ Jets to be turned on (for translation) at the end of the corresponding 
NEXTV ee rotation; in channel 5(6) format,       

Table 3.6-1. Selected flag definitions (continued). 
Soeosoosoosooosoooosoesoeoooce 

 



  

Meaning 
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Tag Bit/ Location Set Cleared 

NUMBERT _— Type of rotational or translational jet policy; input to, and output from, the 
jet-selection routine, 

OURRCBIT 12/DAPBOOLS Current DAP pass is rate command, Current DAP pass is not rate command. 

PULSES 15/DAPBOOLS Minimum impulse command mode Not minimum-impulse command mode 
in "Att hold" (Verb 76), (Verb 77; P63). 

RHCSCALE 7/DAPBOOLS Normal (20 deg/sec) rotational-hand- Fine (4 deg/sec) rotational-hand- 
controller scaling selected by crew. controller scaling selected by crew. 

SENSETYP — X-translational sense desirable during U and V rotations: 
0 indicates balanced couples 
1 indicates -X translational sense 
2 indicates +X translational sense 
TJETLAW requires SENSETYP = 0 for P axis 

SKIPU —_—_— 4 indicates control about the corre- 0 indicates control about the correspond- 
SKIPV —_ sponding axis is to be exercised in ing axis is not to be re-evaluated in the 

the current DAP pass, current DAP pass because a short 
(<150 millisec), non-zero firing was 
started in the last pass. 

SNUFFBIT 13/FLAGWRD5 Inhibit RCS control about the U, V Exercise normal RCS control, 
axes during unstaged powered flight, 

ULLAGER 6/DAPBOOLS Ullage requested by mission pro- No internal ullage request. 
gram, 

USEQRJTS 14/DAPBOOLS Trim gimbal unusable; use jets Gimbals may be used. 
only. 

XOVINHIB 9/DA PBOOLS (Same as LPDPHASE)     
  

Table 3,6-1. Selected flag definitions (concluded). 
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Tag Scaling Meaning 
  

  

ABDELV 

CSMMASS 

DB 

HIASCENT 

LEMMASS 

MASS 

QGIMTIMR 
RGIMTIMR 

TIP 
TJU 
TJV   

4 

cm/sec 

216 ig 

45 deg 

218 kg 

0.1 sec/bit 

10, 24 sec 

(as TIME6) 

( 2} cm/sec 
j 213 2 

  

Absolute value of change in velocity over last two seconds; computed in 
SERVICER from PIPA readings. 

Mass of the CSM, as loaded by crew. 

Current attitude deadband for use in TJETLAW: 0,3, 1.0 or 5,0 degrees, 

Anticipated mass of LM immediately after staging; pad-loaded erasable, 

Current mass of the LM: 
LEMMASS = MASS for the LM~-alone case 

LEMMASS = MASS - CSMMASS for the CSM-docked case Ho
w 

Current mass of the LM or LM and CSM together, Initialized via external load 
and maintained in SERVICER during burns, 

Trim~-gimbal drive timers; drive stopped in DAP pass when timer is zero, 

Rotational jet firing time. Values above 0.150 sec cause re-evaluation in 0,100 
sec; values below 0, 014 sec cause minimum impulse. 

  

Table 3,6-2. Selected parameter definitions, 
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BIT NAME SET CLEARED 

1 First leg of tacking pattern Second leg of tacking pattern, 
for Y or Z translation with 
a jet failure. 

2 Enable IMU error counters, Counters presumed OK, 
DAC's have been zeroed, Used 
in conjunction with bit 3 in 
attitude-error display routine, 

3 IMU error counters should be Counters presumed OK. 
disabled in order to zero 
DAC's, Used in conjunction 
with bit 2 in attitude-error 
display routine. 

4 DSPLYALT Display attitude errors. Compute total attitude errors 
when needed, 

5 CALLGMBL Requests setting of gimbal- Do not set gimbal-drive bits 
drive bits in Channel 12 in channel 12 (i,e., do not 
(i.e., perform ACDT + C12), perform ACDT + C12), 

6, 7,8 Unused 

9 JUSTIN RHC stick out of detent on RHC stick not out of detent 
last pass, on last pass, 

10 PBIT Direct rate mode of manual Direct rate not required in 
rate command required in P axis, 

P axis, 

11 QRBIT Direct rate mode of manual Direct rate not required in 
rate command required in Q, R axes. 
Q, R axes, 

12 Perform control of P axis Skip control of P axis in 
in next pass, next pass, 

13 ACCSET A job to do 1/ACCS Set up a job in DAPIDLER 
has been set up since the to do 1/ACCS, 
last fresh start or restart, 

14,15 Unused           

Table 3.6-3. RCSFLAGS Description 
 



SUBSECTION 3.7 

COASTING- FLIGHT ATTITUDE MANEUVER ROUTINE 

by 

Donald W. Keene 

3.7.1 Introduction 

The purpose of the attitude maneuver routine (R60) is to automatically reorient 

the spacecraft during coasting flight. This maneuver process is illustrated in 

Fig. 3.7-1. The desired attitude to which the spacecraft is to be aligned can be 

specified in one of two ways: 

a) By a set of terminal desired gimbal angles, by: 

Upsm 274 Yang: 
8, is the set of desired (or commanded) gimbal angles defined by 
_ ¢ 

b) By two unit vectors, 

co \iesires outer gimbal angle ( 

8, = Gai = .desired inner gimbal angle 

é becsirea middle gimbal angle cm 

Yang is a body-fixed axis vector, Ups with components in navigation- base coordi- 

nates. 4ysm is a desired-direction vector, Up with components in stable- member 

coordinates. “psu specifies the direction in inertial space to which Uanp is to be 

aligned. A flag switch, FL axis’ is provided to specify which of the two types of 

inputs is to be used. 

If the vector type of input is chosen, the routine known as VECPOINT is used 

to compute a set of desired gimbal angles, 4: based on the values of “Upsw’ Yanp 

and the current gimbal angles, 9. In routine 60, these desired gimbal angles are 

converted to the corresponding FDAI angles and displayed to the crew. The crew 

then has the option of performing the maneuver either manually or automatically. 

If the automatic option is selected, R60 calls a routine known as KALCMANU which 

computes a set of parameters (tu A) that determine how the reorientation is to be 

performed. The maneuver is performed by rotating the spacecraft about the axis
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of single equivalent rotation, ae by the angle A. ue. and A are completely deter- 

mined by the initial orientation, 4, and the desired terminal orientation, 4: The 

rate at which the maneuver is performed is specified by the crew in R03. 

The KALCMANU steering routine computes four sets of quantities for use by 

the digital autopilot in following the angular path defined by uo A. The first of 

these is a set of autopilot reference angles, 44 (or intermediate desired CDU angles), 

which are updated once every second during the maneuver. To achieve a smoother 

sequence of commands between successive updates, the program also generates a 

set of incremental CDU angles, A494, to be added to 44 by the digital autopilot. The 

steering routine also computes the component maneuver rates, aq {in spacecraft 

axes), and a set of bias angles, 8, to be used by the autopilot to prevent fuel-con- 

suming overshoot when starting and stopping an automatic maneuver. 

The aforenoted procedure allows the autopilot to establish and maintain a 

spacecraft rotation about the vector a. at a fixed rotation rate @qe The maneuvers 

are timed in open-loop fashion so that after a predetermined interval Ae y Qy and 

8 are set to zero and the autopilot reference angles, 83 are set equal to the termi- 

nal angles, 4: Thus, upon completion of the maneuver, the spacecraft will finish 

up in a limit cycle about be 

3.7.2 R60 Executive 

The R80 Executive section of the attitude maneuver routine is illustrated in 

Fig. 3.7-2. The keyboard displays indicate the total FDAI ball- angle attitude re- 

quired for the reorientation. If the vector option is selected by the calling program, 

the routine VECPOINT is used to compute the terminal desired gimbal angles 4: 

The FDAI-IMU transformation routine is used to compute the required ball angles. 

The crew has the option of either manually reorienting the spacecraft or having the 

maneuver performed automatically. Mode 2 total-attitude-error displays are auto- 

matically selected when R60 is called. If the automatic option is to be used, the 

guidance select switch must be in PGNCS and the mode select switch in AUTO. 

During the maneuver, the crew should monitor the FDAI for gimbal lock since 

KALCMANU has no provisions for avoiding gimbal lock. If the spacecraft attitude 

is approaching the gimbal-lock zone, the crew should stop the maneuver by switch- 

ing to ATT HOLD and manually steer the spacecraft around gimbal lock, The maneu- 

ver may then be completed either automatically or manually. 

The desired gimbal angles, 4, computed by VECPOINT are determined on 

the basis of minimizing the rotation angle required to align UYanp with Uysu- In 

general, this procedure will reduce the fuel required for the maneuver by not 

3.7-3
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constraining the orientation of the spacecraft about the pointing axis*, defined by 

Yyson- Additionally, the attitude about Unsm 

the crew may specify the attitude about the pointing axis to satisfy additional com- 

will be left unchanged. Consequently, 

munication, visibility, or thermal constraints, if desired. This is done by manually 

reorienting the spacecraft about the pointing axis either prior to or after the maneu- 

ver. If this procedure is done after the automatic maneuver, a final trim will 

usually be required to assure that UANB is aligned with Uygur: If the trim is to be 

done manually, the crew should leave the mode switch in ATT HOLD and proceed 

with the maneuver request sothat the VECPOINT solution is recomputed from the 

new attitude, 

3.7.3 VECPOINT 

As mentioned in the preceding subsections, the VECPOINT routine is used to 

compute the desired gimbal angles, bu based upon the values of Upsm’ -ANB and 

the current gimbal angles, 4. VECPOINT, in turn, uses a number of subroutines 

in its computations. These subroutines will be described first. 

a) CDUTODCM Subroutine 

This subroutine converts three gimbal angles, @, to a direction-cosine matrix, 

C, that relates the corresponding spacecraft navigation-base orientation to the stable- 

member frame. The formulas for this conversion are 

C1 2 &3 

é = | c, cy cy 

Cy Cg Cg 

on = cos 9; cos On 

Cy = -cos 95 sin an cos 96 +sin 4; sin 8, 

C3 = cos a; sin An sin 4 +sin 95 cos 9, 

C4 = sin 9 on 

Ce = cos On cos 9, 

Ce = -cos 6 sin 6, 

Cy = -sin 9; cos An 

“See exception noted in Subsection 3, 7, 3.



Cc. = . . . 
8 sin 6, sin 9 cos 9 +cos A; sin 4, 

y, = -Si i i + Cy sin 8; sin 4, sin @, +cos 4; cos 4, 

where 

9, * outer gimbal angle 

6, = inner gimbal angle 

On = middle gimbal angle 

The interpretation of this matrix is as follows: If aye ay a, represent the 

components of a vector in navigation-base axes, then the components of the same 

vector in stable-member axes (b,, by b) are 

oy 

| bl =C(a) y Z 

b) DCMTOCDU Subroutine 

* 
This subroutine extracts the CDU angles from a direction-cosine matrix, C, 

that relates the navigation-base axes to the stable-member axes. The formulas 

for this conversion are 

94, 7 arcsin C4 

@. = arcsin (-C,/eos 44) 

[lf C, is negative, 9; is replaced by 7 SGN A, -9;] 

6, = aresin (-C,/ cos Onn) 

[ UC, is negative, 9, is replaced by 7 SGN A, 49,1 

c) ROTCOMP Subroutine 

This subroutine computes the direction-cosine matrix, R, that relates one 

coordinate frame to another frame that is rotated with respect to the first by an 

angle A about a unit vector ae The formula for this matrix is 

R (u_,, A) 
—r 

* T H . 
TcosA*+ uu, (1- cos A) + UX, sin A



where 

  

1 0 0 

r= 0 1 0 

0 0 1 

2 
u u u u. u 
rx rx ry rx rz 

T u u. wv u u 
u = ry rx ry ry rz 
=ro—r 

2 
u. u u u u 
YZ ‘rx rz ry rz 

0 -u u 
rz ry 

Bd 

UX, = Ung 9 “Uns 
r 

“Uny Unx 0 

ue = unit rotation vector resolved into spacecraft axes 

A = rotation angle 

The interpretation of R is as follows: If ays ay, a, represent the components 

of a vector in the rotated frame, then the components of the same vector in the 

original frame (b,. by. b)) are 

b a 
x x 

| by | = R (u.. A) ay 

b a 
Z 

The process used by VECPOINT in determining the terminal desired angles, 

ao is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.7-3. VECPOINT uses three frames of 

reference: the L frame, the M frame, and the N frame - as well as the stable- 

member (SM) frame. The L frame is simply a base frame used as the starting
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point for subsequent rotations. In R60 VECPOINT computations, the L frame is 

the initial navigation-base frame computed from the initial gimbal angles, 6. For 

R65, the preferred axis-tracking routine, the L frame is computed on the basis of 

the autopilot reference angles, 8a (see Fig. 3. 7-4). The vector Uy is resolved 

from the stable-member frame into this frame as u t using the transformation 
-DL 

x T tt : ae 
Cism: The L frame is then rotated so that Yay, and Upz are coincident. The 

rotation vector, u,, is defined by the cross product between Yar, and Uy: If the 

two vectors are either parallel or antiparallel, a special computation of a, is per- 

formed (see below). Rotation about the cross- product vector will assure that 

spacecraft maneuvering will be minimized and that the rotation vector will have no 

oru directions. component in the u Yr 
—AL 

In the M frame, Us is aligned with Uy and normally the desired terminal 

angles can be extracted directly from the matrix Cusm that relates this frame to 

the stable- member frame. If, however, the M frame corresponds to a gimbal-lock 

orientation, an extra rotation about Um (or Ban? will be necessary to correct for 

the gimbal-lock condition. For VECPOINT, gimbal lock is defined when Useny is 

within 31 deg of the ty stable-member axis direction  Byonq)> that is, when the 

magnitude of the desired terminal middle gimbal angle, 1Oom!> exceeds 59 deg. 

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.7-5, in which the shaded area represents the 

gimbal-lock region. As can be seen, Uyyy can be rotated out of gimbal lock by a 

sufficiently large rotation about Yan Under some circumstances, however, no 

amount of rotation about Yan will correct for gimbal lock. This possibility may 

occur if the angle between + Uy and Yam is less than 31 deg. Whether or not 

gimbal lock can be corrected in such a case depends on the geometry of the problem 

In order to simplify the VECPOINT calculations, however, it was decided that 

gimbal lock would be unavoidable under these circumstances. Infact, no correction 

will be made in VECPOINT if 

u Zam’ Uxm] 2 ces 40.6 deg 

and Uyng falls within the gimbal-lock region. Note that this criterion includes the 

thrust vector for P40 pre-burn alignments. In such cases, a platform realignment 

would be required before reorienting the spacecraft. 

Tt The subscript L appended to the vector indicates the frame of reference into 
which the vector is resolved. Note that the components of Yanp’ Yar, Yam 

and Ugn are all numerically equal since they represent the same body-fixed 

vector. 
tt 

Chasm is defined as the transformation from the L frame (or first subscript) 

to the stable- member frame (or second subscript). Cism is its transpose. 
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If it is found that the M frame can be reoriented to correct for gimbal lock, 

then the mext step in the logic is to determine the direction of rotation about Yam 

and the magnitude of the rotation, A', required for this reorientation. It is desir- 

able to find the direction that minimizes the angular excursion through the gimbal- 

lock region. This is found by first locating the direction u 
-1G 

axis (tuveon or - Uygnp) that is closest touym: Referring to Fig. 3.7-5, if 

of the inner gimbal 

. " wt : : sae 
ym lies to the left of the plane defined by lig and Yaw then A' is positive. 

. Up gt ; 
If, on the other hand, Uy lies to the right of the plane defined by Vig and Yaw 

then A' is negative. Note that if Uy lies in the plane of wig and Lam then A' can 

be either positive or negative. For this case, |A'| is greatest for any fixed 

angular relation between Lig and Ua: 

The remaining part of the problem is to determine the magnitude of the rota- 

tion required to correct for gimbal lock, Theoretically, one could determine the 

minimum rotation required to place uy ny exactly on the boundary of the gimbal-lock 

region. To simplify the problem, however, VECPOINT uses a predetermined set 

of angles that will assure that, even in the worst case, Un will always lie outside 

the gimbal-lock region, To define the worst-case conditions, examine the spherical 

triangle ABC shown in Fig, 3.7-6. The problem is to find the maximum value of 

the rotation angle, A, required to rotate u M to the gimbal-lock boundary (point B), 
x 

given the angle c between Yam and Uym: 

occurs when uyyy falls in the 'middle" of the gimbal-lock region, that is, when 

UxmM lies in the plane of Yg and Yam: The following relationship holds for any 

Clearly, the maximum value of A 

spherical triangle: 

sin C 
in A = sina = 

8 ie sinc 
  

The maximum value of A, A max? cceurs when 

or when cos C = 0, that is, C = 90°, 

Thus, 

  

Note that the required rotation angle depends directly on the angle between Uy 

and u AM* 

may be unavoidable, To avoid calculating A unax explicitly, VECPOINT divides the 

If c is less thana, then A max is indeterminate; that is, gimbal lock 

problem into three zones as defined in the following table. 
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POINT B GIMBAL- LOCK  
 

—6. Geometry for computing the maximum value of the angle A. Fig. 3.7 
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c Awax (a = 30°) 

60.5% c< 119.5° 35° 

40.6% c< 60,5° £ . 50° 
119.5°< c< 139.4 

O<c< 40.6 INDETERMINATE 
139. 4°< ¢ < 180° 
  

Note that the correction for gimbal lock will override the desire to minimize 

the rotation about the Uy axis, If during R65 Z-axis tracking the M frame encoun- 

ters gimbal lock, VECPOINT will call for an automatic 35-deg rotation about the 

pointing axis, Unfortunately, R65 may not sense this relatively large rotation and 

therefore not call for an R60-supervised maneuver, However, the additional rota- 

tion, A', is usually large enough so that subsequent tracking should not encounter 

gimbal lock. 

The one remaining item to be discussed concerning VECPOINT is the case 

when Yan and Upyz are almost parallel or antiparallel, If Yat and Upy are almost 

parallel, then Bo is set equal to Si; If the two vectors are almost antiparallel, 

then a 180-deg rotation is required for the alignment, In this case, the rotation 

vector is chosen so that ur is perpendicular to Yat and Hes in the plane that con- 

tains 2 ysm(L) and Uyy: If, however, Yar happens to be perpendicular to the 

plane, then any vector in the plane may be used for uy In this event, the X axis is 

chosen, The computation of the M frame, the check for gimbal lock, and the extrac- 

tion of the desired angles, Boe are then performed in the manner already described, 

3.7.4 KALCMANU Maneuver- Parameters Calculation 

The KALCMANU routine is designed to generate commands for the LM auto- 

pilot to reorient the spacecraft from an initial attitude to some desired attitude 

specified by Bo . Although a number of authors have discussed optimal solutions to 

this problem, the task is a formidable one because of the nonlinear nature of rigid- 

body dynamics and the kinematics of rotational motion, Optimal solutions for a 

particular class of spacecraft configurations are treated in Reference 1, In this 

reference, the criterion for optimality is based upon the product of maneuver dura- 

tion and fuel expenditure, Using the same criterion, previous design studies based 

upon a number of suboptimal approaches (2) have shown that a reasonable design 

compromise is to rotate the spacecraft about a single inertially fixed axis, This 

technique is employed in KALCMANU, 
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The process used by KALCMANU in computing the rotation axis, Uys and the 

rotation angle, A m? is illustrated in Fig. 3.7-7. If the magnitude of the command- 

ed middle gimbal angle, | Boon exceeds 70 deg, program alarm 401 is issued and 

the logic returns to the R60 Executive. No automatic maneuver is permitted in this 

case.” However, the crew may manually reorient the spacecraft to the required 

attitude if desired, If the gimbal-lock test is passed, KALCMANU then proceeds to 

compute the transformation between the initial spacecraft axes (at the time the 

KALCMANU routine begins) and the stable-member axes, Casme 

also computes the matrix relating the desired terminal spacecraft attitude and the 

The program 

stable-member axes, Cosm . The transformation between the desired and the 

initial attitude is Rop: where 

  

T 
cB” Spsm © R CSM 

Rog can be partitioned into its symmetric and antisymmetric components as follows, 

For the symmetric part, 

ae _ EW aK T 

Re = 1/2)(Rop * Rep) 

By comparing this with the equations described in the ROTCOMP subroutine (see 

Subsection 3, 7. 3) it can be seen that 

Ry = lcos A +ulu T G-cos A ) 
m —-r-r m 

For the antisymmetric part, 

KO ee _aT 

Ra = (0/2)(Rop - Kop) 

  

or 

o - Ure ry 

= u. -u sin A 
rz 0 m 

- u 0 
ry rx 

The maneuver angle can easily be obtained from Rog as 

Trace R -1 
A = cos 1 ( tz cp) 1 ce) ) 

m 2 

The rotation vector, uy is normally extracted from the antisymmetric part 

of Rop? that is, 

u, = unit (Rag? Rage “Ra y) 

“Note that while there is logic in VECPOINT and KALCMANU to avoid a final middle 
gimbal angle causing gimbal lock, there is no logic in the KALCMANU calculation 
of maneuver parameters which ensures that the computed maneuver will not carry 
the vehicle attitude through gimbal lock during the maneuver, 
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1 
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Fig. 3.7~7. Calculation of KALCMANU maneuver parameters (Sheet 1 of 3). 
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Fig. 3.7—7. Calculation of KALCMANU maneuver parameters (Sheet 2 of 3). 
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Fig. 3.7—7. Calculation of KALCMANU maneuver parameters (Sheet 3 of 3). 
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As sin Am approaches zero, however, the unit operation becomes indeterminate 

and an alternative calculation must be performed, If the maneuver angle is less 

than 0, 25 deg, then no complicated automatic maneuvering is necessary and there- 

fore one can simply set the autopilot reference angle, Bap equal to the terminal 

desired angles Sy and exit. If An > 170 deg, a method employing the symmetric 

part of Rop is used to determine Uy as illustrated in Fig. 3,7-7. The magnitudes 

of the components of u, are easily determined as 

lu, | = Roy _ cos An 

Tl - cosA 
m 

lu, | os Ros - cos An 

y 1 - cosA 
m 

lu | = Rog - cos An 
rz 

1 + cosA 
m 

To obtain the signs of each component, it is first necessary to determine the 

sign of the largest component by referring to the values of Ra . This is done to 

avoid the problem caused by truncation as sin An approaches zero, If An is equal 

to 180 deg, then the sign of the largest component may be arbitrarily chosen, The 

signs of the remaining components may be determined by examining the off-diagonal 

terms in Re . 

3.7.5 KALCMANU Steering 

The KALCMANU parameter calculations described in the preceding subsection 

solve the problem of what angular path to take in order to reorient the spacecraft 

without excessive fuel expenditure, However, the problem of how to steer the 

spacecraft along this path must now be considered. One solution is to iteratively 

solve for uy and An explicitly as a function of the current spacecraft attitude and 

to control the spacecraft angular velocity, w, by firing the RCS jets so that_w is 

parallel to ure This approach, however, leads to several problems. First of all, 

because of the deadband requirements of the autopilot, and control inaccuracies, 

explicit guidance can lead to excessive changes in control commands as the space- 

craft approaches the terminal attitude. This problem of terminal guidance is char- 

acteristic of explicit guidance schemes unless special consideration is given to the 

terminal-control problem. Secondly, there is a timing problem since the computa- 

tion of un and Ann is somewhat lengthy and would require an excessive amount of 

computer time, Instead, it is better to formulate the problem in terms of perturba- 

tions from a smooth reference trajectory that satisfies the end-point constraints. 

The procedure is to solve the global problem once via KALCMANU in order to es- 

tablish a reference trajectory (defined by Uy AL) and then have the autopilot solve 
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the micro-problem of controlling the spacecraft deviations from this reference 

trajectory, using small-angle approximations. This approach not only avoids the 

terminal-guidance problem and the timing problem but also provides "tighter" path 

control for satisfying other boundary conditions that may be placed upon the selec~ 

tion of the reference trajectory, 

In order to determine the required steering interface between KALCMANU 

and the autopilot, it is first necessary to define the nature of the autopilot control 

variables, To simplify the discussion, the two-dimensional problem of rotation in a 

plane is considered first, There are two state variables of interest; namely, the 

attitude error, Oy defined by 

4, = @-@ 'd 

where 

6 = actual vehicle attitude 

64 = desired vehicle attitude (constant) 

and the angular velocity of the vehicle, w. The "state" equations are 

6. (t) @ (t) 
and 

w(t) 
where 

f (6, w) 

t(O» w) is the control acceleration (applied by the jets) as determined by non- 

linear phase-plane switching logic. The control law is defined so that 4, and w 

will be nulled to within the control-law deadbands so as to maintain attitude hold 

about the reference attitude, Og 

New state variables can be defined as follows: 

.(t) = Ott) - gt) + B 
and 

we (t) = w(t) - Wy 

where 

G(t) = dglt.) + wy [tt] 

Og = a constant 

8 = aconstant 

Galt.) 4 a(t,) = constant 

The state equations for the new variables are 

Be 7 He 
@, = £ (Pes W,) 
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With these control variables, the autopilot will attempt to null the rate error, Was 

thus forcing the spacecraft to rotate at a constant rate. With this simple trans- 

formation of variables, using the same control law as used for attitude hold, the 

autopilot can be converted to a constant-rate-command system, Note that at the 

beginning of the maneuver the desired angle oylt) is set equal to the initial angle 

a(t). The constant, 8, is added to the attitude error to prevent overshoot when 

starting and stopping the maneuver. £§ is computed as 

p = |*a\a 

2a 
where 

a magnitude of the control acceleration 

To interpret the effect of 8, refer to Fig. 3.7-8a. This figure shows a sim- 

plified phase-plane logic and a typical phase-point trajectory. The maneuver starts 

at point A with 9, = Oand w=0. With the application of steering commands, the 

phase point instantaneously jumps to a biased condition at B where be = 8 and 

w, = “Wy (wy is negative for the case illustrated). The phase point drifts to point C, 

where the control jets are turned on to reduce the rate error toward zero at point D. 

The trajectory then traverses a limit cycle DEFG until the maneuver finishes at 

point H, where the biases 8 and w, are removed, At this point, the trajectory 

jumps to an unbiased condition at point I, Note that the actual rate is approximately 

equal to the desired rate and the phase point drifts to point J, where the jets decel- 

erate the vehicle back into a limit cycle around the desired attitude. The situation 

without the angular bias, 8, is illustrated in Fig. 3.7-8b. Note the fuel-consuming 

overshoot inthis case, The inclusion of the bias term is based on the assumption 

that the initial rates are small and that the desired rates are achievable during the 

maneuver, For the three-dimensional problem, it must also be assumed that g is 

small enough so that the small-angle assumptions are not violated, For these 

reasons, CSM-docked automatic maneuvers should not exceed rates of more than 

2 deg/sec, 

The logic flow for KALCMANU steering is shown in Fig. 3.7-9. The basic 

inputs are 

a) Uns the unit rotation vector. 

b) An » the rotation angle. 

c) lw, |, the magnitude of the desired angular velocity as specified in R03. 

d) The auto-stabilization discrete in channel 31, 

The steering logic works on a cyclic basis, Every AT, (= 1 sec), the program 

issues new steering commands to the autopilot. On the first pass, a number of 
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Fig. 3.7-8. Maneuver phase—plane trajectories. 
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Fig. 3.7-9. KALCMANU steering logic (Sheet 1 of 4). 
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parameters are computed once and used during subsequent passes, One of these is 
* 

the incremental rotation matrix, AR. This matrix corresponds to a one-second 

rotation of Cc the intial spacecraft orientation, about the rotation axis, u,- 
BSM’ 

The magnitude of the rotation oan is determined as 

AA. = Jw, [AT 

For the first and all subsequent passes through the steering logic, Casm is rotated 

by the angie aA? and the autopilot reference angles 4g are extracted from this 

matrix, The new desired reference matrix is simply 

  

BSMy 

  

BSMy 441 

This iterative process generates the required reference trajectory. 4g (t), which 

begins at the initial spacecraft attitude, bp: and terminates at 4, . The desired 

rate is simply 

2 = legl 2, 
and remains constant throughout the maneuver, The bias (or lag) angles are com- 

puted as 

Bp yp lugpl/2ap 

8g = Waa leg |/ 20g 

= I BR > Wye lyn l/2op 

where Ops Oy » Op are the two-jet RCS control accelerations as computed by the 

autopilot, These also remain constant during the maneuver and are added to the 

attitude errors by the autopilot, 

As mentioned in Subsection 3, 7,1, the maneuver is timed in open-loop fashion 

and, for this reason, the first pass also computes the maneuver duration, te as 

A 
t =m 

a | 

The logic then sets a flag Fly anu? to identify this as the first pass and, utilizing 

a section of coding common to both the first and subsequent passes, updates the 

desired reference angles on (= By projected 1 sec in advance) as described above, 
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With coding still unique to the first pass, the steering logic computes the time at 

which the maneuver will be completed as 

t, = t+ty 

where 

t present time 

and the time at which to stop the steering-update process as 

t, = t, - 1 sec 

The logic also computes the time tis at which the next update is to occur, Note 

that all the initial commands are issued simultaneously to the autopilot with inter- 

rupt inhibited so that the maneuver will be started properly. 

Returning to the common section of the coding, the logic then computes a set 

of incremental angles, AGys for interpolation of the Bg reference angles between 

successive updates. This interpolation is required because the autopilot operates 

at a much higher sample rate, AT, (= 0,1 sec), than the steering (AT, = 1 sec). 

49, is computed as 

AT 

40, * Gy > 8s) AT 

where 

by = desired reference angle projected 1 sec in advance 

BR F present desired reference angles 

These incremental angles are subsequently added to Sq by the autopilot, 8g is then 

then set equal to 83: and on is replaced by Oy for use on the subsequent pass. 

The logic then checks to see if the maneuver is to be completed within 1 sec, 

If not, the next steering cycle is called for in 1 sec, compensating for any delays 

between updates, If the maneuver is to be terminated, further updates are suspen- 

ded and the program stops the maneuver at the appropriate time*, To stop the 

maneuver, the program simply sets 

wy = 0 
49, = 0 

B =o 
and sets 6, = 6, to eliminate any steering error, The crew can also intervene 

and stop the maneuver at any time by simply switching out of AUTO stabilization, 

oo 
Actually delayed by approximately 10 millisec. 
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